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Who pays the
ferryman?
All things being equal, the shipping industry has
a fair chance of getting through this financial
crisis largely unscathed.
OK, there will be bankruptcies and there will
be newbuilding cancellations and deferrals and
large scale redundancies among shore-based
service industries struggling to match the
ambitious revenue targets set when things were
looking a little rosier, but largely life will go on.
The estimated 50,000 vessels that make up the
world fleet on the water will continue as they have
always done, apart from those vessels too old to
care. Yes they will earn less but they will still be
there waiting for the good times to return again.
The problem is that all things aren’t equal.
As we have all been told, time after time,
the sting in the tail is still to come, in the guise
of the vast swathes of deliveries from the
world’s shipyards. On the dry side alone,
industry analysis suggests that while there are
855 Capers in the water, there are an additional
700 vessels on order. The deliveries are starting
as we speak, with the larger number of deliveries expected in 2010 with about 292 vessels,
some 200 units a year later and an additional 82
Capers in 2011. The Panamax sector is a little bit
better but still looks bad. There are 1,277 ships
in the water but there are about 450 ships to be
delivered in the next three years. A frightening
proposition, indeed.
So all of this points to a difficult time ahead
for the world’s ship owners. They will be forced
to consider the economics of continuing to
operate their ships in the hope of a near-term or
medium-term recovery in rates or go for the layup option. Cutting their operating losses may be
a solution but there is a reality that many ships
that are laid up will be put in hot lay-up ready to
pounce when the markets make a turn.
The additional problem facing owners is the
reluctance of operating expenses to fall in line
with everything else. While ship repair costs
may have dropped slightly, they have not
dropped sufficiently to make any real difference
and other key indicators such a lub oil prices are
as yet, refusing to buck this trend.
Increased OpEx will always throw up the
possibility to discuss postponements: postponements that quality owners believe can be made
but which don’t impact on the necessary maintenance schedule of the vessel. Problems will
almost certainly arise when the substandard
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owners decide enough is enough and carry on
trading their vessels while infringing port state
control regulations.
This is the real concern of the regulators.
How can they be sure that shipping will
continue to tread the path of quality operation
and management when all their options are
disappearing – freight revenue decline, OpEx
not falling and crew costs stabilising but also
refusing to plummet to pre-boom levels?
Third party managers, the quality ones at
least, are fighting their toughest battles yet in
slowly and methodically persuading their
owners that key essentials have to be paid in
order for standards to be met. And, according to
the managers I have spoken to, the task is a
difficult one.
But it is all about trust and the strength of
their relationships. Owners need to realise that
corners cannot be cut as the port state control
regulator is ready and willing to pounce. Cost
management is all about making the right
decisions about your fleet by balancing the
possible strengths of one sector against poor
performers elsewhere. If the lay-up option is the
only way out then so be it. But it will be the right
decision because the right processes have been
followed.
Maybe the silver lining in this particular
cloud will be that owners and their managers
settle into a more solid understanding that they
need each other now more than ever. Third party
shipmanagement is there to provide a service for
a fee but if the owner knows that the manager is
actually on his side, ready to share the bad times
as well as the good, then maybe this particular
circle can be completed.

Happy reading.

Sean Moloney

NOTEBOOK
SHIPMANAGEMENT NEWS AND REPORTS FROM AROUND THE WORLD

Young Chinese owners look West for
international management expertise
China's younger generation of ship owners appear to
be taking a leaf out of their Greek cousins' book by
looking more internationally when running and
managing their fleets.
Some of the younger players are turning to Hong
Kong-based managers to inject an element of international expertise into the way their ships are operated.
According to Peter Cremers, Anglo Eastern Group
Chief Executive, interest is being generated from the
younger Chinese owners "who are asking us as a nonChinese company".
He told SMI: "We have received some interest
from people who believe management should be done
in an international way so yes there is a little bit of
change in approach there - similar to the young
Greeks.
In a separate development, Anglo Eastern has also
started to see an increase in interest from the traditionally tough Greek owning market.
"Shipmanagement is opening up in Greece,
slowly, and that is because all the Greek superintendents are by virtue of age starting to leave the
industry: so all these old pillars of the Greek owning
companies who were relied on to make things work
are disappearing and there is no replacement young
superintendents with the same attitude. As a result, you
are seeing more of these companies having to move in
an international way.
"We haven't changed the way we do business;
most of our business comes from referrals rather than
from aggressive marketing and advertising but we are
getting more referrals from the Greek market and from
the US Greek market which is healthy at the moment.
Mr Cremers added: "Shipmanagement can be a
nightmare if it is conducted between two parties who
don't like each others so you need the right understanding with each other. The profitability of the
business is marginal so you need to have an understanding with an owner you can work with."

Encourage more yoga
onboard ship
Shipowners should consider encouraging their
seafarers to perform yoga onboard ship as a remedy to
possible diseases and ailments and as a way of introducing exercise onboard, the Chairman of the Shipping
Corporation of India has suggested.
Speaking at the 10th International Symposium of
Maritime Health in Goa, Sabyasachi Hajara said it was
important to develop awareness among seafarers who
follow healthy acts. “India is the birth place of yoga so I
do believe that if maritime training institutes can also
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conduct training sessions on Yoga that can be wonderful
for the seafarers.
“Of course there should be more recreation
exercises onboard ship, such as gym facilities but for
yoga you virtually need no facilities. I have met many
medical practitioners from the US and Australia, who
know and learn yoga because it is believe that by
performing it from an early age, it can prevent
diseases. Prevention is better than cure. This is
something we should look at very seriously,” he said.
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Women in demand in shipping and
by pirates too
Somali pirates who seize ships for ransom hold more than 100 captive
mariners, including a rarity in the male-dominated shipping industry —
a woman officer, reports Associated Press.
Women like Aysun Akbay, a 24-year-old Turk, are slowly making
inroads into the upper levels of seafaring, a profession more resistant
than most to female command. Women have long worked on passenger
ships, but they are increasingly enduring the risks and hardships of life
on merchant vessels, a key engine of global commerce.
Most of the world’s shipping routes are relatively safe, but Somali
piracy — among the security woes of a lawless land where al-Qaidalinked militants are waging a violent insurgency — has surged more
than 50% this year despite an international effort to stem the scourge.
Akbay, a third officer, was on the 34,173dwt bulker Horizon 1 when
it was hijacked July 9 in the Gulf of Aden, near Somalia, and has said
by satellite telephone from captivity that the two-dozen crew members
had not been harmed.
“The pirates told Aysun that she could call her family when she wants
because she is a woman, but Aysun calls us only when others get the chance
to call their families too. She tells us not to worry,” said her sister, Aysen.
Founded in 1974, the Women’s International Shipping & Trading
Association, or WISTA, reported a membership increase of 40% in the
past two years, with 20 country branches and more than 1,000
individual members.
The Geneva-based International Labor Office said in a 2003 book
that 1% to 2% of the world’s 1.25 million seafarers were women, many
of them caterers on ferries and cruise liners. The labour group believes
those figures have not changed significantly. There are no global figures
for women ship commanders or officers; people familiar with the
industry say the number is increasing, mostly in the West, though they
remain a tiny fraction of the total.
“In the old times, men thought that this job cannot be done by a
woman. Before, they believed a woman onboard brings bad luck,” said
Bianca Froemming, a German ship commander who has travelled to
Asia, Africa and the Americas. “It is harder for a woman. You have to
show more onboard, you always have to work harder than a man to
become higher in rank.”
Froemming, who is taking two years off to care for her baby son,
said she plans to go back to sea with her employer, the shipping
company Reederei Rudolf Schepers. Her career has other dimensions:
during long voyages, she worked on “Genius of Horror,” a Germanlanguage novel about a maritime student with murder on her mind that
has sold several thousand copies.
There are at least five German female masters, or commanders, on
German-flagged merchant vessels, out of a total of 1,400 masters. The
South African navy has its first female commander of a patrol vessel. In
2007, Royal Caribbean International named the first female captain in
its cruise ship fleet, a Swede with a background in cargo shipping.
Western laws and shipping policies aim to protect women from
discrimination or harassment, but such codes are sparse or erratically
enforced in many countries.
The Philippines has a ‘few’ female deck officers and no women
masters, and Asian women face more difficulty because of cultural
biases that favour Western job candidates, said Carla Limcaoco,
Executive Managing Director of Philippine Transmarine Carriers, Inc.,

which provides crew to shipping companies around the world.
“While the Philippines is probably the most progressive country in
Southeast Asia with regard to having women occupy senior positions in
land-based organisations, we do not have the same success in
seafaring,” Limcaoco wrote in an e-mail message.
Momoko Kitada, who is studying women mariners at the Seafarers
International Research Centre at Cardiff University in Britain, recalled
a conversation with a male supervisor in Kobe, Japan, where she trained
as a deck cadet.
“This captain told me that ‘women’s happiness is to get married and
have children, so try not to continue this career,”‘ Kitada said.
US maritime academies barred women from entry until 1974. Today,
12% to 15% of the 1,000 cadets at the US Merchant Marine Academy at
King’s Point, New York are women. Capt. Sherri Hickman worked as an
officer on ships with US government cargoes that travelled through
piracy-prone areas in Southeast Asia. Now a Houston ship channel pilot,
Hickman said she once spoke at a career day at her Pennsylvania high
school, and her session was labelled “Men Only” on the program.
“Even today, women don’t even realise the field is there,” Hickman
said. “They normally feel like: ‘I didn’t know they let women do that.’”
Many women mariners quit and have a family before they have a
chance to become masters. In the old days, captains traditionally
brought wives and even children on voyages.
Capt. Louise Angel, a 30-year-old, married South African, is the
first female captain in Safmarine, a Belgium-based containership
company with strong South African links. The company is working on
a maternity plan for mariners who want to have a family and return to
sea, or seek on-shore employment in the shipping industry.
As master, Angel has guided her vessel through an area where
pirates operate, travelling at a top speed of 18 knots, or 20.7 mph (33.3
kph), and posting lookouts to spot any threats. In foreign ports, she gets
a positive, often surprised reaction from shipping pilots and agents.
“A couple of times, I have been asked to pose for pictures with them
to show their colleagues,” Angel wrote in an e-mail message from sea. “On
two occasions, agents have actually asked me if I really was the Captain.”
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MLC 2006 'could attract' more seafarers
The plight of the seafarer came under the spotlight at the 10th
International Symposium on Maritime Health in Goa as speakers from
the International Labour Organisation and the International Maritime
Organisation both pointed to the need for greater attention to be given
to their individual needs.
Addressing delegates at the International Maritime Health
Association Conference, Dani Appave, Senior Maritime Specialist at the
International Labour Organisation (ILO), welcomed the impending
ratification of the 2006 Maritime Labour Convention claiming that it
will go a long way to attracting more seafarers to the shipping industry.
“While shipping may be in a crisis, it needs qualified personnel,” he
said, “and without quality health and welfare we will still have a
shortage of crews in the future. We need to attract more quality people
to the industry.
“We need seafarers onboard but they need to be happy if they are to
be efficient,” he told delegates.
Meanwhile, Ashok Mahapatra, Head of the Maritime Training and
Human Element Section at the IMO, said that despite playing a significant
role in facilitating world trade, seafarers continue to run the risk of being
vilified and criminalised and being judged ‘guilty until proven innocent’.
He told delegates: “We are all aware that more than 90% of world
trade is carried by ships and these ships are manned and operated by
seafarers. So we can say that 90% of maritime needs are being served
by seafarers.

Vanderperre, the
grandfather of
shipmanagement dies
The grandfather of modern day shipmanagement Captain Charles
Vanperperre has died after a long illness.
Captain Vanderperre, who handed over the responsibility for the
day to day operations of Univan to the management team some
months ago, passed away peacefully on 19th September, in his 88th
year. A private funeral was planned in Thailand.
InterManager, the international association of in-house and third
party ship managers, was quick to pay tribute to his life and memory.
In a statement, Guy Morel, General Secretary of the Association,
said: "We salute his memory and applaud the work he did in driving
forward the development of third party shipmanagement. Many of
today's top managers owe their success to the wisdom of Capt
Vanderperre and for this he will be sorely missed."
He was credited with being the founding father of shipmanagement and played a hand in mentoring many of the industry's
major players today.
Univan Ship Management Group said in a statement that it was
deeply saddened to announce "that our Founder and guiding light,
Captain C. A. J Vanderperre, passed away. Although he will be greatly
missed by all who worked under him, the work of Univan as a premier
ship manager will carry on as normal despite the Captain's passing."

“If this is the case you can conclude that about 1.4m seafarers are
now catering to the needs of over 90% of the seven billion people in this
world. I may be wrong but I am here to find a parallel where so few
serve the needs of so many.
“Yet God forbid if there is an accident because it is the same
seafarer who is vilified or criminalised for something he may not have
done. In such cases it is taken for granted that the poor seafarer is guilty
until proven innocent. I personally feel the time has come for us to
realise that without the seafarers manning and operating the ships, half
of the world will starve for want of food and half of the world will freeze
for want of heating oil,” he said.

Are your galleys
clean?
More attention should be given to food hygiene and general cleanliness
of galleys and freezers onboard ship to ward off the threat of food
poisoning, according to a leading catering supplier.
Nutrition is also an issue but this can be tackled through the subtle
training of shipboard cooks to use fresh eggs instead of old ones and to
opt for ‘healthier’ cooking ingredients such as sunflower oil instead of
other cooking oil options, claimed Derrick Samms, Managing Director
of Garrets International.
“Cleanliness is important and a lot of vessels could improve on it,”
he told SMI. “There are a lot of ships out there that need to be looked at
but there should be one standard for all and that should be clean.”
Accepting that dirty kitchens can spread diseases, he said that in a
number of cases owners and managers were unaware if and when food
poisoning strikes. “In a lot of cases we won’t know there is food
poisoning onboard because a crew member can wake up with an upset
stomach and he won’t consider what he has eaten. A lot of it is not
reported and he can get over it in 24 hours. It is when you get a lot of
people going down at the same time that it comes to light,” he stressed
“What we are trying to do when we go onboard is to conduct more
training with the guys such as by talking to the cook. We are concerned
about the nutritional values that should be onboard plus the healthy
eating aspects,” he said.

(Antonietta Vanderperre, Capt Vanderperre's grandaughter writes by
email:) September 21st, 2009 - I would like to thank everyone for the
many kind words about my grandfather. He will be greatly missed by
his family residing in Belgium.
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Nobu Su Chief Executive Officer,
Today Makes Tomorrow (TMT)
Whether it is the language barrier or the fact that he rarely agrees to
press interviews, TMT’s Nobu Su is a challenging man to question.
It is true to say that his responses were somewhat brief in the
extreme but securing an interview with the head of Taiwan’s major
bulk, tanker, gas carrier and car carrier owner was something of an
editorial coup especially when you consider the level to which his
comments are feted by the maritime press and the shipping industry at
large. SMI first caught up with the TMT head man at Frontline’s
Norshipping bash, a party that was attended by his pal John Fredriksen
and Fredriksen’s two daughters. The company he keeps is clearly as
impressive as the quality of his London office suite in the heart of the
West End.
TMT, or ‘Today Makes Tomorrow’, is the corporate motto of the
company. So what's in a name? TMT answers this question on the
single home page of its website where it claims that shipping is a very
dynamic industry constantly requiring calculated decisions based, not
only on current global economic factors, but also on correctly anticipating future demand and supply trends.
Describing Today Makes Tomorrow as a global leader in shipping
both from a financial and environmental-friendly perspective, it claims
it is exemplified by its special commitments to clean energy (LNG) and
innovation expertise “to upgrade traditional shipping engineering”. The
name ‘Today Makes Tomorrow’, in the company’s own words,
exemplifies its goal of making wise decisions today based not only on
economics, but on creating a company emphasising environmental
safety, priding itself on customer service, shipping efficiency and
providing a better world by nurturing ship related innovations.”

“I am a terrible businessman in terms of doing
business. Some like me and some don’t. I am
motivated but I like to be innovative in what I
do when it comes to business and technology”
My initial questioning about TMT’s purchasing and newbuild
strategy in light of the current global financial crisis failed to throw up
any significant surprises although Nobu Su was optimistic about
shipping’s ability to emerge strong from the current economic gloom.
Indeed, he even went as far as to say that the shipping industry “was
now on the road to recovery”. There was cause for optimism, he
claimed, “because the economy was coming back. Demand in the bulk
market was strong, especially from China and Brazil,” he told SMI.
What was equally significant, he asserted, was that supply could be
contained but only when the market collapsed.
Nobu Su supports the notion that the container market will not be
the first to recover from the current economic crisis but will ultimately
follow the bulk markets then the oil sector. “In my view the bulk market
will be the first to recover because I think it is already on the road to
recovery. I started saying this as far back as April of this year. It will

“I am very happy with what I do as a lifetime
job. We take risks which are very important but
not all the risks can be calculated”
then be followed by the tanker market although more tankers need to be
scrapped. I scrapped three VLCCs in the last year,” he added. The fact
that scrap values were recovering to around $370-$380 per ldt had to be
better news for ship owners, he claimed.
“The market is beginning to improve: we printed so much money
that it is starting to some into the system,” he added.
Scrapping of older tonnage is key to many shipping sectors, not
least of all the gas carrier market where TMT has a presence. “The LNG
sector is an industrial business which is based on long-term contracts.
If I had any advice to give owners in this sector, then it would be not to
build any new tonnage unless you were servicing the transport needs of
existing or planned LNG projects.”
So what is TMT’s strategy when it comes to the gas carrier
markets? “At TMT, we believe there will be a lot of technological
change in LNG moving ahead so innovation is important. Older LNG
carriers will become obsolete. We are building 170,000 cu m vessels
now which are much better than the older units,” he said.
Scrapping of older tonnage was also important in the car carrier
markets, he asserted, although technological change in the way demand
is changing in the automobile sector will have nothing but optimistic
overtones for the sector moving forward. “I think we are seeing a
scrapping and build problem all over the world but I am very optimistic
about the creation of demand from technological innovation such as
electric cars and hybrid vehicles,” he said.
One question I was interested in hearing answered, was how
crucial China will be in driving the recovery in the shipping markets
and why?
“The Chinese Government's stimulus package is a small amount
financially but in terms of effectiveness it could be very large indeed
with a big impact on the economy,” he told SMI. “The potential impact
and consequences are huge! Chinese land use is controlled by
government and it can make decisions quickly when it comes to
deciding on where spending goes.
“Outside China, other major countries are also starting to introduce
their stimulus packages, which are kicking in and starting to have an
effect around the world. According to press reports, the US government
has only spent one third of the $787bn so far.
“Both the Chinese and the US stimulus packages will influence each
other to create demand and pave the road of recovery. This is the US'
second Marshal Plan after WW2 and the best model to study the case of
Keynesian economic theory, which is based on the cause and effect
analysis of variations in aggregate spending and income. These thoughts
oppose free market philosophy, and believe that economic performance
could be improved by Government intervention,” he added.
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He went part way along the road in answering my questions about
the role of the banks in fuelling this current financial crisis but
somewhat surprisingly, seemed to understand their motives in acting
the way that they did. Every bank has its different view of things based
on its unique portfolios, he claimed, “but you can’t criticise them
because they have behaved as expected,” he said. An accurate
assumption but not one most ship owners with newbuildings on order
will agree with; or indeed those owners now struggling to make operational ends meet.
I chanced my arm and asked the obvious question about what he
would be telling me in a year’s time about how the markets have
progressed. Short of dismissing the question as pointless given the fact
that he can’t look into the future, Nobu Su suggested that volatility in the
market could well continue for some months to come. Also those ship
owners suffering from large debt levels or those with newbuildings on
order at high prices or who have bought second hand tonnage at previously high levels could be prone to financial problems, even bankruptcy,
he opined. “It all depends on the choices they made,” he said. “Many
companies have different ways of conducting their business.”
Nobu Su’s TMT recently made the press headlines over a freight
futures dispute with Petros Pappas’ Oceanbulk Shipping. Legal teams
for Pappas's Oceanbulk Shipping & Trading and Su's Today Makes
Tomorrow (TMT) group skirmished in London's High Court recently
ahead of a full trial that is scheduled for eight days in February next year.
Oceanbulk is suing TMT over non-payment of $40.5m owed by
TMT to Oceanbulk for settlement of FFAs in 2008 and a further action
over FFAs that remained open until this year. It was not surprising,
therefore, for Nobu Su to decline to comment on the ongoing legal
activities in the London High Court but he did go out of his way to
repeat earlier comments he had made to the press and claim that the
FFA shipping futures markets were finished. “Confidence has gone
from the FFA markets because people won’t pay,” he told SMI.
As at the end of Spring this year, TMT was understood to have

“The more I think of it, I think of our
responsibility as being like a taxi company
in moving cargo. It is all about transportation.
We have a huge responsibility in looking after
the cargoes and the people”
closed most of the positions it kept open during last autumn’s shipping
market crash, when it was thought to have made significant profits from
correctly betting that earnings of dry bulk ships would fall and rates for
tankers would hold steady.
“We have a few [positions] left but very small and the market is
dead,” Mr Su told the FT at the end of March this year.
So what sort of manager is Nobu Su? Is he a motivator, an entrepreneur, an inspiring manager to his colleagues? “What do you think?”
he asked me. All of the above and possibly more, I suggested. Nodding,
he added: “I am a terrible businessman in terms of doing business.
Some like me and some don’t. I am motivated but I like to be innovative
in what I do when it comes to business and technology,” he stressed.
“The more I think of it, I think of our responsibility as being like a
taxi company in moving cargo. It is all about transportation. We have a
huge responsibility in looking after the cargoes and the people. I am
very happy with what I do as a lifetime job. We take risks which are
very important but not all the risks can be calculated,” he stressed.
One area where he won’t probably take risks is on the golf course
which is where Nobu Su likes to relax, along with the ski slopes. Strangely
enough he also lists ships and designing ships as a hobby. “I like any kind
of golf course but I particularly like to try and improve my friends’ game
when I am playing alongside them. Does that involve passing on valued
tips or monitoring their progress hole by hole? “All I do is try to give them
one bit of advice when I play with them,” he chuckled. ■
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work
SMI talks to industry achievers and asks the question:
How do you keep up with the
rigours of the shipping industry?

MARC NUYTEMANS
Managing Director, Exmar Shipmanagement
“This never-ending spiral of cutting costs needs to stop
because it’s cutting into the quality of shipping. When the
crisis hit a year ago, people who reacted excessively and
tried to push down their costs in unreasonable ways will pay
the price for that later”
Inducing a complete rebirth of Belgium’s shipping activity virtually
single-handedly is certainly a feat to be revered; a previous conquest
which Marc Nuytemans treats with almost blasé yet humbling
nonchalance.
Reclining back in his chair with a cool, laissez-faire aura, Marc
Nuytemans is a refreshing rarity. Clearly unperturbed by the
demanding, challenging and momentous position heading up a global
shipmanagement company, his affable, easy-natured and talkative
disposition reveals his true route to success.
Playing on the amenable side of professional business is certainly
his strong point, and with a solid set of beliefs, values, and morals under
his skin, it is made glaringly apparent that this man not only works hard,
but he plays hard too, indulging in life at every opportunity and rising
to meet the trials and tribulations of a gruelling career.
Considered to be the driving force behind the resurrection of
Belgian shipping, he took on the phenomenal burden of a flag with zero
ships in 2000 in his role as Managing Director of the Belgian
Shipowners’ Association, nurturing it like a starved newborn to its
richly-adorned stature of today; now one of Europe’s largest flag states.
Having only been at the forefront of Exmar Shipmanagement since
January this year, Marc has certainly had his newly-placed expertise
tested with all the scrutiny of a genetically-engineered laboratory rat.
Thrown slap bang into the face of a recession, the tough climate has run
off him like water off a duck’s back.
“We all know we’ve been in for a very rough ride, but as far as
shipmanagement and Exmar Shipmanagement in particular is
concerned, we did not really suffer,” he shrugged.
Offering technical maritime expertise to the LNG, LPG and offshore
sectors, the company boasts a well-spread portfolio of specialised inhouse shipmanagement services, something which places it in a different
league to many other straight-run shipmanagement companies.
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“If you look at the world of shipmanagement, there’s only 20% of
the world fleet that is in third party management; most ship owners
manage their fleet themselves, which is a kind of asset protection. If
you go for a large third party ship manager, you are just one of their
valued customers and you lose all your grip on your assets,” Mr
Nuytemans stressed.
While it forms a separate entity from the global economic situation,
shipmanagement needs to be addressed by the industry with a degree of
sincerity not previously considered, with a new approach to take it
forward through the future, according to Mr Nuytemans.
“If you look at the big players, the shipmanagement industry has
mainly been driven by cost reductions. A ship manager gets more or less
the same management fee as he got 15 years ago, but if you are in
specialised ships like gas carriers or oil tankers, the demands on the ship
manager have increased tremendously over the past decade. This
industry has been driven by the ever-eroding profitability of the ship
manager,” he said.
“This never-ending spiral of cutting costs needs to stop because it’s
cutting into the quality of shipping,” he added. “When the crisis hit a
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year ago, people who reacted excessively and tried to push down their
costs in unreasonable ways will pay the price for that later.”
Designating the industry as a slave to “a business model which has
become a bid outdated,” Mr Nuytemans indicated that the introduction
of key performance indicators (KPIs) in shipping was “way overdue”
and would go a long way to pushing up standards.
Swirling high on the agenda in a nebulous cloud of obscurity is the
image of shipping; a vastly-debated issue across the industry and one
which Marc Nuytemans has personally been tackling.
“The image of the shipping industry is very bad, and yet there is no
reason for it,” he stressed. “This is nothing new; but we’re a very
secretive industry. Shipping carries 90% of the world’s external trade,
which means without shipping, half of the world would feed to death
and the other half would starve, but people don’t realise it.
“You go to the supermarket and find a stack of pineapples there,
and there’s a small label on it saying ‘by air’, while all the other fruit
and vegetables are lined up, and probably 80% or 90% of them came by
ship, but nobody realises that!”

I do not believe anymore in the selfregulatory character of an industry. Especially
not for the maritime industry which, for the
past decade, has not exactly been an example
of good-regulation

“

”

Commenting on its lack of visibility, Marc admitted that ports are
virtually anonymous to the rest of a country’s population, lending to its
obscurity. Alongside the tainted associations in the media linked to
accident and disgrace, shipping’s image leaves very little to be desired.
He continued: “Furthermore, and this is a far bigger problem,
shipping is an industry which has only been reactive to things –
shipping and shipping lobbyists are generally not proactive. Shipping
has not been introducing new things and saying ‘let’s now do it this or
that way’ and setting the pace for other people.
“I do not believe anymore in the self-regulatory character of an
industry. Especially not for the maritime industry which, for the past
decade, has not exactly been an example of good-regulation.”
Mr Nuytemans even goes so far as to accentuate shipping’s
superlative safety profile against the aviation industry and the echelon
of academia involved in the maritime profession.
“We have a safety record that is at least as good as the aviation
industry and I think most masters of high-tech ships are far better
trained and educated than an airline pilot. They have a far higher
academic qualification, having to get a university degree first – yet you
don’t need a university degree to become an airline pilot,” he said.
Comparing the prestige of the aviation industry with the jaded
image of shipping, it is certainly no easy task to take the bull by the
horns and really fight it out to raise the marred status of the shipping
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I am also quite lazy by nature, though most
people don’t believe that with the hours I work
and the time I devote, but in fact I am a lazy
bastard. That’s why I like my managers to be
extremely well trained and give them a lot of
responsibility because the more they do the
less I have to do!

“

”

industry, but there are practical approaches to be adopted.
Also teaching a course at the Institute of Transport and Maritime
Management in Antwerp, a spin-off of the University of Antwerp, Marc
certainly gets elbow-deep in the crewing situation currently casting a
shadow over the industry.
Underlining how “crew wellbeing is a very important thing,” he
emphasised the need to offer a solid career and to take care of these
human assets. “They are extremely valuable to a company. Ships
masters are, in my opinion, part of our management team – they are the
line managers of our floating business units,” he said.
He added: “Top quality ship owners are working to attract people,
but a lot of the bad ship owners just say ‘find me the cheapest crew
available’, and often what they want is a Mercedes for the price of a
Skoda; and that is not sustainable.”
Undoubtedly opting for the fine threads of tradition in his
management technique, Marc highlighted how “running a company is a
bit like rearing a child. It requires care and attention and the more care
you put into the education of your child, the better it will be able to cope
with future life, and a company is exactly the same.”
A great aficionado of quality downtime, Mr Nuytemans revealed to
SMI his tendency to cook by way of distracting his mind and switching
off from work mode. Not having owned a television set for 25 years,
rendering it a “waste of time”, he also divulged an avid passion for
reading and an inherent striving towards “continuous improvement.”
“If you’re in management you have to take care of your time. It’s
very important. If you have to work 18 hours a day to get your job done,
then there’s something wrong with you,” he said.
Exuding contentedness, Marc Nuytemans is definitively settled in
his recently-appointed role at Exmar Shipmanagement, and is confident
of a substantial future ahead, poised and ready to leap over exigent
hurdles. Designating himself as “rich enough as it is,” he points out a
satisfying degree of comfort in both his career and life in general,
looking forward to turning 50 with gusto.
Never one to lose perspective, this man certainly doesn’t fall short
of possessing a sense of humour: “I am also quite lazy by nature, though
most people don’t believe that with the hours I work and the time I
devote, but in fact I am a lazy bastard. That’s why I like my managers
to be extremely well trained and give them a lot of responsibility
because the more they do the less I have to do!”
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IAN MORGAN
Chief Executive, Graig Ship Management
“With tankers we have positioned ourselves now that if an
opportunity comes along we will move into that area. We
have our own experts looking at the markets to see what is
there but I know the owners would like to build the vessel
ownership back up again”
The great thing about a financial meltdown is that it conjures up
innovation and lots and lots of lateral thought. It even throws up the odd
blast from the past while also proving that where there is a crisis there is
also a huge amount of opportunity: you only need to ask the Chinese that.
So where is the innovation, lateral thought and opportunity as far as
Graig Shipping is concerned? Well building on its recent experience of
supervising the construction of over 100 ships of differing types at yards
in Asia, not to mention its involvement in the building of 27 Diamond
53 and 10 Diamond 34 future-proof bulk carriers in Vietnam for itself
and its partners, Graig believes the time is right for it to galvanise a
return to owning and to boost its managed fleet of third party ships.
As for the blast from the past? Well that is in the form of Peter
Cooney, that long established Acomarit and V.Ships stalwart who has
consolidated his keenness to have ‘a few fingers still in a few pies’ by
acting as a consultant and a guiding hand to a company keen to build on
past traditions.
Ian Morgan fits the mould of shipmanagement company Chief
Executive very well. An ardent sports fan, supports Cardiff City and
follows Welsh rugby at test rather than club level, he is an easy-going
individual who relies on his team of senior management to ensure all
the i’s are dotted and all the t’s crossed. Born in 1962, he spent 17 years
at sea, four of them as Chief Engineer. After moving ashore and
working for a couple of years with ABS, he joined Graig to supervise
the construction of the newbuildings in Shanghai before returning to the
UK to spend seven years with GSM as Technical Superintendent. A
number of promotions later saw him take over as CEO in January 2008.
“We have 10 ships under management for three clients, nine are
multipurpose vessels (MPP) and one ro-ro. We don’t own vessels at the
moment but that is something we are looking to do in the future. We
want to get back into owning when the price is right; we still feel prices
are dropping and if a good deal comes along Graig will jump at the
chance to get back into ownership,” he said.
If you take Graig’s shipmanagement portfolio, yes it is small but it
is very vessel type focused, then the dry trades are an obvious choice
for the company to re-enter as a ship owner. But as Ian Morgan
contends, the company is also looking to get into the wet trades in the
future. “That is one of the reasons we brought in Matt Callender as
Operations Director, he is very experienced with tankers. MPP is where
we have been since 1995 when we were building these vessels in
Shanghai. Previous to that it was bulk carriers. We were known as the
Welsh Greeks. We would like to get back into bulk carriers because that
is where our heart is but at the moment we have the MPPs and we have
very experienced teams onboard the vessels that are supported here in
the office so we can cover all these angles,” he told SMI.
Matt Callender originally joined GSM as General Manager in
March but through his promotion, is now responsible for the day-to-day
running of GSM’s fleet. He has 35 years experience in shipping,
beginning as a sea-going engineer, rising to Chief Engineer, and then
building a career in management, including a period as Joint Managing
Director of Reederei NORD Klaus Oldendorff and General Manager –
Technical for OSG Ship Management.
Ian Morgan again: “With tankers we have positioned ourselves now
that if an opportunity comes along we will move into that area. We have
our own experts looking at the markets to see what is there but I know the
owners would like to build the vessel ownership back up again.”
Graig’s growth strategy is clear: to increase its fleet to 50 ships
over the next three years through a variety of different initiatives –
getting back into ownership and, significantly, through the possible
acquisitions of distressed assets; work out solutions with banks and any
opportunities that may exist for joint ventures. As Ian Morgan added:
“Possible acquisitions might not be tonnage that has already arrived,
they could be vessels half built – that is where our expertise in the
newbuilding side comes in. We have teams who can move in and finish
the ships for the owner and then take on the management.
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Competition is always healthy, and we have
quite a few selling points in our favour. But we
are not competing with the larger management
groups. Being a small company we feel we can
give our clients the personal service where
they can contact senior management 24/7

“

”

“We have positioned ourselves by taking on new staff and we have
opened an office in Singapore. Geoff Hutcheon has been appointed
General Manager and has moved to Singapore. Graig Services
(Singapore) Pte Ltd will provide ship management, crewing and other
services across Asia.
"Singapore is one of the world's leading maritime hubs and the
ideal place for the Graig Group to expand its Asian footprint," said
Geoff Hutcheon.
He added: "We will be building a significant presence here to
provide technical and commercial ship management and other
innovative services to clients from the Middle East and across Asia, in
addition to expanding the global network which Graig Ship
Management puts at the service of its global clients."
Hutcheon is another member of the Graig senior management team
with significant seagoing experience. He served as an engineer at sea
and as a project manager, surveyor and newbuilding supervisor ashore.
Qualified with both a First Class Engineer's certificate and an MBA, he
has most recently been supervising the building of the Diamond bulk
carriers in Vietnam for Graig China.
“In Singapore we are looking to target owners – they don’t like an
unstable situation and we feel there are opportunities there at the
moment. Shipmanagement companies over the next couple of years will
have many opportunities and we have positioned ourselves to take
advantage of them. So as far as Singapore is concerned, we want to focus
on shipmanagement and on building up good databases so we can target
key areas where we feel there are opportunities,” Mr Morgan said.
Even the banks are starting to show interest in what selected
managers can offer, claims the Graig CEO.
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“Chris Williams, our Commercial Director and Chris Davies,
Financial Director, are meeting banks today and they are maintaining a
close working relationship with all the banks. This has manoeuvred us
into a good position. We have had one opportunity for a bank work out
with a vessel in Singapore and I believe there will be more opportunities. We are ready to act. All the key decision makers are in this office
so if the banks wanted to know our strategy we could assemble the team
and quickly come up with a fleet acquisition strategy. We don’t have to
wait for the US or Japan to open. This is something the banks like. We
have also been meeting with all the class societies so we are not
strangers to them. That will also help,” he added.
A lot of managers are saying the same about the growth in new
opportunities and many are offering the same tranche of services. Is this
a problem?
“Competition is always healthy,” said Ian Morgan, “and we have
quite a few selling points in our favour. But we are not competing with
the larger management groups. Being a small company we feel we can
give our clients the personal service where they can contact senior
management 24/7. They can also deal with the same people all the time.
This is what our clients like.
“There is room for everybody at the moment and there will be a lot
of opportunities with the current unstable market conditions. Owners
are looking to save costs.
But what of the fee structure? Are managers getting a fair crack of
the whip when it comes to remuneration?
“Fees are an issue but we have a very good rapport with our clients
and we look after them and they like to look after us. So fees haven’t
been an issue at all; we are more than happy about the fees we are
receiving,” he said.
When it comes to crewing, Graig is no different to other managers
in that it feeds from manning agencies in Manila and St Petersburg. It
also has agencies in Croatia on standby. But could the state of the
currency exchange rates have a positive impact on the return of the
British seafarer? Ian Morgan thinks it may: “What we have found interesting is that the pound to the dollar value has made the British seafarer
competitive again. Not so long ago we had to lose all the senior British
officers from our vessels. I can see more British seafarers coming back
in. As a result we are going back to our contacts, people who used to
work for us, to put the feelers out that if an opportunity arose, would they
be interested in coming back to Graig. We are ensuring we are doing all
the preparation in advance in preparation for the influx of ships”.
Ian Morgan is a little excited about the prospect of a return to
importance of the British seafarer. “It would be great to get British

What we have found interesting is that the
pound to the dollar value has made the British
seafarer competitive again. Not so long ago we
had to lose all the senior British officers from
our vessels. I can see more British seafarers
coming back in

“

”

seafarers back onboard. I went through a cadetship with Reardon Smith
here in Cardiff who sadly are no more, and it was great to see the Brits
onboard. We still involved in cadetships for British cadets, and we have
a female cadet who won Clyde Marine’s cadet of the year. She was
finding it difficult to get a third officers’ position onboard dry tonnage
and she came to us to get help. So I have gone to the owners to get her
on a ship – she has multipurpose experience and I have convinced an
owner to bring her onboard. She is over the moon so we are sending her
to a dry docking in Shanghai.
“We rely on the agents and we have Filipino cadets but it is an area
we would like to get back into when we have our own tonnage. Today
we have started our cadetship with 20 Vietnamese cadets, 10 deck and
10 engine. For the first two years they will remain in college and then
when they need berths we will hopefully have the necessary accommodation. Berth space is an issue but when we get back into ownership and
the bulk carriers we should be OK. The feedback we are getting from
owners who use Vietnamese crews are that they are very happy with
them,” he stressed.
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DIRK FRY
Managing Director, Columbia Shipmanagement
“We conduct due diligence whenever we receive inquiries to
manage third party ships because we are looking for long
term business and we want to be sure we are remunerated
properly. We also want to ensure that the client we are
talking to will also be around the next time we meet”
The nice thing about Cyprus is that everyone one knows what everyone
else is up to. So it is hardly surprising that when that estranged ‘has
been’ pop icon come teen-mag celebrity Peter André decided to use
Columbia Hotels’ five star Pissouri resort as a bolt hole from the British
paparazzi keen on covering his much-publicised split from his model
wife Jordan, everyone knew about it. Well, considering he is Cypriot
and there is no place like home when you are in a crisis, is there any
surprise he turned up on the island? What was admirable was that while
the locals knew he was in town, they kept ‘mum’ about it and didn’t let
on to the papers. Keeping these sorts of things quiet also has probably
a lot to do with the hotel’s owners than anything else, because they are
used to welcoming the rich and famous to their resorts. We all need
peace and quiet to contemplate and relax; there is no doubt about that.
I thought I would use the opportunity of my chat with Columbia
Managing Director Dirk Fry, to find out a little more about Mr André
but he was professional enough just to nod in agreement that he had
occasionally visited the island. Hmmm, hardly news for the tabloids but
a nice insight into the commercial strength and pulling power of this
key Cyprus-based shipping to leisure and restaurant group.
According to Columbia’s website, the group not only manages over
300+ ships worldwide but owns 45 vessels with an additional 18 on
order. Its CSM cruise services subsidiary provides restaurant and hotel
staff for various first-class passenger ships, while the Group operates
two regular services in the Asian area: Bengal Tiger Line and Austral
Asia Line covering the main routes run between Singapore and India,
from Australia to Singapore via Indonesia and from Australia to Japan
via Singapore. In addition, New Pacific Shipping (Newpac) also serves
the island groups in the Pacific from Southeast Asia. When it comes to
the leisure sector, Columbia is also quite prominent with Columbia
Hotels & Resorts encompassing four first-class and luxury hotels in
Germany and three in Cyprus. The Group also operates the Greek and
Cypriot franchise rights to Pizza Express, the pizza restaurant chain
positioned in the high-class segment, which boasts 200 branches in
England and 30 concession restaurants in other countries.

We have built up a good reputation over
the years which we want to maintain: we
provide quality services but quality services
have a price

“

”
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Not surprising then that expansion is even on the mind of Columbia
Shipmanagement boss Dirk Fry, but not at any price. “We have built up
a good reputation over the years which we want to maintain: we provide
quality services but quality services have a price. So we are not looking
for expansion at any price. We would love to expand if the understanding is there. But a good service carries a price,” he told SMI.
What is interesting is that while the financial crisis may have hit the
shipowning sector, as far as Dirk Fry is concerned, ships will always
need to be managed: “Times are much more difficult for owners
because the income side has collapsed, especially for container ships,
yet the number of ships is increasing. Yes, there has been some
scrapping but if you look at the yards between now and 2012, a lot of
ships are being built and will be delivered.” He underlined this view by
claiming that over the next three years, his company will ‘deliver’ by
virtue of its newbuilding supervision programme, a total of 70 ships to
its parent company and various other owners. “So yes, times are
difficult but the industry has not come to a stop,” he stressed.

By now everyone has understood me in my
friendly way that team play is what we want to do
and being a team will get us better results and
move us further ahead than anything else

“

”

“We conduct due diligence whenever we receive inquiries to
manage third party ships because we are looking for long term business
and we want to be sure we are remunerated properly. We also want to
ensure that the client we are talking to will also be around the next time
we meet. From our three management offices we manage 150 ships
under full management and 200+ ships under crew management. A
number of these newbuildings will not end up under our management
but quite a number will. And then we will look for other opportunities
and talk a lot with our existing owners,” he stressed.
“It is the financial side and the reputation of the owner as well as
the age of the ship that we consider during due diligence. If they don’t
pass this stage then we don’t carry on. For us we have always done this.
Maybe we are looking at due diligence more closely now than we did
two or three years ago but unless we are satisfied with the credentials,
we will not pursue,” he said.
So what sort of man manger is the Columbia Shipmanagement
MD? “I favour a hands-on management style but the main thing I am
looking for in our people is teamwork because I believe that this is the
only way to really build up the management you are providing and
maintain the quality. If people work together, the results are so much
better,” he opined.
This can be difficult because surely not everyone in a company is
a team player.
“By now everyone has understood me in my friendly way that team
play is what we want to do and being a team will get us better results
and move us further ahead than anything else. The other thing is to have
an open door and an open ear for your people which in my book is all
part of being a team player. That doesn’t mean I have to have queues of
20 people outside my office every day but if someone has something
they want to discuss with me then my door is always open. I want to
give people the feeling that if there is something that is bothering them,
we can talk about it,” he said.
Cyprus benefits from a strong and loyal workforce mentality,
something Columbia is proud to talk about. With staff retention levels of
over 90% and enough employees with longevity of over 20 years to field
a specially set up 20+ Club (which offers company paid for excursions
and trips for those employees who have been with the company for 20
or more years), this ship manager is rightly proud of its staffing record.
But how does this all relate to staff employed on its managed
tonnage?
“We have a number of ships where we employ back-to-back crews
so you have two crews for one ship. This means one crew goes onboard
ship, serves their contract, then everyone leaves and then the second
crew comes onboard. So what we have is a very homogenous group.
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“We also give funds for entertainment – in the Filipino case it can
be a karaoke machine and they have their parties – 20 years ago it was
a guitar but now it is karaoke. We encourage them to have a certain
welfare fund that they can draw on. There is no uniform structure as to
how this works – a lot depends on the ship’s leaders. If a master and
chief engineer are not party types, there will probably be little such
entertainment but what we try to say to them is that we favour it and we
support it. Also financially, if they want to do something, by all means
they can. We don’t have a 20+ club for our seafarers but we have many
people on our ships who have been with us for many years,” he added.
One example is the German master of a Columbia managed NYK
containership who is due to retire in September this year after more than
40 years at sea, 25 of them with Columbia. According to Dirk Fry, the
master, started his seagoing career from the port of Hamburg and
wanted to end it at the same port by disembarking from the vessel when
it visited the port city near the time of his 65th birthday. “I said Claus,
we will make arrangements so you can have your wish to sign off after
25 years with Columbia,” Mr Fry said.
Do you have to be a certain type of person to be a ship manager?
After all, with all those very expensive assets and thousands of lives at
stake, it must be difficult to sleep at night.
“I am in the good position of being able to sleep at night. It is about
teamwork and relying on the team. It is again the open door thing. It is
also the knowledge that if something happens, I will be informed. We will
not punish anyone because they have been honest so all I say is please tell
me, we are there to help and jointly solve whatever problems we have.”
So, how do you relax? “I am a water-loving person so I like
swimming, snorkelling, scuba diving and boating. I also love to read and
go to performances. Talking about the 20+ club, we organised a trip to
Athens last week to see Carlos Santana performing. The company provided
the tickets but travel and accommodation was paid for by the individual.
“Last Saturday, the Lausanne-based Maurice Béjart ballet visited
Cyprus. This was something I have enjoyed even since when I first saw
them perform in 1968 in Avignon at the Pope’s Palace,” Mr Fry
concluded. ■
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Looking after
but wisely
f ever there was a time for both in-house and third party ship
managers to prove their worth, then it is now when their principles
are smarting over dropping freight rates and technical decisions on
choosing the best operating or lay-up option versus the need for cost
control or increased vessel income get tougher.
And you must not forget the spectre of the port state control
inspector who is becoming ever wiser to the attraction of avoiding key
vessel maintenance for want of a few dollars saved.
The biggest concern is the reluctance of OpEx to fall to more
realistic levels. If costs are not going up, they are stabilising but not
falling and try explaining that to an owner who wants to pay less for his
lub oils rather than more.
“What you can say is that we have not seen any fall in OpEx and that
is considering the steep incline it has incurred during the recent boom
period,” said Kurt Damkjær, Managing Director, Clipper Marine Services
“I think it is very important that during the crisis we maintain the
standards we had during the good times but this has put a lot of pressure
on ship managers to ensure they get the most from the resources they

I

put in. They have to be prepared to tell their owners that they need to
spend the money the manager needs in order to do his job.”
Increased OpEx, according to Kurt Damkjær, will always throw up
the possibility to discuss postponements: postponements that quality
owners believe can be made but which don’t impact on the necessary
maintenance schedule of the vessel. Problems will almost certainly
arise when the sub standard owners decide enough is enough and carry
on trading their vessels while infringing port state control regulations.
“Whenever you are spending money on aspects where there is a
possibility to discuss can we postpone?; then there is the need to have

“We go through all our budgets to look at things we
can postpone. But it is important for us to maintain
standards. Shipping lines need to be very careful
because port state control authorities are well
aware of the temptation one might find to take
shortcuts in vessel maintenance”
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an open discussion with your principal. Being an in-house technical
management operation, I deal with the individual business units, but
then you have to discuss the possibility of short term or long term
layups and then you are back to the question of whether that makes
economic sense and often it does make sense,” he said.

“We operate in segments where we are not seeing
that many lay-ups; in this situation the vessels are
idle rather than laid up. But you have to take all the
factors into consideration in ensuring you still
maintain the standards and that you are still able to
trade when there is an improvement in the market”
But how protracted is the lay-up decision making process?
Kurt Damkjær again: “First of all we take into consideration the
views of our commercial teams and how long they think we will face a
problem. Then we go through the process of analysing the two
scenarios of cold lay-up or hot lay-up; what will the costs be, how much
can we save on OpEx. There are obvious things we can do to save on
Opex such as not running the engines. And depending on where you
may fund the lay-up berth, you might also be able to save some of your
crewing cost.
“At Clipper, we have been through this process earlier this year, but
we decided we could continue trading and have all our vessels trading.
That may be due to the fact that we operate in segments where we are
not seeing that many lay-ups; in this situation the vessels are idle rather
than laid up. But you have to take all the factors into consideration in
ensuring you still maintain the standards and that you are still able to
trade when there is an improvement in the market,” he added.
This was a point echoed by Peter Cremers, Anglo Eastern Group
Chief Executive, who questioned the number of ships actually in lay-up.

MARKET SECTOR

“The fleet today on the water is much bigger than it was three years
ago so this is also impacting on the crew shortage issue. The number of
ships actually laid up is really limited. We haven’t seen a spectacular
change,” he said.
Indeed, Kurt Damkjær is of the firm belief that while the market
may not be anywhere near anything that is resembling real recovery,
there are signs that it has levelled out and that employment of some sort
can be seen for vessels moving forward.
“But is it sustainable, if one could say anything on that we would
probably not be sitting here,” he added.
Clipper has experienced immense growth in recent years - both in
terms of personnel and vessels. An extensive newbuilding programme
of high-quality vessels within its core segments was seen as an essential
prerequisite for consistently meeting its clients’ needs as well as the
future demand for versatile tonnage.
Its fleet today spans VLCCs, cruise vessels, ro/ros, chemical and
product tankers to multipurpose and heavy-lift vessels as well as
bulkers from handysize to panamax.

“You have to discuss the possibility of short term or
long term layups and then you are back to the
question of whether that makes economic sense
and often it does make sense”
So what strategy can an owner employ in today’s market? Well the
most important issue has to be looking at ways to save money – from
the OpEx. “There may be some maintenance that was planned that we
can say well it can wait another five to six months,” said Kurt Damkjær.
“We go through all our budgets to look at things we can postpone. But
it is important for us to maintain standards. Shipping lines need to be
very careful because port state control authorities are well aware of the
temptation one might find to take shortcuts in vessel maintenance. If
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“A significant proportion of ships are going to hot
lay up. Anyone who predicts an increase in freight
rates only need look at how many ships are in hot
lay up because if the market rises by a few dollars
then shipowner is going to take something out of
hot layup and then it will depress the price again”
nothing else, that is one of the drivers, but I also think the other driver
should be that you are maintaining the right standards throughout the
crisis but doing it properly even if you can postpone without jeopardising safety,” he said.
Is there a worry that more vessels could be reducing maintenance?
“It is very difficult to judge now because we are so early in the crisis to
see the effects. But owners and managers I talk to are of the same
opinion that we need to keep standards going through the crisis. There
will always be someone who tries to avoid meeting the standards but we
are talking about the few. With the charterers more focused on the need
for quality, vetting demands are spreading to others sectors as well.
What about vessel operating costs? How crucial are they in today’s
industry? According to Peter Cremers, cost remains an important factor.
He told SMI: “Although we have never wasted money, when recessions
happen the clients expect costs to drop dramatically.
“That is a friction we have with the owner and it is not that easy.
Repair costs went down and that helps a lot, and lub oil prices have
dropped a little bit, but not significantly. The whole cost structure is
now very heavily loaded on crew costs and I don’t see that changing
dramatically. Cost is the major issue so it is tough to be strict and to say
to a client that I need this in this market. The challenge is cost control
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and making sure that you maintain your standards,” he said.
As Kurt Damkjær added: “We are seeing a downward trend in dry
docking prices but not significantly. It is easier to get access to dry
docks, due to vessels in lay-up and extra yards focusing on repairs. We
see it in other fields. If your vessel enters drydock and you find
something extra, you would get a quote. A year ago they would say we
don’t have time, but now you get a quote and have the possibility to
discuss prices, so the heat has been taken out of the situation,” he said.
“We have not changed our dry dock plans. On the contrary, we
have undertaken a number of more expensive dry dockings but
prolonged the period between docks because it is tempting to do so now
when the dry dock prices are lower. So it might make sense to go from
a 30 month dry docking period to a five year one and we do still have
the flying squads who go onboard and do the jobs. It is normally
cheaper doing it onboard than at a yard because it may also cut down
on days at the yard.
David Schaus, Head of Marine Services at Brigantine. Hong Kong,
claimed that the financial crisis had some pretty profound initial effects
on his business: “Brigantine has four core business areas under its marine
services. Our auxiliary engine overhaul and repair where we send out

“Owners and managers I talk to are of the same
opinion that we need to keep standards going
through the crisis. There will always be someone
who tries to avoid meeting the standards but we
are talking about the few. With the charterers more
focused on the need for quality, vetting demands
are spreading to others sectors as well”
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riding teams was not particularly affected; harbour repair which involves
teams that go to the terminals for emergency repairs when the ships are
alongside, that wasn’t that badly affected either. But the parts reconditioning business really received a big hit by the financial crisis and one or
two months worth of volumes were really down.

“Repair costs went down and that helps a lot, and
lub oil prices have dropped a little bit, but not
significantly. The whole cost structure is now very
heavily loaded on crew costs and I don’t see that
changing dramatically. Cost is the major issue so it
is tough to be strict and to say to a client that I
need this in this market”
“But in the last one and a half to two months there has been a
dramatic increase in reconditioning volumes which I have been happy to
see. If I was to attribute that to something, I think approx 15% of containerships were put into layup and when you put ships into lay up it is easy
to cannibalise spares from those ships for your fleet that is still in
operation and I think some of that has happened. They went through some
of their stock inventories and they are faced with reconditioning again.
“Shipowners are extremely cost conscious. But now so I see
business bouncing back. A significant proportion of ships are going to
hot lay up. Anyone who predicts an increase in freight rates only need
look at how many ships are in hot lay up because if the market rises by
a few dollars then the shipowner is going to take something out of hot
layup and then it will depress the price again. Cold lay up is a different
story,” he stressed. ■

NEWBUILDING

NEWBUILDCONTRACTS
EUROPE'S INDUSTRY
SET TO LOSE
ANOTHER INNOVATOR
By David Tinsley
From a European shipbuilding perspective, one
of the most disconcerting aspects of A.P.MollerMaersk's decision to end ship production at its
unprofitable Lindo yard is the fact that the move
follows investments of a long-term nature
designed to hoist production efficiency and
international competitiveness. These have
evidently been regarded as ineffective in the
face of a weakened market and ever-more determined Oriental competition.
The Danish facility is world-renowned for
its pioneering development of containership,
tanker and other designs, which have often
broken the mould and given the parent group's
fleet an edge at certain times. Odense
Staalskibsvaerft has provided a high-technology,
confidential in-house environment for the
nurturing and construction of ships and realisation of concepts that would provide higher
added-value to the group's fleet activities.

After a very long period when the Odense
production programme was entirely accounted
for by A.P.Moller-Maersk newbuilds, internal
contracts dried up, as the parent group increasingly concentrated its orders at yards in South
Korea, Japan and China. The run-down of
shipbuilding at Lindo will attend the
completion of the current workload of 15
newbuilds, the last of which is scheduled to be
handed over in 2012.
Three 139 metre patrol ships are to be built
for the Danish Navy, but the 12 outstanding
commercial vessels are entirely for export. At
the time of writing (towards the end of August),
the latter comprised seven ro-ro freight ships
variously for Pacific Basin Shipping and Epic
Shipping, and five 180,000dwt bulk carriers for
Carras Hellas. The first of the contracted sextet
of capesize bulkers, Aquamarine, was delivered
in July. Needless to say, there is a considerable
difference between the price commanded by
the bulkers when ordered by the Greek owner
in 2007 during the market boom and that
obtainable for such a vessel ordered from
China today.
The huge Lindo complex on the island of
Fyn (Funen) offers enormous potential for alternative industrial operations, and various possibilities are now being actively explored. A longterm rental agreement signed in May whereby
Fredericia Skibsvaerft will shift its shiprepair
business to Lindo from January 2011 onwards is
indicative of the wider interest in the site.
In the meantime, prolific and innovative
German shipbuilder J.J. Sietas is getting back
on an even keel after encountering recent diffi-

culties in the face of weak market conditions
and order cancellations. Sureties granted
jointly by the City of Hamburg and the Federal
government will guarantee loans totalling €75
million, creating a solid basis for long-term
financing of the Neuenfelde yard, while a new
contract for heavy-lift tonnage has helped
stabilise and expand the orderbook.
The two heavy-lift vessels booked by
longstanding,
local
customer
SALSchiffahrtskontor Altes Land are claimed to be
the largest and fastest of their kind worldwide,
offering a lift capacity of 2,000t and a
maximum speed of 20 knots. The nascent
generation, designated the Sietas Type 183,
will also be distinguished by a so-called 'open
top', whereby exceptionally large loads can be
transported in open hatch configuration.
Deliveries are planned for December 2010
and March 2011 and SAL's Managing Director
Lars Rolner said that although the global
economic crisis had hit the heavy-lift segment,
there were signs of market recovery by 2011.
"We have already received enquiries for
expansive orders from the wind energy sector,
as well as from the oil and gas industries,"
observed Mr Rolner. "To make sure that we are
properly equipped, we are investing in two
innovative heavy lift vessels, with which we
can consolidate our leading position in the
world market," he added. The total contract
value is €120m.
While recent months have witnessed a
limited recovery in contracting activity in the
Far East, including further bulker tonnage placements at Chinese and Japanese yards, Samsung
Heavy Industries put down a new marker for the
industry in South Korea through its prospective
involvement in a huge programme planned by
Royal Dutch Shell for LNG-FPSOs (floating
production, storage and offloading units). In
addition, Daewoo Shipbuilding & Marine
Engineering landed a new deal in the European
ferry market by way of a contract from Greece
for two ro-pax vessels.
Ordered by Marfin Investment subsidiary
Attica Group, whose Blue Star fleet already
includes three modern vessels constructed by
Daewoo, each of the ferries will be laid out for
2,400 passengers and 450 cars, alternatively
accommodating up to 50 freight vehicles plus
150 cars, and will be distinguished by a
comparatively high speed of 25.5 knots. The
project entails a price of €68.50m per ship, and
calls for deliveries during the spring of 2011
and the opening quarter of 2012.
Industry sources report that Korean
shipyards have provided quotations to a
European owner in connection with a
requirement for up to four large ro-ro/container
carriers, stipulating deliveries from 2012. In a
similar vein, work already in hand in Korea to
European account includes a major programme
of deep-sea ro-ro container vessels and large
ro-ro multipurpose cargo carriers at Hyundai
Mipo for the expansion-minded Grimaldi
Group of Italy. ■
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Stepping up to new
cultural challenges
Capt Tony Field
Manager of Marine Management Systems and ILO, Lloyd’s Register
As the path is paved for the International Labour Organisation’s (ILO)
new Maritime Labour Convention 2006 (MLC, 2006) to enter into force
over the coming years, the shipping industry is faced with the
monumental challenge of meeting the minimum standards set out by the
new regulations.
Aiming to tackle the numerous issues affecting an estimated 1.2
million seafarers, the new Convention involves a mass cultural change
for the industry to undertake, and with five member states representing
an estimated 43% of the world gross tonnage already having ratified the
Convention, its full international implementation is fast-approaching. A
fundamental concern is how ship owners will adapt in time.
“There are a lot of issues that owners have got to deal with and a
lot of them will actually think they’re complying already, but then when
they look at it, they’re not. While good companies aren’t far off the
mark in getting these standards right, we have to sharpen our pencil
across the industry and give that final touch so that owners are fully
compliant. The worry is that the worst companies don’t have a clue
what they’re supposed to have in the first place.
“Everybody these days should have a seafarer’s employment
agreement, but unfortunately they don’t because it’s historic. They
might have a basic piece of paper from 10 years back with a signature,
outlining terms and conditions of employment, but they wouldn’t have
the contract, and it’s an issue because the pay has gone up, legal
entitlement has gone up, social security benefits have been changed
over time – but the seafarer doesn’t have any record of it.
“This new convention has now set out what has to be in the
seafarer’s employment agreement, and it’s mandatory. If the seafarer
doesn’t know what’s there he won’t know his rights. Now he has to
have a formal written seafarer’s agreement which seafarers themselves
have a copy of; spelling out all his entitlements, what his conditions of
employment are, and what his responsibilities are.
“The biggest concern for the industry is that this touches everywhere.
With a lot of legislations, the flag states have to initially sign for it and
then they forget about it, a recognised organisation has to go onboard
once to check it, and the company just has to comply with it. With the
new Convention you’ve not only got the ILO, but the flag state actually
has to keep this continually updated once ratified and implemented.
“It’s going to be a big cultural change for the industry. The shipping
companies have got to do it, but it also goes further as a lot of the issues
are because the shipping companies and the manning companies are not
giving good service. Up until now they might have thought they were

being provided with good people from a manning agent, but their
medical certificates aren’t quite right, or their certification looks okay
but nobody is actually 100% sure, or the seafarer’s employment agreements don’t meet the requirements. There’s no confidence in the
seafarer’s backing material.
“The problems here are spread through the whole industry. Ship
owners and managers have got to expect better service from the manning
agent in the area of training and qualifications, and the ship owner should
be harder on them, because they are the people supplying the service. The
ship owner is responsible for ensuring that when they source seafarers
from a manning and recruitment agency, they are compliant with the
convention, and it’s going to be a big challenge for the industry.
“There’s a whole raft of ship managers who would never think of
doing anything wrong, and like a lot of legislation, it’s the bottom 20%,
and any ship owners that don’t comply will show up on IMO and ILO
databases at port state control. But the key thing here is that the convention
also addresses seafarers’ complaints, and the seafarer will spot it so if he’s
not happy with that ship; he’s entitled to make a complaint.

“There’s a whole raft of ship
managers who would never
think of doing anything wrong,
and like a lot of legislations it’s
the bottom 20%, and any ship
owners that don’t comply will
show up on IMO and ILO
databases at port state control”
“The only problem for good ship owners is with the initial
compliance: if they don’t get their act together to start understanding it
now, they will face major issues if they leave it too late. What owners
need to be doing is considering it now. They don’t have to be fully
compliant now, but it would be a good idea to know what they’re not
compliant with because then they’ve got 18 months or so to set it right,
and if they’re doing it over that amount of time they’re doing it to their
own timescale. If they leave it and leave it then they’re working to
ILO’s timescale and then there’s a rush at the end which is going to cost
them more, and this is a problem. They’ve got to be ready for it.” ■
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ON MY MIND

ONMYMIND
Claus
Hyldager

Inchcape Shipping
Services Group
Chief Executive
Officer
Claus Hyldager (49) has been CEO of
Inchcape Shipping Services since
January 2006. He was formerly COO of
the company and has held a number of
other senior management positions since
joining ISS in 1995. He is responsible for
overseeing the successful operation and
strategic development of ISS which now
has over 240 owned offices operating in
more than 60 countries across all continents. ISS offers ship owners, operators,
charterers, government agencies and
other clients a comprehensive range of
marine services from ship agency to P&I
representation,
surveying,
freight
forwarding and humanitarian logistics.
Claus has over 30 years experience in the
industry having served with J Lauritzen
A/S both as a Master at sea onboard
cruise and reefer vessels, and ashore as
superintendent and in training roles,
prior to joining Inchcape Shipping.

The shipping industry has undergone an interesting change
since last October. How has it affected ISS and the sector
you are in?
September was when we started to see an impact on some of the
key trading areas – mainly liner of course and then we saw the impact
on car carriers and the bulk segment with Brazil disappearing off the
map. We started to see some of the longest tonne mile cargo areas
disappear and a lot of tonnage become open. As far as we are
concerned, we are probably doing alright in the sense that ships still
need to call at ports, so the enormous decline a lot of owners and
charterers and traders have seen because of what they are linked to, has
not had the same impact on us.
We have of course seen a growing pressure on our fees and our
rates which is the ongoing saga in our part of the industry but I would
say that 2008 was a record year for Inchcape and we sort of expected a
significant decline in 2009 which we have seen in terms of volume in
our core business. But as far as our earnings are concerned, they are
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“We can’t cover the whole world and we
have no intention of doing so. For us it is
not a question of putting flags on maps but
of being in an area where our principals
want us to be in”
keeping up mainly because we manage to cater for a lot of the
outsourcing demand where companies have started to see the light with
regards to getting rid of some of their variable costs and concentrate on
their fixed cost and then on generating a return on their investment.
Are the service providers the main winners in times of
recession instead of the asset owners?
First of all, it depends which segment you are in. Some of the segments
have fared better than others and some of the niche players are still
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“Are the service providers the main winners in times of
recession instead of the asset owners?”
“First of all, it depends which segment you are in. Some of the segments have fared better than others and
some of the niche players are still going reasonably well. When you have a complete downturn in the world
economy then everyone will get hit somehow.”

going reasonably well. When you have a complete downturn in the
world economy then everyone will get hit somehow. When we carried
out our secondary buyout in 2006, it was a clear strategic objective from
us to build in the impact of an upside as well as a downside in the
industry. Inevitably you see a downturn during any shipping cycle,
though this cycle has had a tendency to become longer. But if we look
at when the warning signs started to be seen, when trade was meeting

“We have of course seen a growing pressure
on our fees and our rates which is the ongoing
saga in our part of the industry but I would say
that 2008 was a record year for Inchcape and
we sort of expected a significant decline in
2009 which we have seen in terms of volume
in our core business”
demand in 2003/4, people still carried on. So we said from our side that
we wanted a strategy that could handle both the upside and the
downside: a strategy that was sufficiently flexible if the industry went
north or south. Consequently, our part of the service industry hasn’t felt
the true impact of the recession because we have managed to provide
owners or players in the industry with a value proposition that was
appetising to them irrespective of whether their business was on an up
or a down. We have seen an increase in demand in some of the things
that would have taken us longer to achieve in an upside where there has
been a high degree of urgency to cut costs. If you consider port agency
as being our core product then it is all the services sitting around it that
has been outsourced to a third party. Now people are realising that we
can bundle all this together and provide a mini enterprise value proposition and there is a big uptake. A lot of the new business we are winning
now is because we are working with our clients in other areas in the first
place so there is a logical extension to the services we provide. Has the
service industry done better than the hard asset providers? I would say yes,
but did we then enjoy the upside in the same magnitude as they did? I
would say no. So if you look at our underlying revenue you will see we
cannot rely on increases to our margins at all, we need to be able to continually improve our processes and then gain extra business.
Certain elements of your business must be more profitable
than others as the agency sector is always seeing its
margins come under pressure. But if you have these other
bolt on services, presumably you can start to recoup from
other areas?
Yes because if you look at our representation around the world and
our investment in bricks and mortar and people, it is a fixed cost base
and the more I can plug those holes, the better scale I obtain. So if I can
improve my processes and continue to reduce my cost base and build
volume on the back of that, then I will be seeing a better margin and
return on my bricks and mortar and people.
Is the industry going down the road of conducting business
with a smaller group of bigger companies offering a one
stop shop?
There are thousands of primary ports around the world, so will
Inchcape ever have a representation in all of these ports? Well the answer
is no. We can’t cover the whole world and we have no intention of doing
so. For us it is not a question of putting flags on maps but of being in an

area where our principals want us to be in. As a global player, do I
believe in the global concept as part of our offering to our clients? I most
certainly do and I believe there is a huge added value to a client of
linking with us from a global perspective. Whether he wants us to cater
for his entire business or to manage parts of his business with preferred
suppliers, while still positioning us in the centre and enabling us to
become a management company that is part of the delivery process itself
and if you should judge whether that has been successful for us then the
answer has been absolutely yes. So is there a tendency by owners to buy
in and accept from bigger players like ourselves, yes there is as opposed
to being a regional player. I don’t believe the regional guys have as big
a future because sitting as a halfway house between a global player and
a local player, is difficult. Their ability to expand is limited. There will
always be a need for the local players and I believe there will be more of
a tendency by owners, charterers and managers to employ companies
like Inchcape to manage these smaller guys.
Up to 35% of the 70,000 ships we handle each year on the port
agency side of our business is global, so does that mean we will carry
out every single service? Absolutely not but we will manage it because
there are advantages for a player to just have one point of contact. There
are a lot of players who are sitting up and saying let’s have a look at our
suppliers’ financial stability because a lot of service providers have
gone bankrupt and the service buyer is left with the bill.

“There will always be a need for the local
players and I believe there will be more of a
tendency by owners, charterers and managers
to employ companies like Inchcape to manage
these smaller guys”
The container market is not expected to be the first to
emerge from the recession even though some sectors of the
shipping industry are now talking about green shoots
emerging. What is your take on the prospects for the box
trades? Do we need an element of vessel culling to continue
to help the sector get back to some level of stability?
There is surplus of supply to demand and the newbuilding
programme will provide the industry with another big chunk of capacity.
I don’t think you will see liner return to any reasonable level until 2012.
There will be certain trade lanes that will flourish but we all know that
the container trades are so dependent on GDP, and are so dependent on
growth and consumer growth and I don’t see any of the big companies
coming out of it soon. We see no immediate signs of recovery and our
projections don’t foresee any changes taking place. There are areas
around the world that are harder hit than others and there are some that
will come out of the recession faster than others. There are certain
pockets of South America for example where you have to explain to
them what we are talking about in terms of recession. They haven’t
really felt it and we are seeing some of the container operators trying to
divert some of their tonnage to some more niche orientated areas like
South America and Africa. Some of the traditional trading lanes will
suffer longer and it will be harder to get rates up. We have seen some of
the bigger boys try to increase their rates over the last month or so and
to some success but again it is all about demand. Our container depots
are full which means there is not a lot of movement taking place in the
depots. "So in conclusion, yes the market has been in turmoil but, from
our perspective, 2009 looks very promising and although our revenues
and profits are coming from different sources and sectors, it still looks
as if this will be a record year for the group." ■
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Swine Flu and the economic recession
does not make any distinction between
employed and unemployed .
If the flu reaches the level of pandemia,
all areas of economic activity will be affected,
further depressing the economic activity
which so far, that is since April 2008 when the
economic crisis made its presence felt, has
shrunk by 5.7% in the UK, a figure which is
more or less typical of other large country
members of the European Union. In view of
the large numbers of infected persons, formal
hospitalisation in isolated negative pressure
wards is widely being replaced by telephone
advice centres and web sites. This change in
the mode of caring for the sick not only
demonstrates the inability of the states to cope
with the size of the problem, but it also makes
the spread of the flu much easier.
It follows that the advent of the flu can
only make the duration of the economic
depression longer through reductions in the
number of man days at work, but also through
increases in the cost of providing public health
services. The position of the states is hardly
any better from that of the individual citizens
who see the two situations develop unable to
intervene. In extraordinary times, extraordinary people are needed. Let us see if there
are any left.
SIR. While the global economy decelerates,
with such a deceleration being more notable in
the Euro zone, the Swine Flu continues to
accelerate to the extent that schools may be
closed next September as a measure of
prevention of further spreading. One can
assume the same measure will be taken
regarding day schools and nurseries. The
consequential problems arising out of closed
schools of every sort for working parents are
severe and often impact the ability of both
parents to be present at work at the same time.
Although pharmaceutical companies
have been working flat-out to produce an
effective vaccine against the virus, there is
still speculation about its ability to mutate
thereby rendering the effectiveness of the
vaccination doubtful. Although in Europe the
numbers of sick are still relatively limited, the
numbers on the other side of the Atlantic are
much larger and it is becoming increasingly
evident that tourism and transport have been
instrumental in spreading the disease to
different geographical locations.
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There is little doubt that that the two
phenomena which have been running in
parallel for some time have different origins.
Nevertheless, it is not unlikely they combine
and such a combination could spell disaster.
One wonders how unlikely it is to see the two
combined in the coming months and during
the winter. The Swine Flu, as all types of flu,
spreads faster during the winter cold and it

Yours
Dr. Alkis John Corres
Chairman of the Hellenic Association of
Maritime Economists

One Response to the article “Latvian
seafarers returning to sea as recession
bites”

SIR: It is sad to read such stories
where shipyards have to stop their
operation in the middle of this world’s
economic crisis. A lot of workers
including naval architects and marine
engineers will lose their jobs.
Governments should launch bail out
program as the shipbuilding industry
supports the state economies.

“Regret to say that this information is
correct only in regard of ratings. Many of
them went ashore over the previous years
and were employed in the construction
and other fields. The number of officers
who settled ashore is negligible. Presently
in spite of the continuing recession, the
demand for officers with dedicated
chemical, product and gas tanker
experience (this is the Latvian
’specialisation’) remains very high, which
reflects on the level of offered wages and
of course on officers’ expectations.”

Naval Architect

Sergey Messerle

Response to “Odense Steel Shipyard
terminates shipbuilding activities” posted
on www.shipmanagementinternational.com
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Bucking the
trend with friends
in influential places
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In difficult times it is important to know who your real friends are. In Hong
Kong’s case this is easy; China is as reliant on Hong Kong for its access
to international markets as Hong Kong is reliant on China for trade. The
net result of this close working relationship is that China is assisted by
Hong Kong in its trade growth drive and Hong Kong finds itself largely
shielded by China from the ravages of what has been described as the
worst economic recession to hit the global shipping industry.
Arthur Bowring, Managing Director of the Hong Kong Shipowners
Association (HKSOA) believes that while the global recession has hit
Hong Kong, its impact has not been that severe. “Being part of China,
we are seeing good numbers coming through on the stock market, with
a number of Chinese IPOs, so there are a lot of people in the west who
want to put their money into the Hong Kong economy and into the
Hong Kong stock market because they feel it is the road to China.”
Joking that an effective way to assess how the Hong Kong economy
is faring is by seeing how many children return each term to the local
schools, Mr Bowring claimed that that being said: “There appears to be
quite a few new people coming to Hong Kong. This morning on the ferry
it was busier than it has been for some time,” he said.
This was a point echoed by Rajaish Bajpaee, the Hong Kong-based
Chief Operating Officer for Bernhard Schulte Shipmanagement, who
claimed that the Hong Kong economy was holding its own with marketplace sentiment standing up well.
“As far as shipping is concerned, shipmanagement is a third party
service provider not necessarily just for Hong Kong owners so when a
crisis bites, it will experience extra work and a lot of opportunity. The
potential is there and the shipmanagement industry is judged on its
performance: when the going gets tough, shipmanagement gets going.”
While shipmanagement may be immune from the knock-on effects
of a financial crisis to the levels we have seen, it tends not to benefit
from the freight rate largesse that can be seen when the markets rise.
Arthur Bowring again: “As far as shipping is concerned, you have to
realise that Hong Kong companies in general are very conservative.
They haven’t profited from the massive boom in freight rates or lost
immensely from the downturn.

“When you are earning very high charter
hires, costs are not that important. When
markets are weak and charterers are
looking for ways to wriggle out of charters,
then suddenly third party ship managers'
services are of higher value”
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“As far as shipping is concerned, you have
to realise that Hong Kong companies in
general are very conservative. They haven’t
profited from the massive boom in freight
rates or lost immensely from the downturn”
“Of course some companies are more affected than others – tankers
are feeling the pinch; the situation facing containerships is concerning
and bulkers have seen this wonderful Chinese boom. But of course this
boom involves only one customer and it is always dangerous to set your
business plan on one customer because things can change very quickly.
But yes it is not all bad. As far as the HKSOA is concerned we have had
more people join than resign so it is all looking fairly positive in the
wider scope,” he said.
Kishore Rajvanshy, Managing Director of Fleet Manager, believes
that while managers may have been exempt from the fall out of the
economic crisis, demands on them are becoming more extreme, with
increased transparency and accountability likely. He added: “The
shipmanagement business is not so much affected by the economic
downturn because it is part of the service activity so even when ship
owners were facing their toughest times, managers still had their hands
full but their work has become more challenging.
“Owners don’t want to spend too much money but their expectation for quality delivered is growing. Having gone through the worst
at least for dry cargo, we see things improving for the owners in a
situation where they can spend money and assist managers to carry out
what needs to be done.”
He added: “In Hong Kong, it is right that interest in shipping is still
high and this is all in the dry cargo segment: containers and tankers are
not seeing a lot of activity. Many people think it is a good time to get
into shipping which is why interest is high. Those shipyards which
contracted vessels at previously high prices, have managed to release
these ships back in the market. If a ship is contracted at $50m and the
owner walks away leaving his deposit, then the yard is happy to
contract it at a lower price and there are enough people willing to buy
it at the lower price.
So how will the sentiment develop in the next six months? Will
Hong Kong lead the drive?
Preferring to speak only on behalf of Wallem, Group Managing
Director Rob Grool, said: “Hong Kong is an international business
centre which competes and deals with the world, not just with China.
Hong Kong is still a major stepping stone into China for many
companies but Hong Kong is also a very useful, efficient and
dependable support for new and existing shipping businesses in China.
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“Our Cosco Wallem Ship Management joint venture in Qingdao,
with its Wallem Maritime Training Centre, provides ship management
to several Chinese ship owners. They are an emerging force and more
and more Chinese-bound cargoes will be carried on Chinese-owned
ships in the future, and China will benefit enormously from having
Hong Kong's shipping, financial and insurance services on the
doorstep,” he said.
So has Wallem, as a Far Eastern shipmanagement company, seen
any increase in business as a result of this crisis?
“When you are earning very high charter hires, costs are not that
important. When markets are weak and charterers are looking for ways to
wriggle out of charters, then suddenly third party ship managers' services
are of higher value: performance, zero offhire, zero downtime, no cargo
claims, cost control, cost reduction, flexibility, transparency of costs costs are a very important factor in survival in bad markets. So the serious
ship managers are good partners to ship owners who need to survive this
weak market. And of course there are still newbuildings coming out of the
yards, plenty of ships in hot lay-up with crew onboard - and owners who
need a lower-cost ship management model,” he added.
Kishore Rajvanshy again: “I would be a bit cautious even though
there are a lot of bullish tendencies in the shipping markets right now.
It won’t be a straight line increase in the business, there will be a
correction going forward. It is not going to be the way it was a year ago,
there should be optimism under caution I think.”
But how important is China’s role in ensuring that Hong Kong can
perform better than its competitors in getting through this recession?
“It does depend where the recession is because many countries in
Asia won’t profess to being in a recession,” said Mr Bowring. “But getting
through the downturn, and it being linked to China and China being the
only player in the market, means it is good news for Hong Kong.
“China sees Hong Kong as the link to the international markets and
companies will list in Hong Kong to get access to international funds
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“Many people think it is a good time to get
into shipping which is why interest is high.
Those shipyards which contracted vessels
at previously high prices, have managed to
release these ships back in the market ”
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Rob Grool, Group Managing Director, Wallem

How has the situation regarding management fees
changed? Are you seeing a strengthening or is there still
pressure on fees from competition and from owners'
reluctance to pay more?
“Owners were generally not willing to pay higher management fees in
the good times, and in today's world of regulatory compliance,
massively increased accounting requirements and accountability, the
work load involved in managing ships is certainly ever-increasing.
Management fees must go up if owners want to have their highlypriced assets managed responsibly. It just does not make sense to give
an expensive ship to a 'cheap' manager who cannot perform. What are
we talking about: another $100 per day to manage a ship responsibly?
Is that going to make any difference in the overall costs of a highly
financed ship? If you think that paying a manager to do a good job is
expensive - try having an accident like an oil spill, grounding or
collision and a cheap manager who cannot provide adequate response.”
How do you see the third party shipmanagement sector
emerging from this crisis? Will there be consolidation or
closures or a greater enthusiasm by some managers to rely
on niche management?
“Ship managers with good management systems provide ship owners
with excellent cost/performance control services. That leaves the
owner free to make money with his ships, or, in this climate, to spend
time surviving. There will always be the owners who want to do their
own shipmanagement, for whatever reasons. But like the ‘go to
lawyers’ for legal advice, or ‘to the pharmacy to buy stomach-tablets’,

the most cost/efficiency/performance effective shipmanagement of
high-value ships is increasingly the territory of the good third-party
ship managers. Just trying to keep ahead of regulations, crew training,
charterers' demands , and accountancy requirements is a nightmare for
any ship owner, but it is daily business for us.”
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and that will always happen,” he added. “But I think it is the other way
round in the sense that western companies want to get into China and
they see Hong Kong as a good way of infiltrating this market.
“As far as shipping goes, we probably have very good access to
Chinese cargoes because a vast proportion of the Chinese cargoes are
fixed through Hong Kong, so it is a pretty good place to be. You have
pretty good access. But you also have access to some of the bank
stimulus packages although a lot of it is going to shipyards and
commodities in China but where that leaks tends to be through Hong
Kong,” he stressed.
According to Rajaish Bajpaee, while Hong Kong may benefit from
its strong relationship with its near neighbour, this is not through
Chinese state handouts. “Hong Kong relies on its own competitiveness,
its own productivity and its own performance. It is not something that
you take for granted by being near to China; you know you have to
perform.” Hong Kong, claims the Bernhard Schulte Shipmanagement
boss, is market driven, not driven by any deliberate attempt by the
government or administration.
Peter Cremers, Anglo Eastern Group Chief Executive, added to the
debate: “There is some optimism in the market here. The shipping
market is far more active than one would think with ships being bought
and sold, so it is quite hectic at the moment.
“We are seeing new business coming our way so now is not the
moment to sleep behind your desk. We see an enormous turnover of
ships because deals are being done. While we keep on growing the
turnover is dramatic.
“We are a little bit selective as to whom we work for and we still
have a lot of business from existing clients so it is not likely that I would
start chasing a ship if it left us. We are seeing some ships being scrapped
and older tonnage disappearing and these are not the types of ships we
would walk through fire to keep.
“To some extent it fits nicely into our renewal strategy by taking
more newbuildings and getting rid of the older ships so it is a healthy
development as far as I am concerned,” he said.
Another interesting development is the role China’s younger gener-
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“We are seeing new business coming our
way so now is not the moment to sleep
behind your desk. We see an enormous
turnover of ships because deals are being
done. While we keep on growing the
turnover is dramatic”
ation of ship owners are playing. According to the Anglo Eastern chief,
some appear to be taking a leaf out of their Greek cousins’ book by
looking more internationally when running and managing their fleets.
Some of the younger players are turning to Hong Kong-based
managers to inject an element of international expertise into the way
their ships are operated.
As Peter Cremers claimed, interest is being generated from the
younger Chinese owners “who are asking us as a non-Chinese company”.
He told SMI: “We have received some interest from people who
believe management should be done in an international way so yes there
is a little bit of change in approach there – similar to the young Greeks.”
In a separate development, Anglo Eastern has also started to see an
increase in interest from the traditionally tough Greek owning market.
“Shipmanagement is opening up in Greece, slowly, and that is
because all the Greek superintendents are by virtue of age starting to
leave the industry: so all these old pillars of the Greek owning
companies which were relied on to make things work are disappearing
and there is no replacement young superintendents with the same
attitude. As a result, you are seeing more of these companies having to
move in an international way.
“We haven’t changed the way we do business; most of our business
comes from referrals rather than from aggressive marketing and advertising but we are getting more referrals from the Greek market and from
the US Greek market which is healthy at the moment. ■
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Is it time for the shipping world to start

thinking green?
Arctic:

Thawing out the
edges of sustainability

Black Sea:

Recovery could be in progress for
the Black Sea’s ailing ecosystem

Are your vessels asbestos free?
You had better hope so

ECOVISION

BLACK SEA

Recovery
From Thomas Ország-Land

could be in progress

for the Black Sea’s ailing ecosystem
he approaching end to the recession in the overcrowded and
heavily polluted waters of the Black Sea basin coincides with a
marvellous gift bestowed by nature on the beleaguered world
shipping industry: the infamous biological ’dead zones’ marring the
seafloor near its western shores have largely disappeared.
This baffles scientists. Other biological disaster areas associated
with relentless marine pollution widely blamed on the industry by the
uncomprehending public are on the increase elsewhere. A jubilant
discussion paper just published by the World Bank concedes that the
evident and substantial improvement of the Black Sea ecosystem may
be in part one unexpected effect of the industrial slowdown affecting
Eastern Europe -- but there are also other forces at play.
Whatever the cause, the healing of the seafloor is a dramatic and
hugely welcome development seized by ship owners, ports and
maritime traffic regulators as they prepare for a resurgent shipping
boom along the Black Sea trade routes.
Part of the reason for the ecological recovery clearly lies in intensifying collaboration by the coastal states to cut pollution through
improved shipping conditions, tightened safety requirements and
broadened industrial training. The Black Sea maritime transport
community is under mounting pressure to advance in this direction.
The major forces encouraging it include the United Nations and its
specialist agencies as well as the European Union, both of which wield

T
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great influence in the area. They, as well as various specialist financial
institutions like the World Bank, the European Bank for Reconstruction
and Development (EBRD) and others have committed serious
resources to the Black Sea shipping environment since the collapse of
Soviet power just 20 years ago. They have driven a confluence of trends
and interests promoting maritime transport safety, investment, technological innovation, regulation, international sponsorship of specific
programmes, governmental collaboration and scientific research and, of
course, people and profits.
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“Nitrogen emissions have decreased by
about 20% and phosphorus by almost
50% in the Danube Basin/Black Sea area,
nowhere else on earth have such demonstrable water quality and ecosystem
improvements been observed in a large
river system and adjacent sea over the
last decade”
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The legal framework for their collaboration is provided under a
regional convention signed in Bucharest in 1992. Their joint Black Sea
Environmental Programme is financed from many sources including a
$9.3m grant from the UN’s Global Environment Facility (GEF). For the
shipping industry, perhaps the most important component of their new
accord is a strategy which is now being translated by their departments
into a detailed action plan, to strengthen the joint regional maritime
disaster preparedness of their countries.
Much of their meeting was occupied by discussions on the introduction of best environmental practices and technologies for the
prevention of pollution generated by marine accidents as well as the
illegal dumping of wastes into the sea. The Black Sea neighbours also
want to improve the monitoring of the marine environment.
The shipping industry is a major contributor of pollution to the
Black Sea – but it is far from being the only one. The semi-enclosed
waters of the Black Sea also receive a huge pollution burden of agricultural runoffs and poorly treated sewage from 17 countries through the
Rivers Danube (which has been recently exposed to a disastrous release
of cyanide by a mining enterprise in Romania) as well as the Dnieper,
the Dniester, the Don and the Kuban. They bring raw sewage from
thousands of population centres housing some 170m people, heavy
metals from notoriously polluting local industries and agricultural
chemicals leached from half the fields of Europe.
Indeed, the WB says that one major development contributing to
disappearance of the coastal seabed ‘dead zones’ has been a long-term
$100m investment to reduce the excessive agricultural nutrient
discharges of the Danube catchment area into the Black Sea. The
money has been raised jointly by the EU, the GEF and the World Bank.
“Nitrogen emissions have decreased by about 20% and phosphorus
by almost 50% in the Danube Basin/Black Sea area,“ declared a scientific spokesman for the bank. ”Nowhere else on earth have such demonstrable water quality and ecosystem improvements been observed in a
large river system and adjacent sea over the last decade,” he added.
But the Black Sea also receives some 95,000 tons of unrecoverable
oil waste every year -- more than half of which is in the form of ballast
and bilge discharged during loading and unloading operations because
many ports still lack proper reception facilities. This makes the level of
oil pollution unacceptable in the coastal areas – the location of many
‘dead zones’ – although it is not particularly high in the open waters.
Another area of ship-generated marine pollution is the accidental
but frequent introduction of foreign marine creatures transported from
another part of the planet. They often thrive in their new environment
and become a predator population, upsetting the delicate balance of the
local ecosystem.
The ‘dead zones’ are large submerged areas lacking sufficient
oxygen to support marine life in the usually fertile coastal waters,
explains Emilia Battaglini and Andrea Merla in a timely discussion
paper published by the World Bank Sustainable Development
Department (www.worldbank.org/eca). The authors estimate the cost of
these and related environmental disasters triggered directly by marine
pollution, at $2bn: costs that are suffered by the economies of the Black
Sea coastal states during 1970-90 alone, mostly through income losses
in the fishing and tourism industries.
A survey conducted by the authoritative American Science
magazine concludes that the spread of such oxygen-starved ‘dead
zones’ has doubled globally every decade since the 1960s. Professor
Robert J. Diaz of the Virginia Institute of Marine Science, the leader of
the investigations, blames industry for this development. Donald F.
Boesch, President of the University of Maryland Centre for
Environmental Science, another noted participant, warns that once they
are established, submarine ‘dead zones’ are very hard to clear.
Hence the significance of the Black Sea achievement, for which the
World Bank credits “the concentrated actions taken by the littoral states
of Romania, Bulgaria, Turkey, Georgia, Russia, and Ukraine” as well as
sustained international investment in environment management and
maritime safety. Encouraged by their achievement, the environment
ministers of the wider Black Sea basin have just met in Sofia to
strengthen their collaboration under a regional convention for the
protection of their common marine environment.
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and 1992, before Turkey introduced an improved safety regime, there
were 155 collisions in the straits, some involving multiple fatalities and
endangering major population centres in the area.
Environment protection organisations say navigational conditions
in all the dangerous areas of the Black Sea must be improved radically
before the onset of the new shipping boom in order to reduce the risk
factor and the consequent insurance costs.
The World Wildlife Fund (WWF) has worked out an environmental
rescue strategy for Russia to station especially trained and equipped
volunteer clean-up staff at particularly high-risk Black Sea coastlines
prepared to deal with oil spill emergencies at a short notice. The
programme would draw on the experience of similar contingency teams
that have been stationed along vulnerable coastlines of the hydrocarbon-rich Barents Sea for some years.
Russia has already drawn up plans for the establishment of an
independent environment protection agency. Its environment ministry
has also prepared legislative proposals modelled on the US Oil
Pollution Act passed in the wake of the 1989 Exxon Valdez oil disaster.
The reform would enshrine in post-Communist Russian law the
‘polluter pays’ principle for the first time and prescribe the provision of
compulsory environment insurance.

Solid waste dumped into the sea from ships as well as coastal
settlements and industries has also grown into a significant menace. The
UN Environment Programme (UNEP) issued a global appeal on World
Ocean Day in June to protect the seas from indestructible plastic litter.
Add to that the human, environmental and financial cost of oil and
chemical spills that might perhaps be averted through improved
training, technology and disaster mitigation services. A single major
shipping disaster in which six Russian vessels sank less than two years
ago in the in the stormy Kerch Strait linking the Black and the Azov
Seas claimed the lives of several seafarers and discharged thousands of
tons of oil as well as sulphur whose effect will blight the vulnerable
marine environment for perhaps decades.
Yet the flow of oil exports across the Black Sea from the hydrocarbon fields of the Caspian Basin towards the Mediterranean and the
world markets is about to increase further to satisfy the surging energy
demands of the Western world in the abating global recession. Russia
last year went to war with Georgia and risked its lucrative trade
relations with the West to secure the lion’s share of the profits. The
resulting business opportunities beckoning the world shipping industry
are enormous. But so is the risk of further maritime accidents.
Already, the Black Sea is among the world’s most heavily polluted
waters. The Turkish Straits providing the only navigational link of the
Black Sea to the Med are among its most highly congested and
dangerous waterways used by some 50,000 vessels a year (one every 12
minutes), including Suezmax tankers of up to 200,000dwt, according to
the authoritative US Energy Information Administration. Between 1988

The shipping industry is a major
contributor of pollution to the Black Sea –
but it is far from being the only one. The
semi-enclosed waters of the Black Sea
also receive a huge pollution burden of
agricultural runoffs and poorly treated
sewage from 17 countries through the
Rivers Danube as well as the Dnieper,
the Dniester, the Don and the Kuban
Russian environment activists also argue that vessels unsuitable for
maritime navigation should be barred from engaging in oil transport
along the river-ship routes. Such innovations would do much to
promote caution and responsibility along the Black Sea shipping lanes,
comments Alexey Knizhnikov of WWF/Moscow.
Russia has recently deployed Earth remote-sensing tools for the
first time to monitor oil spills and their sources. A programme involving
the Novorossiysk Seaport Administration covers the Eastern waters of
the Black Sea using imagery obtained by the European Space Agency’s
Envisat-1 and Canada’s Radarsat-1 satellites. The initial result is a
significant drop in the incidence of deliberate oil spills detected at sea.
This technology is already well tried in more prosperous parts of
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the world. In Russia, it has produced dramatic results. The Panamanian
tanker Rasim Akar was the first vessel to be detained on oil pollution
charges as a result of satellite monitoring, says a discussion paper
summarising the results of a recently concluded pilot project. Four
others were arrested shortly afterwards. On 42 of the 56 images
acquired so far, human-induced pollution – mostly spillages from ships
– is observable.

“The environmental vulnerability of the
Black Sea under assault by oil spills,
unsustainable agricultural practises and
other industrial impacts is well known”
Novorossiysk Seaport Administration,added: ”Our efforts to
improve the situation are successful... Ship captains take a more responsible approach to issues of maritime safety and pollution control when
they know that their behaviour is monitored by satellite.”
UNEP has just joined the University of Geneva and 26 other
specialist partners in the creation of a $8m monitoring and assessment
system to cover the 2m square-kilometre Black Sea catchment region.
The project will enable maritime authorities to track, assess and
respond to environmental trends. The scheme, supported by the EU
Commission in Brussels with a $8m contribution, will deploy the latest
observation and assessment technologies in a giant international
computer-grid network linked through the famous CERN centre in
Switzerland to carry out simulations.
Christophe Bouvier, UNEP's Regional Director for Europe, said in
Geneva: "The environmental vulnerability of the Black Sea under
assault by oil spills, unsustainable agricultural practises and other
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industrial impacts is well known. The new system is to enable the
region to formulate a sound and scientifically-based response.”
Nick Nuttall, a Geneva-based UNEP specialist in charge of
communications, added that the programme will focus on monitoring
and assessing maritime trends affecting climate change, habitats,
ecosystems and water quality and their likely impact on the economic
and social lives of the Black Sea basin. For the European Commission,
the project is particularly important because Romania and Bulgaria
recently joined the EU, extending its Eastern frontiers to the Black Sea
coastline. And in a related development, 25 leading regional scientific
research and training institutions have also joined forces in a maritime-
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oriented data exchange programme called Black Sea Scene. The
enterprise is aimed at capacity building through the provision of
a regular exchange of expertise.
Technological innovation by the shipping industry has a
potentially huge role in cutting marine pollution. A vessel
operated by the Beluga GMbH of Bremerhaven, Germany, for the
UN’s World Food Programme (WFP) recently embarked for
North Korea from the Black Sea port of Lviv Oblast in Ukraine
with a cargo of 6,350mt bulk wheat, powered by a giant kite
tethered to its bow. The agency reckons that the innovative
SkySail technology can yield fuel economies of up to 4.5mt/day
over a 30-day voyage under ideal conditions, cutting costs as well
as significant carbon emissions.
A specialist WFP spokesperson stressed: “Widespread application of the technology could result in enormous pollution and
fuel savings for this organisation that moves some 55,000
containers and 150 chartered ships through 140 ports a year.”
Stephan Wrage, Managing Director of SkySails GmbH, has
told the BBC Today programme last year after the maiden voyage
of the computer-assisted kite technology across the Atlantic, that
the time had now come for “practical testing during regular
shipping operations”. Verena Frank, Project Manager at Beluga
Shipping, the partner of SkySails GmbH, added: “We're
absolutely excited... The system differs considerably from traditional sailing, as we do not have any bothersome masts on deck
that might be a hindrance to cargo-loading operations.”

“Our efforts to improve the situation
are successful... Ship captains take a
more responsible approach to issues
of maritime safety and pollution
control when they know that their
behaviour is monitored by satellite”
Martin Ehrenberg, Principal Advisor of the London-based
EBRD, has just announced a financing programme for the development of a maritime training and capacity building scheme in
Russia and Ukraine. The EBRD has been set up specifically to
ease the difficult economic transition process sweeping the territories of the former Soviet Union and its possessions.
The banker explains that several Black Sea ports “export
bulk cargo and oil and, in return, receive large amounts of ballast
water containing potentially harmful organisms and pathogens.
Under the auspices of the UN’s International Maritime
Organisation, the International Convention for the Control and
Management of Ships Ballast Water and Sediments aims to
prevent and ultimately eliminate the transfer of harmful aquatic
organisms and pathogens. “Several Black Sea ports lack capacity
for implementation. We are about to appoint consultants to
deliver a capacity building programme for the ports and maritime
regulatory authorities in Russia and Ukraine in charge of biosafety,” he said.
In the vulnerable Azov Coastal Corridor, the World Bank is
already operating a biodiversity conservation programme
including maritime protection parks and wetland management.
The principal components of the programme include the establishment of a monitoring system and remote-sensing assisted
inventories of natural habitats. Professional training is provided
for park staff in warden skills, wildlife ecology, administration
and management planning. The bank believes that the ultimate
success of the scheme hinges on the ability of a regional
campaign to convince the local communities that their economic
prospects directly depend on the health of their coastal waters. ■
Thomas Ország-Land is an author and award-winning foreign
correspondent who writes on global affairs.
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Are your vessels asbestos free?
You had better hope so
t is often said that the only time the general mass media shows any
real interest in the shipping industry is when there is a problem, and
a vessel arriving in a UK shipyard to be dismantled only for
environmentalists to discover it has 700 tonnes of toxic asbestos
onboard, is what could be described as a problem.
The vessel, called the Clemenceau, was already partially cleaned in
France prior to its arrival at the beginning of the year in northern
England, but the job was not completed, leaving the estimated 700
tonnes of the substance onboard.
The shipyard concerned said the dismantling would be done
professionally and would not pose any hazard to the nearby community.
The asbestos-contaminated parts would be removed and buried at a
dump situated close to the worksite, while the 24,000 tons of steel
would be sold on the Corus steel company, it said.
But how many of today’s ships are trading quite happily with
pipework and steam lines, not to mention accommodation areas
contaminated with asbestos. While legislation has been in place in
many parts of the world for a decade or more, banning the use of
asbestos, countries like China, Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand and
Vietnam have no legislation in place banning its use. Indeed, there are
as many as 3,500 products still in use today that lay claim to containing
asbestos and these products can legitimately and unwittingly be
installed onboard a ship in these parts of the world because they are
allowed to do so.
According to Mark Button, Managing Director of the asbestos
removal specialist ARL Group, the major issue facing today’s owners
and managers is ignorance of the problem; not only as far as it actually
exists, but also relating to the consequences of litigation and compensation from workers or seafarers innocently contaminated as a result of
coming across asbestos during maintenance or conversion work. As if
that wasn’t enough, you then have the costs associated with the
downtime as vessels languish in dry dock waiting for the necessary
paperwork to be completed and the offending material removed.
“If you look at conversions coming into Singapore now, even up to
the mid or late 1980s, asbestos was used in the wall panelling in the
ceiling boards. These vessels are coming in for refurbishment and the
asbestos needs removing. If the ship owner or the ship repair company
isn’t aware of the asbestos and it is damaged and there is a release of
fibres, this will not only put the workers at risk which is the human
interest but it also has an impact in delaying the repair work while the
relevant authorities are notified. Notifying the Ministry of Manpower in
Singapore for asbestos removal can take up to a month. So a vessel
sitting in dry dock for 28 days with no work going on can prove to be
very expensive,” he said.
“We have been involved in newbuilding projects where asbestos
products have been put in place without the manufacturer’s knowledge
because the companies they are using to sub-contract the work aren’t
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telling them that they are using asbestos products. The last one was just
before Christmas on a brand new $57m anchor handler which was due
to go to Australia. It was stopped by the Australian authorities because
of asbestos contamination and asbestos gaskets. The impact on the
client and the shipyard was significant,” he added.

“If you look at conversions coming into
Singapore now, even up to the mid or late
1980s, asbestos was used in the wall
panelling in the ceiling boards. These
vessels are coming in for refurbishment
and the asbestos needs removing”
The worrying aspect of the problem, claims Mark Button, is that
the ship owners and managers are largely unaware of the problem. He
added: “The downside is that if maintenance has to be carried out and
there is asbestos onboard, then the manager is potentially exposing the
shipyard workers and his crew to risk and they can see their lawyer and
sue for exposure and maybe cancer. So in cases where it may not have
a direct impact on the vessel, it certainly has an impact on the insurance
and litigation aspects if you are putting these guys at risk.”
There is legislation in place in many parts of the world which puts
the onus on the owner to have a survey carrier out for asbestos. But,
according to Mark Button, a lot of ships are registered outside these
jurisdictions and just don’t have it done. So these ships can be sailing
the seas with carcinogens onboard and the owners don’t actually know
it is onboard.
“There is also the downside that if a vessel comes in for conversion
and asbestos is found, there is potentially another million dollars of cost
to remove this asbestos, which is a very big impact. That can work the
other way because if you are having a survey carried out when you are
buying a vessel, and there is a million dollars worth of asbestos onboard,
then you can have that cost removed from the sale price of the vessel.
“Some clients are looking for older vessels that may have asbestos
on them, to use as a bargaining tool. If it is going to be stripped out for
conversion and they can get $1m to $2m off the cost price at a time
when there is little money around, they will do it,” he said. ■
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By Amy Kilpin

t’s hardly breaking news, but as the ubiquitous topic of climate
change heats up into a frenzied furnace of concern, the steadily
melting Arctic ice sheets are continuing to open up new waters of
opportunity for shipping. Yet with a cornucopia of environmental issues
throwing a complex shadow over the maritime possibilities, it is
igniting some smouldering sparks of debate.
How the already insufferably environmentally-sensitive region will
cope with surging shipping traffic is a question imprinting itself brazenly
across the globe, and one which is certainly not fading into the embers of
economic burnout. While simultaneously the Arctic region forms some of
the last physically undisturbed marine spaces on earth, there is no place
on the planet where the effects of climate change are more evident.
Shocking research reveals that the past decade proved the warmest
in the Arctic for the past 2,000 years, reaching a pinnacle in recent years
with August 2009 ice extent the third lowest on record at 19% below the
1979 to 2000 average – only 2007 and 2008 saw more melting of Arctic
sea ice, according to statistics from the National Snow Ice Data Centre.
As a staggering result of this summer’s melting, the Northeast
Passage, a notoriously ice-choked sea route across northern Russia, is
now clear of ice and open for navigation, marking the fourth time in
five years. The Northeast Passage trims 4,500 miles off the 12,500 mile
trip through the Suez Canal, yielding considerable savings in fuel for
commercial voyages.
An indisputably historic endeavour, navigation of the Arctic region
has been prevalent since the dawn of civilisation, with the first recorded
European Arctic explorer being the Greek navigator Pytheas who sailed
northward in 325 BC. Early Western marine transport in the Arctic was
driven by searches for the Northwest Passage and Northeast Passage
from the 1490s; the investigation of a more direct and lucrative trading
route to the Orient, India, Southeast Asia and China, being the primary
objective.
Advances in ship design, construction and operation, coupled with
developments in infrastructure, navigation, crew training and establishment of regional governance, have, over the centuries, all led to vast
improvements in Arctic shipping. But with the perpetual melting of ice
sheets, this trend is set for imminent escalation.
Recognising the potential negative impact of increased shipping
activity on the Arctic’s sensitive ecosystem, a working group of the
Arctic Council’s Protection of the Arctic Marine Environment (PAME)
has spent the past four years conducting a comprehensive study on ship
operations in the Arctic Ocean. Its 2009 Arctic Marine Shipping
Assessment (AMSA) is an extensive investigative report assessing the
effects of growing shipping activities on the region’s environment.
While the IMO has been proactive in developing voluntary
Guidelines for Ships Operating in Arctic Ice-covered Waters, which
continue to evolve, and the International Association of Classification
Societies (IACS) has also developed non-mandatory Unified
Requirements for their members that address ship construction
standards of the Polar Classes, defined in the IMO Guidelines, there are
no specifically tailored, mandatory environmental standards developed
by IMO for vessels operating in Arctic waters.
Mandatory measures would be an effective way to enhance marine
safety and environmental protection in Arctic shipping, and are likely to
be implemented in the future. However, given the duration of time in
which such regulations are proposed, ratified and gradually entered into
force in international shipping, proactive steps really need to be taken
now by way of advance, thorough preparation.
Most significantly, the threat of accidental oil spills or illegal
discharging is a grave concern for the Arctic environment. With not
only the phenomenal negative effects of carbon, SOx and NOx
emissions having an impact, an intensification of Arctic marine traffic
also increases the possibility of introducing alien species and pathogens
from ballast water discharge and hull fouling. Additionally, ship strikes
on marine mammals and anthropogenic noise produced from marine
shipping incur risks to fragile Arctic marine ecosystems.
The AMSA study reported that 4,400 commercial shipping vessels,
many of which made multiple voyages, operated in the Arctic region
during the survey year. With the majority of shipping activity comprising
commercial trade, a large proportion also involved the moving of natural
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Hazard classification
Classification societies have quickly been rendered responsible for
maintaining and endorsing a safe and responsible commitment to the
environment during vessel operation, and are now imposing nonmandatory guidelines for owners when transiting across the environmentally-fragile waters of the Arctic.
DNV has developed extensive research into the future for Arctic
shipping and highlights the plethora of issues to be broached by
owners and managers embarking on the possibilities of operating in
Arctic waters.
“There is an additional risk when moving shipping from regular
worldwide shipping into Arctic operations, so a risk analysis of a
new transport solution should be carried out in order to identify and
mitigate the additional risks,” warned Per Wiggo Richardsen,
Director of Communication at DNV Maritime.
“From an environmental point of view a ship going to operate
in Arctic waters should be designed for the special harsh conditions,
and there is definitely a growing strength in focus on the
environment from a ship design point of view. Also operation,
training, simulation, surveillance and monitoring will be important
elements when reducing the risk involved when operating in Arctic
waters,” he added.
Olaf Mager, Senior Vice President of Corporate
Communications for German classification society Germanischer
Lloyd, highlighted the potential safety risks associated with a rise in
Arctic shipping. “It is self-evident that, if the ice loads exceed those
for which the vessel has been designed and constructed to withstand,
the ship, cargo and crew will all be placed at risk,” he stressed.
While he acknowledged that year-round trans-Arctic shipping
trades “are unlikely to happen any time soon,” it still remains a future
inevitability. “Although there has been fresh interest in operating
commercial shipping in Arctic waters, the window of open water will
be the short summer season, which would not suit most operations.
“A sudden change of weather towards the end of the open
season could detain vessels throughout the winter. The lack of
services along the long route from Alaska to Newfoundland is
another challenge for establishing a new shipping route, and it could
be many decades before regular trans-Arctic shipping services will
be conducted,” he added.
Complications are a predictable by-product of such an unaccustomed environment, and ship design will be at the forefront of such
future possibilities. “Operating ships in ice-infested waters places
significant additional demands on both the vessel and the crew, and
the challenges are even greater when navigating in darkness, fog or
heavy snowfall,” Mr Mager said.
He added: “In combination with suitably robust vessel design,
the experience and competence of bridge personnel is pivotal to
safety and damage avoidance, but circumstances can make it
extremely difficult to appreciate actual ice conditions. Essentially, an
Arctic design has to be sensitive to the need to keep Arctic waters in
pristine condition and has to recognise the safety of the cargo under
extreme conditions.”
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Thawing out the edges of sustainability

ARCTIC

Green-design ship trains to sail the Arctic?
A green concept for 1.8km long ship trains to navigate across Arctic
waters has been designed by students attending this year’s DNV
summer program, sparking heated interest from DNV executives as
well as other leading shipping companies.
Set with the assignment ‘Sustainable adaption to climate change
- Arctic opportunities and threats,’ the students created an eco-ship
designed like a train. Consisting of several modules, each of which
is 200m long, the ship’s maximum length totals 1.8km.
Utilising wind power, a sail attached to each ship-train module
efficiently catches the wind at a height of 300 m, and the ship is also
designed to run by hydrogen fuel cells.
Intended to sail right across the Arctic Ocean, there is minimal
need for detailed navigation for the ship-train, instead using
advanced satellite technology.
The concept is based on the year 2050, by which time the Arctic
Ocean will be free of ice all summer, yet if ice forms in winter, it will
be first-year ice that is easy to break. The solution has been named
AMV Njord - Arctic Modular Vessel.
A bow that rotates so that it can change from a normal bow for
use in open seas into an ice-breaking bow makes up part of the
design. At each end, there is a 200 metre long propulsion unit with
an engine and submersible propeller thrusters.
The five young women and eight young men, all from
Scandinavia, presented the concept at DNV’s head office in front of
representatives from three Norwegian ministries, shipping
companies such as Wilh. Wilhelmsen and Maersk, equipment
suppliers, and others in the maritime industry.

resources out of the Arctic. Exploration in the oil, gas and mineral rich
resources of the northern seas is only destined to proliferate.
The Bering Strait region, ringed with indigenous communities and
a highly productive ecosystem with many species of marine mammals,
fish and seabirds, is already the busiest shipping lane in Arctic waters,
and with the increasing likelihood of the continued opening of the
Northeast Passage during the summer season, there is a possibility that
the region could be permanently ice-free for a short period each year,
perhaps as early as 2015.
Such challenges in the face of increased Arctic marine activity will
require unprecedented levels of cooperation among the eight Arctic
states and broad engagement with many non-Arctic stakeholders within
the global maritime industry. The endorsement of legal and regulatory
structures to meet the needs for enhanced marine safety and environmental protection are paramount.
The AMSA report emphasised the significant challenges facing the
Arctic states, urging that “recognition of this global reach of the
maritime industry includes a responsibility to work toward balancing
historic navigation rights under UNCLOS (United Nations Convention
on the Law of the Sea) with regimes and mechanisms designed to
enhance marine safety and to protect the Arctic marine environment.”

ECOVISION

It continues: “A major task will be for the Arctic states to convince
the IMO membership to take into account the uniqueness of marine
operations in the Arctic and work within the IMO and other global
organisations for international standards. The Arctic states must also
recognise there may be a host of new maritime players at the table with
a stake in the future use of the Arctic Ocean.
“Such extended marine operations will require greatly expanded
search and rescue cooperation and expanded regional environmental
response networks. Expanded surveillance and monitoring of marine
operations, particularly in the central Arctic Ocean, will require agreements among the Arctic states (and other interested parties such as flag
states) for the rapid transfer of ship transit information. Monitoring of
the environment could be enhanced by the establishment of a
Sustainable Arctic Observing Network (SAON).”
In November 2006, at the Arctic Council Ministerial Meeting at the
Russian Federation, Ministers welcomed the International Polar Year
(IPY), 2007 to 2008, as a unique opportunity to stimulate cooperation
and coordination of Arctic research and increase awareness of the importance of the Arctic region. The SAON Initiating Group was formed
thereafter by representatives of numerous organisations dedicated to
working towards a sustainable future for the Arctic environment.
With a current lack of sufficient infrastructure and ports capable of
coping with the surge in vessel traffic, the Arctic nevertheless faces a
precarious future in the direction that it will take regarding governance
and regulation. With the broad visibility of trans-Arctic navigation
possibilities gaining sharper focus, commercial routes will be viable
and fully functional in the future, and the sound implementation of
environmental policies will need to be applied on an internationally
unanimous scale.
For marine insurers, the risks are disproportionately higher for ice
voyages in light of potential ice damage, the current deficiency in infrastructure, salvage and emergency response services and the navigational uncertainty in Arctic regions. While it may be technically feasible
to cross the Arctic Ocean today by modern icebreaker or even using an
advanced icebreaking carrier, the uncertainties and complex interactions of the operational, environmental and economic implications and
challenges for routine trans-Arctic voyages require significant research.
Such developments for Arctic shipping will boost the global
economy exponentially, expanding trade, increasing natural resources,
developing indigenous Arctic communities, enhancing research, design,
technical and construction activities, and supporting tourism and
fishing enterprises. Yet while the abundance of positive human dimensions appear to be extensive, the implications of increased shipping
activity across the region or projections of what may be likely to occur
in the future with respect to the environment, is steeped in controversy.
With a vast number of working groups on the impacts of climate
change on the Arctic, and a large number of ship owners, managers and
investors keeping a vigilant eye on potential developments and opportunities in this field, the Arctic region will play host to some vital
changes in the coming years. One thing is, however, key: as shipping
opens new doors to the unknown, a collaborative and controlled
approach to governance and law will be pivotal to the survival of the
purest ecosystem on the planet. ■
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Coals to Newcastle or lobsters travelling by sea
Maersk Line and technology partner
Aqualife have made seafood history with the
world’s first delivery of live lobsters transported by sea from Canada to Copenhagen.
Live seafood transport by container ship
can help lower the cost of day-fresh lobster,
but it also reduces the harmful environmental impact of transporting seafood by air.
In a major advance for environmental
protection, Maersk Line and Aqualife
managed to reduce the carbon footprint
associated with lobster imported from
America to Europe by 97%.
For the world’s seafood lovers, feasting
on delicious day-fresh lobster is a genuine

pleasure. You can grill it, boil it or barely
steam it – but it has to be fresh to deliver the
flavour and texture people expect of a firstrate lobster dinner. Unfortunately, fresh
lobster doesn’t come easy in places where it
can’t be caught in nearby waters. It normally
has to be flown in from afar, which is
expensive and gives the lobster a heavy
carbon footprint.
To enable the transport of live lobsters,
Maersk Line containers had to be fitted with
specially
designed,
technologically
advanced tanks engineered by Aqualife for
this purpose. The lobsters were loaded into
the tanks in North America, and then trans-

ported across the Atlantic.
The tanks are designed not only to keep
the lobsters alive on their voyage to
European markets, but also to ensure the
highest possible standards of animal welfare.
According to Maersk Line and Aqualife,
day-fresh lobster is just the beginning. In
addition to Canadian hard-shell lobster, they
are also delivering bivalves such as live
mussels, clams and oysters from North
America to Rotterdam and Spain. This puts
Europe’s 300 million consumers within reach
of America’s seafood producers, creating a
fresh opportunity to boost exports and
stimulate growth in the category as a whole. ■

WWL’s low sulphur fuel policy pays environmental dividends
One of the world’s major providers of
factory-to-dealer vehicle transportation
services, Wallenius Wilhelmsen Logistics
(WWL) is continuing to lead the industry in
its efforts to reduce the environmental
impact of deep sea cargo movements.
Melanie Moore, Global Head of
Environment and Quality at Wallenius
Wilhelmsen Logistics, said the company had
calculated that it cut CO2 emissions in
grams per tonne kilometre (g/tkm) by 6.9%
in 2008 compared to 2007 and achieved an
18.2% reduction since 2004 – well in
advance of industry standards.
Between 2001 and 2008, WWL saved
121,293 tonnes of SO2 emissions by using
lower sulphur content fuel compared to the
industry average. This is equivalent to one
and half times as much SO2 that London, a
city of 7.2 million, emitted over a similar
period.
In addition, WWL has reduced its NOx
emissions in 2008 by 20.8% since 1999.
These are just some of the facts to be
found in WWL’s ‘Environmental and Social
Responsibility Report 2008’ published today
(18 August 2009).
Other highlights of the 2008 report
include:
- Two vessels were fitted with a ballast
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water treatment system – ‘Pure Ballast’ –
that uses a chemical free process to stem the
spread of marine invasive species. This
brings the total number of vessels with
treatment systems to three.
- 66% of WWL’s vessels met the
company’s objective of 5 ppm (parts-permillion) oil in bilge water – the IMO
requirement is 15 ppm.
- The average sulphur content in the
bunker fuel used globally was 1.39%. Since
2004, the company has maintained 1.5%
sulphur content as a maximum standard
globally, compared with the international
requirement of 4.5%.
- WWL’s Orcelle Fund provided a grant
to a “Carbon Negative Transport System”
project that uses low carbon emissions
power systems for vessels. The Orcelle
Fund, which grew out of the company’s
visionary zero emission concept vessel E/S
Orcelle, continues to support the development of alternative energy ideas.
WWL continued as the sole sponsor of
WWF’s
High
Seas
Conservation
Programme. Its financial and organisational
support enables WWF to campaign for
reductions in greenhouse gas emissions from
shipping, encourage flag states to ramp up
performance, establish spatial planning of
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the oceans, and combat invasive species
transported in ballast water.
“WWL has again shown a strong track
record in reducing its environmental
impacts, setting high standards for the entire
industry. WWF is pleased to work with such
a forward thinking company and encourages
WWL to continue work towards its zero
emissions goal,” said Miguel Jorge, Director
Marine, WWF International.
Mrs Moore said: “We have a long term
vision of a zero emissions vessel. This keeps
us energetically working towards a future
where fossil fuels will be limited and
harmful emissions will not be accepted as a
business practice.
“It’s a marathon, and that is why we
focus so intensely today on continual reductions in our environmental impact,” she
concluded.
Care of the marine environment has
been a fundamental ethic of WWL since its
formation in 1999. Not content with being
the first shipping company to implement a
global low sulphur fuel policy of 1.5% in
2004, WWL developed the world’s first
‘zero’ emissions concept ship E/S Orcelle;
and in its 10th anniversary year WWL
continues to champion the wellbeing of the
maritime environment. ■

GREEN SHOOTS

New ocean policy for US
A new national oceans policy has been
presented to President Obama by a White
House task force to develop a “marine spatial
planning” framework to allow more efficient
use of US ocean resources while limiting
human impacts on marine ecosystems.
The concept of marine spatial planning
would change how the nation’s ocean
waters are managed by introducing a
system of ocean zoning that would allocate
and coordinate the management of marine

resources among interests such as shipping,
marine wildlife conservation, oil and gas
development, and renewable energy.
Established in June 2009, the
Interagency Ocean Policy Task Force is
composed of senior policy officials from
the executive departments, agencies and
offices represented on the US Committee
on Ocean Policy. Such a policy would
bring a unity of purpose to the 20 federal
agencies and nearly 150 laws that govern
US ocean waters. ■

Joe Thomas, Managing Director of Water Systems Division, Hamworthy
There might be talk about the green shoots of
recovery, but as shipping sees an ever-greater
emphasis on environmental initiatives, the
pressure on owners to adopt a greener
approach is burning with acid brightness.
As designer, developer and manufacturer of marine gas handling, pumping and
water systems, Hamworthy is at the
forefront of technological design with the
environment in mind as industry-wide legislation and regulation continue to evolve.
Joe Thomas heads up the Water
Systems Division in the UK as Managing
Director and, with heavy focus on waste
water management and sewage treatment,
the company is witnessing a continually
growing trend towards the adoption of
more
ecologically-friendly
systems
onboard ships.
Supplying waste water products to all
vessels within the commercial shipping
industry, alongside the cruise sector, Mr
Thomas revealed that in recent years, the
company has also received a greater number
of applications for the offshore sector as
offshore exploration tends to move into
more environmentally-sensitive waters.
“The products we have here are being
driven by environmental legislation in
terms of controlling the discharges from a
ship,” he told SMI. “There has been a
change in legislation from the IMO and
that kicks-in in January 2010 and requires
an enhancement to the sewage treatment
process, at least for all of the commercial
marine applications,” he added.
In spite of the current economic
climate, there is a distinct emphasis on
climate change, and as the horizon is
painted with a conspicuously green hue,
the shipping industry is making bolder
steps towards environmental solutions,
both on a legislative and on an optional
level, pre-empting new regulations likely
to enter into force in the years to come.

Mr Thomas said: “We’ve seen a lot of
interest in our sewage treatment within the
general marine market, pushed mainly by
the legislation changes. The advanced
waste treatment products are, at the
moment, dominated by the cruise sector.
“The advanced waste treatment
technology is, however, something that
will be applied to more and more ships. We
will see the requirements for ship specification migrating down from cruise into
ferry and into the general marine shipping
applications, simply by virtue of operational awareness and the need to go into
areas with more stringent requirements.
“There are environmentally-sensitive
areas like the Baltic which is generating a
lot of focus at the moment, and we expect
that will naturally flow down to the
Mediterranean, the Caribbean and
probably worldwide, in time. You can see
for sure that legislation will only get
tighter,” Mr Thomas warned.
“Owners are really driven by legislation
and it might not necessarily be a choice they
have,” he emphasised. “The cruise industry
is where the leaders come from – clearly on
a cruise ship where there are thousands of
people, there’s a lot of waste. When you get
down to the commercial sector you’re
looking at crew sizes that are a lot less than
that, with a lot less waste on the ship, but the
discharge has to be of a certain standard and
a system to look at the quality of that
discharge is required.”
The company’s fresh water regeneration division based in Germany focuses
on systems with the capacity to produce
fresh water from saltwater onboard ships.
An application very much dominated by
the cruise industry initially, the company is
now looking at its implementation in the
offshore and general commercial marine
markets to pave the way for a greener,
cleaner industry on a multilateral level. ■
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Cloud-forming ships
to fight climate
change?
As the think-tank for environmental
innovation gathers to a whirlwind pace, a
growing number of scientists and greenminded entrepreneurs are planting the seeds
of some serious engineering schemes to
tackle the catastrophic effects of global
warming.
An independent survey has compared
the costs and benefits of the main ideas, and
proposals range from the creation of a space
sunshade by using rockets to deploy millions
of mirrors in the stratosphere, to a scheme to
mimic the effect of major volcanic eruptions,
which have a global cooling effect lasting a
year or more.
A comparatively inexpensive and far
more feasible proposal gaining favour
among many different groups, however, is
the deployment of a wind-powered fleet of
1,900 ships to criss-cross the oceans. The
vessels would suck up sea water and spray it
from the top of tall funnels to generate vast
white clouds.
Such a cloud-creation system would
involve the reflection of a miniscule
proportion (between 1% and 2%) of the
sunlight that would otherwise warm the
ocean, back into space; enough to cancel out
the damaging greenhouse effect caused by
carbon dioxide emissions.
The ships would be unmanned and
directed by satellite to locations with the best
conditions for increasing cloud cover, mainly
operating in the pacific although far enough
from land to avoid interfering with rainfall.
Although the concept is not new, having
been circulating for a decade, up until now it
has been one of many mere climate change
engineering pipe dreams.
However, a study commissioned by the
Copenhagen Consensus Centre, which
advises governments on how to spend aid
money, found that the fleet would cost $9
billion to test and launch within 25 years.
This is a fraction of the $250bn that the
world’s leading nations are considering
spending each year to cut CO2 emissions.
Rival teams of British and American
scientists are seeking funding for sea trials of
prototype cloud-forming ships. The Carnegie
Institute has donated several hundred
thousand dollars to the US team. The British
team, led by John Latham, an atmospheric
physicist at the University of Manchester,
and Stephen Salter, an engineer at the
University of Edinburgh, is working with a
Finnish shipping company, Meriaura. ■
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European Commission dedicates €34m for
ocean research projects
In response to growing concern for the
global marine environment, the European
Commission has launched ‘The ocean of
tomorrow’, a €34 million fund for research
projects designed to reconcile maritime
activities with the preservation of the
world’s oceans.
As the pressure being placed on the
marine environment continues to build, the
threat to ecosystems and sustainable
maritime activities is becoming a
monumental problem, and the multidisciplinary project will address how arctic and
marine ecosystems respond to a combination
of natural and human-induced factors.
Joe Borg, EU Commissioner for
Fisheries and Maritime Affairs, added:
“When it launched the Integrated Maritime
Policy for the Union in 2007, the European
Commission declared that marine science,
technology and research are crucial for the
sustainable development of sea-based
activities. In line with this, the Commission
committed to build a knowledge and
innovation base for maritime policy and has
adopted the first ever European Maritime
and Marine Research strategy.”
With the aim of providing a scientific

basis for sustainable management measures,
supporting policies and possible related
technologies, ‘The ocean of tomorrow’
funds are to be divided into three main areas
of research, the first €11m of which will
address the far reaching consequences of
changing climatic conditions in the Arctic.
An additional €12.5m will be invested
in to focus on the human and natural impacts
on marine life and their subsequent impact
on economic sectors such as transport,
fishing or tourism, with €10.5m dealing with
the potential impact of sub-seabed carbon
storage on marine ecosystems.
Asserting how the project is intended to
reconcile the potentially competing goals of
sustainable economic growth and preservation of our seas and oceans, Janez
Potočnik, EU Commissioner for Science and
Research, said: “Human maritime activities
impact on the marine life that lies beneath
the ocean’s surface, and vice versa. We want
to encourage marine scientists, oceanographers and researchers in various maritime
sectors, such as transport or energy, to work
together in order to better understand the
interconnection between marine ecosystems
and maritime activities.” ■

Ark Royal strives to
cut its emissions
The UK’s Ministry of Defence (MoD) has
returned to International Paint for more of
the latest fuel saving technology, Intersleek
900, for the hull of the UK Navy’s flagship
‘HMS Ark Royal’ to cut fuel consumption
and reduce emissions.
As part of the Ark Royal’s Contractor
Support Period at Portsmouth Naval
Dockyard in the UK, the 20,600 ton
Invincible Class aircraft carrier has had her
underwater hull coated with the
fluoropolymer foul release coating, a move
estimated to cut fuel costs by as much as 9%
and reduce the 1985 built vessel’s emissions
by a similar margin.
The MoD’s adoption of latest generation hull coatings technology is a timely
move. Emissions from international
shipping are a contentious issue and one that
is increasingly under the spotlight in the run
up to the December UN Climate Change
Conference in Copenhagen. Although it is
merchant ship emissions which present the
largest challenge – many of these are
designed to burn the very heaviest grades of
fuel – those in charge of the world’s navies
are increasingly aware that they too have a
role to play. ■

‘Shipping is best placed to regulate on GHG’
Shipping’s contribution to reducing greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions has attracted
much attention and controversy ahead of the
forthcoming Copenhagen climate change
conference in December and the race is on
for the industry to prove it is best placed to
get its own environmental house in order.
This year’s Marine Environmental
Protection Committee (MEPC 59) agreed to
disseminate a package of interim and
voluntary technical and operational
measures to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions from shipping, alongside future
incentives for the industry, which will be
used for trial purposes until the Committee’s
60th session in March 2010, when they will
be refined for application and enactment.
Provisional guidelines were adopted for an
Energy Efficiency Design Index for new ships
intended to stimulate innovation and technical
development of all the elements influencing the
energy efficiency of a ship from its design
phase. Guidance on the development of a Ship
Energy Efficiency Management Plan was also
implemented for new and existing ships, incorporating best practices for the fuel efficient
operation of ships.
While regulatory schemes applied to
GHG emissions still remain inconclusive
until further discussion at the benchmark
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Copenhagen climate change conference in
December, IMO Secretary General Efthimios
Mitropoulos hit back at the slamming of
international shipping’s efforts to fight
climate change with a positive outlook.
Mr Mitropoulos acknowledged the
widespread industry dedication, stressing
that the Committee “deserves to be recognised as compelling proof that IMO can,
indeed, be entrusted with the regulation of
international shipping on the issue of
climatic change – an unequivocal message
that needs to be heard, and fully understood,
all over the globe.”
As revealed by the Second IMO GHG
Study on greenhouse gas emissions from
ships 2009, the environmental issues
surrounding the international maritime
industry are only set to worsen. The study
stated that in the absence of global policies
to control greenhouse gas emissions from
international shipping, emissions may
increase by 150% to 250% by the year 2050,
due to the expected continued growth in
international seaborne trade.
Much debate over a potential cap-andtrade scheme has led the IMO to remain
open to a solution for international shipping,
despite the UK Chamber of Shipping
favouring a “global and open carbon trading
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system,” a strategy which has been
reinforced by a number of government and
parliamentary reports in the lead-up to the
negotiations in Copenhagen in December.
The IMO has, however, expressed a
preference for market-based measures to
help reduce shipping’s carbon footprint, with
emissions trading and a bunker levy among
the options to be considered. In the
meantime, however, its three tier targets for
NOx emissions is paving the way forward
for engine manufacturers in the run-up to its
entry into force in 2016.
With concern that some schemes could
potentially impede shipping’s ability to
continue to meet the demands of an
expanding level of world trade, and maybe
even drive trade to other, less carbonfriendly, modes of transport, the focus has
been on drawing up a policy which meets
both environmental and industry aims.
The advent of a cap-and-trade scheme
does, however, seem to be the prevailing
preference, certainly for the UK, in that it
provides a positive incentive to abate a costeffective solution and, at the same time,
allows the industry to trade over the cap. In
the meantime, the industry is only full aware
of its need to be treated as a separate entity
until crunch time in December. ■
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MEDICAL

is a

By Amy Kilpin

STRONGER
prescription required?

Panning across the industry with a disconcerting degree of covertness
is the medical element: literally the fine pivotal force between the
powers of safety and danger in any commercial shipping activity. A
lesser publicised component of shipping and the onboard environment,
the medical implication is monumental and, unfortunately, suffers a
whole host of industry-wide afflictions.
For ship owners and managers, there is a profusion of regulations
to abide by in the medical preparedness and responsiveness of a vessel
during operation. Yet predictably, there are a resounding number of
loopholes and ambiguities creating a film of unreliability right across
the medical spectrum; many of which pose potential risks to the
maritime industry.
One of the most prevalent concerns scarring the industry is the
questionable legitimacy and comprehensiveness of seafarer medical
certificates – a positive passport to the safe manning of a vessel. With
the International Labour Organisation’s (ILO) Maritime Labour
Convention (MLC 2006) entering into force in the coming years,
standards of medical certification and medical maintenance must be
sorely brought up to scratch.
A recent ILO survey revealed that a staggering proportion of
seafarer’s certificates recorded imprecise data, incurring potential
disastrous liabilities on the ship owner and placing the vessel, its cargo
and the crew in a considerably hazardous situation. Such a prerequisite
document relies on thorough examination from all parties, something
which is clearly not being maintained to a premium.
Roland Ives, Manager of Human Element and ILO External Affairs
at classification society Lloyd’s Register, said: “I don’t think the ILO
expected to find an issue with medical certificates and yet many
findings recorded out of date medical certificates, medical practitioners
not completing the form correctly, or medical restrictions not stated –
the ship owners will be liable if things aren’t done correctly.”
Certification is a rudimentary necessity for the role of a seafarer,
and under The Merchant Shipping (Medical Examination) Regulations
2002, in the event of an incident or an illness, if a basic document
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“Heart attacks still kill more
seafarers, and for a seafarer suffering
from a heart attack I would say their
chances of survival are very, very,
very slim”
records false information or has been issued through non-standardised
procedures then the vessel could be subject to detention under port state
control with the ship owner’s repute at stake.
A UK seafarer’s medical certificate (known as ENG1) should be
issued in accordance with the provisions of the Regulations by an MCA
approved medical practitioner listed in an up to date Merchant Shipping
Notice (currently MSN 1814 (M)), and if such compliance is not met,
the ill-sourced documentation could be traced and the ship owner will
be held criminally liable.
Unfortunately, incorrect certification has been found to be an
ongoing issue, according to Doctor Jonathan Korn, Chief Medical
Consultant (and Head of Emergency Medical Advice team) at Future
Care. “We have found numerous inconsistencies in pre-employment
medical examinations that probably have resulted in significant problems
onboard and with potential danger to the vessel. We suspect that certain
medical exams are either poorly performed or are outright false. This is a
terrible and ongoing problem with potential risk of death.”
Emphasising how “the significance of these problems cannot be
underestimated,” Mr Korn revealed that the company has been involved
with a project to help avoid false PEME (pre-employment medical
exams) using simple technology and questioning. “The bottom line is
that each PEME should be evaluated by a proficient doctor with prior
experience in this problem, representing the ship owner,” he said.
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The Regulations also state that under the Merchant Shipping
(Ships’ Doctors) Regulations 1995, “all UK registered ships which
carry more than 100 persons onboard, and which are engaged on an
international voyage of more than three days, or on a voyage which is
more than one and a half days from port with adequate medical
equipment, are required to carry a qualified medical practitioner.”
With cost-cutting a premium objective for many ship owners until
the light at the end of the tunnel of economic recession really glares
bright, there is a risk of ship owners and management companies not
fully abiding by the Regulations by way of cutting corners – something
that could place the vessel in considerable jeopardy. Another concern
relating to the financial setbacks imposed on owners is the replenishment of medical supplies.
Although the regulations highlight how “the owner of the vessel is
responsible for the cost of any medicine and medical equipment,
including the periodic replacements in order to keep stocks of any
required medicines in date and immediately useable,” this is not always
a practice undertaken by some ship owners, who fail to replace medical
products which are over the use by date.
Mr Korn admitted that although the company “has not seen an end
result where advice has not been followed, there have been more
questions surrounding necessity or cheaper options,” and stressed that
the “dire results of compromise in these matters has been explained to
ship owners” to prevent such misdemeanours.
On a positive note and in recognition of the failings punching holes
in the industry, certain developments have been made in an effort to
avoid falsities and polish up the darkened areas relating to the medical
sector in shipping. Yet without a heavier directive in place, underhand
dealings and the skirting of regulations will persist among the less
reputable ship owners.
“New medications and devices (onboard Electrocardiograms, heart
rate monitors for example) are an aid to avoidance of problems, and
getting rid of outdated drugs and restocking with more effective ones is
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appropriate. However, all this is to no avail if more stringent legislation
is not utilised to control counterfeit drugs. We have come across situations where almost an entire crew has been disabled by malaria due to
what we feel was probably a counterfeit anti-malarial,” Mr Korn warned.
Heavier legislation isn’t something that has only been proposed in
the pharmaceutical black market, as another disturbing wave of concern
washes over the shipping industry with some potency. Shockingly,
under The Merchant Shipping (Medical Examination) Regulations,
there is “no statutory requirement under international or national legislation for ships to carry defibrillators. It is accordingly a matter for
individual operators to decide whether or not to include a defibrillator
with the medical stores or doctor’s bag.”
This is gravely troubling for many medical professionals who
stress that given the high risk working environment of a shipping
vessel, heart attacks are more probable than in a conventional shorebased occupation. Additionally, the tendency to cut corners in light of

“If you look at seafarers they have a
calorific intake, they work long hours
with very little sleep and they also
tend to be big people so they might
have cholesterol problems putting
strain on the heart. They eat lots of
food and do very little exercise –
walking down stairs doesn’t count –
and they could eventually keel over”
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“It is the ship owner’s responsibility
to make someone onboard the vessel
check stocks on a monthly basis, and
then they can order replacements on
a monthly basis which spreads the
cost over the year. They have to get a
grip on it”
the current economic difficulties and save money on non-mandatory
equipment and supplies is considerable, according to John Macdonald,
General Manager of Hutton’s Medical, UK-based pharmaceutical
supplier to the maritime and offshore industry.
“On most vessels it is not a legal requirement to carry defibrillators
onboard, and although most authorities recommend that the vessels carry
them, because that isn’t mandatory and because the machines cost around
£1,000, they don’t like spending the money on them,” he said. “But heart
attacks still kill more seafarers, and for a seafarer suffering from a heart
attack I would say their chances of survival are very, very, very slim.
“There are treatments in the medical locker but nobody on the
vessel will have been trained how to inject adrenalin directly into
somebody’s heart and probably wouldn’t want to risk even trying to do
that. But defibrillators do save lives, it’s been proven,” he urged.
Calculating that at an initial cost of £1,000 with an additional £50 every
three years for replacement pads, alongside a replacement battery after
five years and a total machine life of around 10 years, it works out at
about £20 a month; seemingly inconsequential when paired up against
the capacity to save lives.
Mr Macdonald underlined how the shipping industry “absolutely
needs to make this mandatory because there will always be that
percentage of ship owners and operators who will cut corners.” He
added: “If it’s not mandatory, they won’t have it because they’re not
required to by law. They will cut costs as much as possible.
“Yet if you look at all the major operators out there, all their deep sea
tankers have defibrillators onboard and in the offshore industry, the oil rigs
all have to carry defibrillators onboard because the majority of offshore
installations have, at some point, had somebody who has had a heart attack.
In fact one of out biggest clients has had two heart attacks onboard.”
Revealing that “seafarers are more at risk of having a heart attack
than a shore-based occupation because their lifestyle is not very
healthy,” Mr Macdonald views the lack of onboard defibrillators as a
staggering worry for the shipping environment. “If you look at seafarers
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they have a calorific intake, they work long hours with very little sleep
and they also tend to be big people so they might have cholesterol
problems putting strain on the heart. They eat lots of food and do very
little exercise – walking down stairs doesn’t count – and they could
eventually keel over,” he said.
Supplementing the significantly increased physical risks associated
with a seafaring career, the geographical unfeasibility of prompt medical
assistance is a major issue in its own right. The ability to provide
emergency medical support varies greatly depending on the vessel’s
location, ranging from as little as two hours to two days or even longer
in stormy weather conditions. Averaging a 12 hour wait for emergency
helicopter medical assistance, the quotient is far from sufficient.
While mandatory carriage of defibrillators is being proposed by
many professionals, the industry has displayed an incredible level of
negligence over what is a harrowing safety issue. Yet sadly, the
predicament is not single-stranded. Onboard medical competency is not
only related to equipment and seafarer certification inaccuracies. There
is also a minimum requirement for a level of medical knowledge which,
appallingly, is not always met.
“The ship’s master is supposed to be medically competent; he’s
supposed to have undertaken a training course on how to administer
medicines,” Mr Macdonald told SMI. “But for many ship’s captains’
medical training will be many years out of date. They are supposed to
go on refresher courses every so often but lots of them don’t for one
reason or another, or it may not be available in some countries.
“Training is incredibly important, and it is up to the ship owner or
operator to keep up to date on this. Somebody onboard should know
how to administer medicines, and even if they can get radio advice, if
they’ve not had any training beforehand on a relatively straightforward
thing like injecting a muscle (not even a vein), then they will probably
be terrified about doing it,” he added.
Even if the medical training of seafarers were up to required
standards, responsibility does not lie solely in the hands of the seafarers
themselves. While they are legally required to inform their employer of
any medication prescribed, administered or required, or any medical
affliction that may impact on their ability to work safely and efficiently,
the role of the ship owner is fundamental to the crew’s livelihood.
A common inattentiveness to onboard medical stocks could prove
fatal for an unwell seafarer, and the colossal liability issues for the ship
owner would be as similarly damaging. Mr Macdonald said: “The
biggest risk at the moment is that we’re having a number of vessels
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being laid up and once they’re laid up, they tend not to replenish stocks
of things like medical supplies, which were sketchy at the best of times
with most vessels.
“It is the ship owner’s responsibility to make someone onboard the
vessel check stocks on a monthly basis, and then they can order replacements on a monthly basis which spreads the cost over the year. They have
to get a grip on it, because there have been many cases of this – that’s how
vessels end up being arrested. Medical stocks need to be checked and
they need to be kept up to standards. This issue needs to be addressed
more stringently, and an independent body could be a very good idea.”
From a medication perspective, the persistent concerns
surrounding Swine Flu have raised an issue regarding owners who have
been reluctant to stock up on supplies of Tamiflu to save on costs. Many
pharmaceutical companies have received enquiries from ship owners
who have been deterred by the price and so have had to forego the
provision of the drug onboard their vessels, placing the crew in a
vulnerable position.
“H1N1 otherwise known as ‘Swine Flu’ and Norovirus have
required comprehensive response protocols to be developed, tested and
implemented to help identify a patient with the possible signs and
symptoms of H1N1, Norovirus and other highly contagious illnesses. If
a patient is identified to have certain symptoms common with
Norovirus or H1N1 and is currently showing signs of illness, that crew
member is to be isolated onboard the vessel, as well as those who have
come in close contact or share quarters with the infected person,”
explained Kyle Keenan, Director of Remote Medical Programs
(Maritime Medical Access), Department of Emergency Medicine at The
George Washington University.
He added: “General instruction is given to ship owners and
operators to encourage all onboard to practice good personal hygiene
and for the implementation of protocol for the vessel, such as encouraging regular hand washing and providing hand sanitisers in common
areas; but we still do recommend that all crew members receive the flu
vaccine prior to transit.”
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“There are treatments in the medical
locker but nobody on the vessel will
have been trained how to inject
adrenalin directly into somebody’s
heart and probably wouldn’t want
to risk even trying to do that. But
defibrillators do save lives, it’s
been proven”
Indicating how the marine environment considerably heightens the
risk of accidents and injuries, Mr Keenan acknowledged that similarly,
“closed quarters such as those of a vessel are known to facilitate the
spread of infections and sickness while the vessel is in transit. Having
said that, the introduction and implementation of communications
equipment has allowed for quicker access to medical care from any
location worldwide. Satellite telephones, ship to shore communication
and email greater enable medical officers and captains to contact physicians/doctors for medical advice and direction.”
Disfigured from the burdens weighing upon the medical element of
international shipping, the industry could well benefit from being taken
under the microscope, eviscerated and stitched up with the stronger
binds of regulation in order to protect and nurture the safety of the
global seafaring network. Medical competence and thoroughness is an
explicit gauge of a vessel’s operational safety, and while some owners
and managers are well scrubbed up to endow a vessel of its medical
paraphernalia, there will always remain an ailing proportion of those
who require a heavier legislative prescription. ■
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KOREA & JAPAN

By David Tinsley

Leading lights first to

emerge

from the economic gloom
Scale and cost competitiveness set shipbuilding in eastern Asia increasingly apart from the industry in Europe, but there are other factors
bearing on the situation. The Oriental predisposition towards the longterm view, married with true industrial will, is likely to have more and
more of a bearing on comparative industrial influence as time goes on.
The domination of the mercantile shipbuilding market by South
Korea, China and Japan is likely to be even more pronounced once the
current period of global economic recession and financial turmoil has
passed. The rising profile of many eastern Asian yards in niche, highertechnology sectors, complimenting volume production of the most
populous categories of tonnage, looks set to reduce the future scope for
European and other players.
It is difficult to see how the European tendency towards short-term
thinking, epitomised by certain governments, can square with the sustenance of a substantial, heavy industry base. In fact, activities such as
ship construction appear to have an uncertain future in Europe, outside
of a few highly specialised fields, in the face of what seems to be a
cultural, and in some cases political, shift away from production and
large-scale manufacturing. Such operations require multi-faceted
commitments to the long-term. By contrast, and despite considerable
difficulties in some quarters resulting from the collapse in export
market demand and a changed financing environment, Asia is demonstrating fresh belief in the industrial base at both corporate and governmental level.
A major European customer's vindication of the staying power as
well as the technological capabilities and competitiveness of South
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Korean shipbuilding was recently expressed in
the award of what promises to be the world's largestever offshore vessel programme and shipbuilding deal.
The Royal Dutch Shell group selected a consortium
comprising Samsung Heavy Industries and the French
offshore engineering group Technip for the design, construction
and supply of floating LNG (FLNG) facilities over the long term.

The domination of the mercantile
shipbuilding market by South Korea,
China and Japan is likely to be even more
pronounced once the current period of
global economic recession and financial
turmoil has passed
Industry experts predict that as many as 10 LNG-FPSO (floating
production, storage and offloading) units could be ordered within the
maximum 15-year timeframe of the master agreement signed by Shell
Gas & Power Developments. The potential value of each newbuild is in
the region of $5 billion, such that realisation of a 10-vessel series would
set a new shipbuilding record at around US$50bn.
In conjunction with the master agreement, a contract was placed with
the Samsung-Technip consortium covering the front end engineering and
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Sustained investment through the recent difficult period is
exemplified by Hyundai Heavy Industries' completion this year of the
Ulsan yard's 10th building dock, the so-called H-dock, claimed to be the
first worldwide to have been tailored to the needs of FPSO
construction. The Won140bn H-dock development expresses Korean
shipbuilding vision and further demonstrates the industry's move
towards tonnage of greater complexity and capital intensity. Pragmatic
HHI, though, has written flexibility into its investment by ensuring that
the new dry dock can be easily switched to efficient production of
mainstream commercial vessel tonnage during downturns in offshore
business demand.
Measuring 490 metres in length, 115 m in width and 13.5 m in
depth, with a capacity of about one million dwt, and tended by two
1,600t goliath cranes, the facility will enable FPSO hull and topsides to
be built in the same dock. This is in direct contrast with the traditional
approach to FPSO construction, whereby hull and topsides invariably
come from different yards or sites. HHI expects to cut FPSO production
costs by 15% and reduce overall build time by about one month by
using H-dock. The facility alternatively lends itself to simultaneous
construction of two 180,000dwt capesize bulkers. Operations were
inaugurated in June with keel-laying for a 320 m x 61 m FPSO commissioned by Elf Petroleum Nigeria, scheduled to be completed by
February 2011.

It is difficult to see how the European
tendency towards short-term thinking,
epitomised by certain governments, can
square with the sustenance of a
substantial, heavy industry base

d e s i g n
(FEED) phase
for Shell's 3.5m
tonne per annum
FLNG solution. A final
investment decision will be
made once the FEED exercise
has been completed and project
requirements have been reviewed. The
FLNG concept, with main dimensions of 456m x
74m and an estimated topsides weight in excess of
50,000t, is suited to deployments in more distant
offshore fields under harsh metocean conditions.
Samsung attributes its latest success in part at least to the yard's
track record in delivering two oil production FPSOs to Shell in 2002,
and to developing the world's first LNG-FPSOs last year, and winning
all five orders for ships placed by the group up to the early part of 2009.
At the announcement in July of the master agreement, Vice Chairman
Kim Jing-wan underlined the Korean company's strategic direction:
"Based on our world-leading technology in drillship construction, we
have been able to take the lead in the market for energy-production
facilities, such as LNG-FPSOs." Mr Kim expressed optimism as to
attracting work arising from other projects, including major schemes
off Australia and Brazil, for which orders are expected to be placed
during the second half of 2009.

Despite the recent hiatus in contractual activity, the delivery
momentum created by the massive backlog of orders built up during the
boom years is being maintained through 2009. HHI established a world
record in 2008 by way of its handover of 102 vessels in a single year,
following 80 completions in 2007. At the start of 2009, the 350
newbuilds on its books represented more than three years' work, and
production planning foresaw deliveries of 119 vessels in the current
year. Even with some deferrals occasioned by contract renegotiations,
the end result may still be a new high in unit output.
HHI's role as the most prolific constructor of newbuild tonnage is
complemented by its world-leading position as a maker of large diesel
engines, with a 35% share of the global marine engine market. The
group's determination to become a major force in marine technological
development, rather than simply a producer of machinery and other
equipment designed by foreign licensors, is underscored by the rapid
emergence and expansion of its home-grown HiMSEN brand of
medium-speed engines.
Through recourse to its own widening product line, HHI is now
able to satisfy a large part of the Ulsan yard's huge demand for auxiliary
diesel machinery, rather than paying out fees for licence-built engines,
while growing its business in engine sales to other shipyards and to the
expanding power generation market. The latest HiMSEN model, a veetype 16-cylinder 32/40 diesel, was type approved by major classification societies last December. In configurations of up to 20 cylinders,
the 32/40V series extends the scope of the indigenous range up to a unit
power of 10,000kW, less than eight years since HHI's Engine &
Machinery Division (EMD) rolled-out its first engine.
The group's Research & Development Division continues to play a
key role in supporting HHI's six business divisions, including EMD and
shipbuilding, as they push ahead with strategies to create a diversified
product mix and expand market shares. "Our company has been
growing bigger and bigger physically, but it is time for us to focus on
knowledge-based growth," said Lee Choong-dong, Executive Vice
President and head of the R&D Division.
One of the current goals of the division is to assist the group in its
drive to capitalise on the South Korean government's plans to boost R&D
investment in connection with the 'Green New Deal', aimed at promoting
environmentally friendly industries as the country's new economic
growth engine. Significantly, new expenditure in HHI's core fields is
attended by moves to diversify the business portfolio, as illustrated by the
imminent opening of a wind turbine manufacturing plant at Gunsan.
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A further expression of the industry's advance in the field of
offshore and industrial vessel construction was provided by this year's
delivery of the Discoverer Clear Leader, the first drillship from Daewoo
Shipbuilding & Marine Engineering. Ordered in 2006 by US-based
contractor Transocean, and designed for ultra-deepwater operations, the
254 m vessel immediately deployed to the Gulf of Mexico.
Technically-outstanding features include a dynamic positioning
system able to ensure precise station-keeping in adverse conditions in
drill sites of 3,000 m depth. She is also claimed to be the first drillship
to incorporate the Sip Link System, conceived to boost the efficiency of
electricity distribution to all major onboard consumers during offshore
drilling operations.
Although the overall situation remains tough, recent months have
witnessed an uptake in ordering at Japanese yards. Comparatively early
delivery positions accorded many of the newbuilds involved suggested
that a proportion of the business, at least, represented the confirmation
of provisional berth reservations made some while ago.
Despite the collapse in contracting during the last quarter of 2008,
Japanese shipbuilders had expressed confidence in the industry's ability
to bridge a period of market downturn because of the backlog of work,
at that stage, equivalent to between three and four years' production.
Moreover, the very low incidence of speculative ordering in Japan
seemed to reduce the likelihood of cancellations on any scale, in contrast
to the situation that has unfolded at emergent yards in China and Korea.
Japan has appealed to other shipbuilding countries to learn from its
own experience in tackling the supply-demand gap and seeking sound
and sustainable development for the future. Many SMI readers will
recall the cutbacks implemented by Japan on two occasions during the
1980s. That policy undoubtedly helped ensure continuity and future
viability, and was an indicator of the resilience and collective determination that has continued to be demonstrated by the country's
shipbuilding sector in remaining a primary international force in the face
of the growth of formidable competition from South Korea and China.
Protracted discussions with Japanese mills over steel plate prices
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'Chinamaxes': Jiangsu Rongshen Heavy Industries has secured further
orders for 400,000dwt ore carriers for the Brazilian export trade.
had not been resolved at the time of writing, and steel cost developments throughout the steel industry as a whole have cast some doubt on
Japanese yards' ability to secure the level of concessions sought earlier
this year. With the downturn in newbuild prices now being witnessed,
primary material costs are assuming ever greater significance, and it
may be that upward cost pressures will only be assuaged by yet closer
attention to design, technology and production issues rather than
through supplier-user negotiations.
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Asian shipping interests must speak
up, claims KR Chairman Oh
The size of the Asian shipping and shipbuilding industries is such
that they should occupy a more prominent and influential position in
the international regulatory process than they currently do,
according to Oh Kong-Gyun, Chairman and CEO of the Korean
Register of Shipping (KR).
Generating a louder voice for Asian shipping had been a central
theme of Mr Oh’s recent IACS chairmanship and one that he is keen
to continue now his tenure at IACS is complete.
Speaking on the theme of safety and against the backdrop of the
economic recession and the current poor shipping markets, Mr Oh
warned that all those involved in shipping “cannot let quality be
downgraded in these troubled times, this has to be first and foremost
in our thinking. We must continually push ahead with our
commitment to invest both time and resources into improving the
design, construction and operation of ships.”
Growth in the domestic fleet fuelled by the development of home
market demand for consumer goods, energy and raw materials will go
some way to sustaining viable output levels from hugely expanded
shipbuilding capacity in China in the face of weak export newbuild
demand. Among the features of the Adjustment and Revitalisation Plan
announced for the country's shipbuilding industry in early 2009, to
counter global recessionary influences, was a determination to find
ways of spurring national tonnage renewal. The predilection of the
Chinese government for the country's fuel and industrial raw material
imports to be conveyed by vessels owned, operated and built in China
will feed through to production at home yards.
In the case of the anticipated large-scale development of LNG
imports, future LNG carrier contracts promise higher added-value
shipbuilding work and ultimately increased competitiveness in one of the
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more technologically-sophisticated, quality-sensitive fields of the global
newbuild market. Increased funding for R&D, as with the work of the
Marine Design & Research Institute of China (MARIC) on an LNG
carrier in the 200,000 cu m category, will come to influence Chinese
competitiveness in the production of such tonnage. This also promises the
benefit of affording customers around the world increased choice of
contractors in a field dominated by South Korean and Japanese yards.
It is also suggested that China offers, largely through its tertiary
shipyards, real opportunities for the development of viable, modern
ship recycling facilities. There would appear to be increasing scope for
environmentally-acceptable, 'sustainable' ways of scrapping, using
practices, systems, yards and working conditions far removed from
those traditionally associated with ship demolition.
The stimulus package for the shipbuilding industry approved in
February by China's State Council, or Cabinet, was initiated against the
backcloth of the sector's growth in its share of global market output
from nearly 23% in 2007 to 29.5% in 2008, followed by the collapse in
newbuild contracting last September, engendered by the global
economic downturn.
By June 2009, however, there were positive signs of recovery.
According to statistics issued by the China Association of the National
Shipbuilding Industry (CANSI), the yards secured 4.1m dwt of new
orders during July alone, representing about 70% of the total world
intake that month. A succession of series-based contracts secured
between June and August, dominated by bulker tonnage for domestic
owners, ended the order drought.
While helping to ensure production continuity, the latest business
appears to have generally been transacted at prices well below those
commanded 12 months earlier. There have also been indications that
Chinese state-backed concerns, in particular, have been taking
advantage of lower newbuild prices and open delivery slots created by
export order cancellations and completion deferrals. Major new work
from overseas has included a series of 400,000dwt bulkers for Oman
Shipping from Jiangsu Rongsheng Heavy Industries. The deal extends
the yard's programme of VLOCs (very large ore carriers) to 16 such
vessels, 12 ships of the same design having been contracted in August

'Shell FLNG': An artist's impression of the Shell floating liquefied natural gas (FLNG) facility
that figures in a long-term agreement with a consortium comprising Samsung and Technip.
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2008 by Brazilian mining group Vale, which is providing charter
backing for the Oman quartet.
Newbuilding registrations with Nippon Kaiji Kyokai (ClassNK) in
2008 reached record levels in terms of both ships and aggregate
tonnage, amounting to 602 vessels of 15.36m gt. Just over one-third of
the new ships added to the society's books were constructed outside
Japan, signifying a 7% increase on the foreign-built influx of the
preceding year.
The overall fleet classed with NK advanced to 7,040 vessels
totalling 161.48m gt, and the organisation's considerable standing in the
bulk carrier field was implicit in the 51% bulker component to the
tonnage makeup. As regards actual vessels, bulkers accounted for 34%
of the total. The next largest type was oil tankers, with 17% of the
tonnage and 10% of the ships. By the end of July 2009, the society had
achieved further growth in the classed fleet, to more than 7,100 vessels
totalling just over 165m gt. The comparative figures for 12 months
earlier had been a little over 6,900 ships of nearly 158m gt.
NK's circumspect approach to business expansion during the
market boom, viewed by some as overly cautious, has been vindicated
by the fact that it is possibly the least affected of all the major class
societies as regards newbuild cancellations. The focus on established
shipbuilders, with far less involvement than others in work assigned to
green field yards, has influenced its current position of relative strength.
The ploughback of earnings into technical research is vital to the
long-term competence, capabilities and market standing of all classification societies, but the extent and nature of the R&D effort differs
between each organisation and determines individual strengths and
qualities. ClassNK's current endeavours embrace a wide range of
themes reflecting trends in ship design and engineering, and evolving
environmental requirements. Ongoing studies relate to the structural
integrity of ultra-large containerships and the prevention of brittle
fracture in such vessels, LNG cargo tank strength assessments for
sloshing loads, onboard monitoring of fatigue residual life, development of certification schemes for NOx (oxides of nitrogen) emission
measurements, and marine fuel cell applications.
Over the course of 2008, the society completed a number of projects
under the first phase of its Practical Research and Development
Programme, key elements of which relate to large box ship safety, LNG
carrier risk assessment and lifecycle issues, and environmental
performance. Early, concrete results have been pioneering guidelines for
the use of YP47 high tensile strength steel in containership hull structures, and NK's new Environmental Awareness Certification. In keeping
with the particular challenges associated with the growing trade through
ice-prone or ice-laden seas, the society recently released new Guidelines
for Navigating Ice Covered Seas in Russian Territorial waters.
The Korean Register of Shipping (KR) saw a net increase of 132
ships and 5.4m gt in its classed fleet last year, reaching an all-time high
of 2,373 vessels and 34.7m gt overall. Additions of 194 newbuild
contracts amounting to 7.6m gt throughout 2008 took tonnage on order
and under construction to KR class to 438 vessels of 17.7m gt by the
year's end.
By July 2009, the KR-classed fleet had grown further to 2,391
ships of 37.5m gt all-told. Newbuild assignments stood at just over 15m
gt, with a 44% bulker component, 21% VLCCs and 11% containerships. "We recognise that the current economic climate and the
lacklustre shipping markets will impact on our fleet growth, but we
remain confident that our classed fleet will top 40m gt at the time we
celebrate our 50th anniversary in 2010," the society advised SMI.
KR's vigorous application to research in its core fields includes the
development of ship lifecycle management systems, goal-based
standards, and common structural rules (CSR) initiatives and software.
But chairman and chief executive officer Oh Kong-gyun believes that
the company must use its current skills to diversify into related business
if it is to continue to expand. "The main new areas of research relate to
new sources of energy and environmental issues which complement the
traditional strengths and enable KR to provide a more rounded service
to its growing client base," stated the organisation.
Following the inauguration of European regional headquarters in
Athens last September, KR's strategy of organisational expansion saw
the opening of the society's first branch office in India during April this
year. The 2009 programme provided for a second regional headquarters
in China as well as six more survey offices worldwide, with KR set on
achieving a network of some 100 offices globally by 2020. ■
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Half a minute with...

Noboru Ueda, Chairman and President, ClassNK
Q. How concerned have you been over the order cancellations in Far
Eastern yards and what have been your biggest concerns during the
financial crisis?

A. Cancellations have not been a major issue for us. Although there
have been some cancellations and renegotiation of contract terms in
some cases, these have not had a significant affect on us. However,
we have been expecting a sharp increase in scrapping for some time.
As the market boomed over the past several years, owners did everything possible to keep their ships in service and scrapping was at
record low levels. Now that the situation has changed, it is only
natural that scrapping has boomed. Already during the first quarter of
this year, more than 40 NK classed ships were scrapped, but this is
overall a good thing for the ClassNK fleet. As older, less efficient
ships are removed from the fleet, they are being replaced with newer,
more efficient vessels. This helps to make the ClassNK fleet even
safer and more environmentally friendly.
ClassNK has not been affected all that much by the financial
crisis. In fact, we have been perfectly positioned to continue to
expand our operations. While the number of new orders has
decreased drastically over the past few months, yards in Japan and
elsewhere have orderbooks for the next three years or so, and for the
next few years we expect newbuilding construction to continue apace.
Though there were many who said we were expanding too slowly
with respect to the newbuilding boom, we were careful to expand in
line with the needs of both the market and our clients. As a result, we
have been largely unaffected by cancellations, and we are well
positioned to increase our market share despite the economic
downturn. To be honest, I expect our workload will be increasing in
a number of areas. On the one hand, we are increasing our presence
in places like Indonesia, Vietnam, Turkey, and India, and on the other
hand, we are also expanding the range of our services. The slowdown
in newbuilding orders, for example, is letting us focus on new
markets like the offshore support vessel market, while at the same
time our leadership in research and development projects, such as
YP47, is helping us secure a larger share in the container carrier
market and other areas.
Q. Owners are under pressure to maintain ships at the highest
possible standards. How is ClassNK ensuring vessels under its class
don’t slip through the net?
A. ClassNK is committed to ensuring the safety and quality of our
class fleet and we are dedicated to working with ship owners to
achieve those goals. We keep close track of the ClassNK Fleet and
pay close attention to each ship’s survey history, PSC stats, and information from our surveyors. This allows us to work closely with ship
owners and provide detailed and specific advice on how to best
maintain vessels. Further, we are constantly working to keep our
owners informed of the latest research and technologies, recent
changes to regulations, and PSC trends via both individual meetings
and technical seminars which we hold regularly around the globe.
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Drilling
By Amy Kilpin

deep for gold
As precarious as the current shipping markets might be, and while it is
a case of riding out the economic cycles for most sectors, the offshore
industry is secreting a golden haze from behind the shadows of
financial gloom. Offshore exploration is the lifeblood of the global
economy, yet while a lack of finance has drilled a hole in some activities, continued exploration and production of oil and gas resources is
an unequivocal inevitability.
Yet with finance proving a substantially-sized hurdle, the lucrative
sector may just have lost hold of its flammable financial potential for
the meantime. Shipping companies who jumped on the bandwagon
relying on the offshore industry holding a fairly sustainable and
prominent future are seeing the consequences of petered out investment
into offshore exploration, as a direct result of the economic downturn
and the ensuing decreased demand.

“Oil production is falling, and to counteract
this, the industry and the authorities must
work together to ensure that all the
profitable oil resources are produced.
In a few years, gas production will exceed
oil production”
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Charter rates for North sea platform supply vessels (PSVs) have hit
historic lows with the expectation that the market slump will continue into
next year, due to oversupply in the region. The number of available PSVs
in the North Sea market has doubled since last year to more than 40 ships,
and due to a drop in demand, PSV spot rates have plummeted below
$6,600 per day – well below the breakeven costs of around $16,400.
However, with talk of recovery around the corner, the offshore
sector wavers on the likelihood of increased investment into exploration
and production. With another 18 North Sea specification PSVs to be
delivered from shipyards this year and a further 26 vessels in 2010, the
signs aren’t necessarily looking good for owners amid the reigning back
of drilling investment in the region.
Aberdeen’s Offshore Shipbrokers claimed: “It is clear that this
situation cannot continue indefinitely and survival for some owners will
merely become a matter of how deep their pockets are. There continues
to be talk of some owners considering laying up vessels to reduce costs
and help stabilise the market, but as yet there are no signs of action
being taken.
“It is therefore likely that PSV rates will remain suppressed for
quite some time unless there is a sudden and sharp uplift in rig activity
or a dramatic reduction in the spot fleet size. The fact that so few rig
fixtures are also being concluded and many requirements for 2010 are
being slipped back into 2011 or cancelled entirely is certainly not a
good sign for a quick recovery in offshore vessel day rates,” the
company added.
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In spite of this, movement is slowly unfurling and the offshore
sector is beginning to pick up pace. Having fared marginally better than
many other sectors of the shipping industry and with competition having
upped a notch or two, major players are making their move off the mark
to invest in possibility and opportunity for future development.
As oil and gas fields are being discovered with alacrity, companies
are set for some major maturity in offshore newbuild activity, chartering
arrangements, shipmanagement contracts, manufacturing processes and
technological developments; a positive outlook for what has been a
particularly grey period for shipping.
For shipyards, the news falls on considerably welcome ears as
newbuilding activity has taken the biggest hit of all, but as shipyards
latch on to new business prospects, the pick up in commercial activity
will leak down the supply chain to generate an industry buzz that has
been long in wait.
State energy giant Petrobras has recently hit the headlines with
intentions for massive investment in the offshore sector after a host of
new discoveries off the coast of Brazil. With the objective to create a
mass of new jobs, expand the country’s domestic shipbuilding sector,
develop the new cluster of offshore oil fields and increase its exportation capacity, the group is certainly looking forwards.
A recent announcement from the company’s executive board
revealed that it will place orders for 28 drillships, semi-submersible rigs
and FPSOs, ranging from between $15bn and $20bn, to develop the
pre-salt oil fields discovered in the Santos basin. With the expectation
for the rigs to be delivered from shipyards from 2013 to 2018, Petrobras
may more than double the number of wells it can drill in the basin.
President Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva has also indicated the group’s
plans to develop the Tupi, Guara and Iara oil fields in the sea south of
Rio de Janiero over the next decade to double Brazilian oil production
by 2020, with a stash of other oil discoveries including Carioca and
Iguacu to develop alongside numerous exploration projects in the
Santos, Campos and Espirito Santo basins over the next 10 years.
Expecting the mass order of these systems to stimulate investment
in new domestic shipbuilding facilities and the upgrading of existing
shipyards, the move comes on top of Petrobras’ plans to order at least
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“If we don’t move there will be a problem,
and in two or three years it will be too late.
The reserves of oil are there, but if you
don’t invest they don’t come on the market.
What we have to decide today is
production for 2010 to 2015, and so
in between we might be faced with
insufficient oil to meet demand”
10 floating production storage and offloading vessels from Brazilian
yards and its shipping arm’s plans to build a fleet of new tankers.
Transpetro proposes to invest upwards of $5bn in 49 tankers in the
ambitious fleet renewal programme.
In the initial phase Petrobras will order nine drilling systems,
including seven drillships from one Brazilian shipyard. “Contracting
these seven rigs from the same shipyard will allow the winning bidder to
make the required investment to construct the necessary infrastructure
and to achieve the necessary economies of scale,” Petrobras said.
With the other two rigs of the first phase of work to be drillships or
semi-submersible rigs built at another shipyard, the second phase of the
company’s rig-chartering strategy will see Petrobras hire up to four
drillships or semi-submersibles from a host of Brazilian rig contractors.
The company added: “The rigs to be chartered would be built in
Brazil. Under this strategy, the charterers themselves would be responsible for constructing rigs in Brazilian shipyards.” With high hopes set
for the Brazilian economy, it hopes to become a major competitor in the
global playing field of offshore construction.
“It is expected that the investment in new and existing yards will
lead to the implementation of a new Brazilian naval industry that can
compete with the best international shipyards in the offshore industry,”
Petrobras added. In order to finance the strategy, the Brazilian
government will allocate, via the guarantee fund for naval construction,
$4bn to support the construction of the 28 drilling systems.
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Across the world, greater attention is being paid to new discoveries
as the doors open to a much-needed boost in shipping activity. With the
recent announcement of Norway’s largest undeveloped gas discovery,
Victoria, having proved smaller than originally claimed, Norway is
determined not to be effected by the setback and is looking heavily into
exploration opportunities.
Bente Nyland, Director General of the Norwegian Petroleum
Directorate (NPD), recently assessed the state of the country’s exploration activity and the demand for energy, and with new objectives in
place to boost this, Norwegian offshore shipping companies will be
quick to snap up newbuilds and get a piece of the action.
Ms Nyland said: “Oil production is falling, and to counteract this,
the industry and the authorities must work together to ensure that all the
profitable oil resources are produced. In a few years, gas production will
exceed oil production. In addition, exploration is necessary for future
production and is important for maintaining both the attractiveness of
the Norwegian continental shelf and the technological expertise. It is
important that future production is as energy efficient as possible.”
Yet concern regarding Norway’s capacity to expand its offshore
drilling has been raised with intensity. While the country’s shipping
sector has taken a few blows from the collapsed markets, it hopes to
utilise its existing ship owners operating in the offshore sector and bring
some verve back into the economy.
Several gas discoveries have been made in the Norwegian Sea,
among them Luva, Onyx, Marulk and Gro, however, there is little infrastructure in place in the Norwegian Sea compared with the North Sea,
and the two gas pipelines which connect the Norwegian Sea to
Continental Europe, Åsgard Transport and Langeled, both have limited
capacity during the next few years.
Sissel Eriksen, Director for Exploration in the Norwegian
Petroleum Directorate, said that the country needs to “determine
whether developing a discovery is profitable, independently or in
connection with other nearby discoveries. The Norwegian Petroleum
Directorate believes that more wells must be drilled before a decision
on development and investments in new infrastructure can be made.”
Norway’s national oil agency recently announced that 44
companies have applied for 227 offshore oil exploration licenses near
existing fields, a strong sign of interest as the country attempts to fight
falling production. Yet while some areas are seeing stronger potential in
the offshore market and shipping companies are fixing a vigilant eye on
possible acquisition of assets, the weakened production of oil is still
under scrutiny.
Chief Executive of oil giant Total, Christophe de Margerie, has
warned that the world could face oil shortages due to underinvestment,
and that too little has been spent in trying to tap into oil reserves as a
direct result of the economic crisis. Currently having reached a low of
$70 a barrel, he expressed the likelihood of prices soaring to over $100
a barrel due to the deficit.
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“Exploration is necessary for future
production and is important for
maintaining both the attractiveness of the
Norwegian continental shelf and the
technological expertise. It is important
that future production is as energy
efficient as possible”
“If we don’t move there will be a problem, and in two or three
years it will be too late. The reserves of oil are there, but if you don’t
invest they don’t come on the market. What we have to decide today is
production for 2010 to 2015, and so in between we might be faced with
insufficient oil to meet demand,” he said.
With global demand for oil expected to rise by 1.27 million barrels
a day, or 1.5% next year, according to the International Energy Agency,
there is a serious amount of room for major oil companies to invest and
indeed, for shipping players to get in and exploit on the new and
overwhelming opportunities this will provide.
OPEC’s latest monthly oil report revealed that “in 2010, global
demand is forecast to return to growth following two years of consecutive declines,” and with major growth pinned on China, India, the
Middle East and Latin America, the brighter side for the shipping
economy is starting to grow. This is indicated by a 4% increase in
August’s OPEC spot fixtures in the tanker market with “minor gains for
both crude oil and product tanker freight rates,” according to the report.
Shipping companies are opening their eyes wide to offshore developments, with Sovcomflot, one of Russia’s largest infrastructure enterprises with a fleet of 142 vessels involved in energy transportation,
having stepped into the offshore market with the recent acquisition of
Pacific Endurance, a specialist offshore supply vessel operating in the
Russian Far East.
Sovcomflot’s Senior Executive Vice-President, Evgeniy
Ambrosov, said: “This new supply vessel joins the Group’s fleet at an
important stage in the implementation of Sovcomflot’s development
strategy. Our strategy is focused on expansion of the scope of services
offered to our key customers – oil and gas majors. SCF Group has
entered a new market segment and intends to further broaden the
Group’s participation in servicing Russia’s offshore upstream projects”.
Segments working within the offshore industry may have been hit
by weak demand in the wake of economic collapse, but as companies
start to dig into their pockets to invest in new exploration projects, ship
owners, managers, shipyards and manufacturers will feel the flush as
new orders are placed, charters pick up and energy exportation is given
a boost. A whole array of opportunities are waiting dormant and are
destined to inject some finance into the global economy as the offshore
industry occupies a growing and fundamental place in world trade. ■
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Special
treatment
eing stuck on a spin cycle of economic dourness is fast losing
interest. Mainstream shipping sectors are over the financial hill
and lying in heaps at the bottom, so shrewd companies are
wising up to the idea of brushing themselves off and peering down
other more unique avenues, writes Amy Kilpin.
Specialist vessels are swathed in a new limelight as conditions
across the main shipping sectors have been far more sinister, and with
well-spread and diversified assets, the anchorage into profit potential
could be deeper placed. As financial issues turn into tiresome monotonies, new enthusiasm is being piqued by the longer-term challenges
colouring the future of the shipping industry.
Dr Reinhard Lüken, Secretary General of CESA (Community of
European Shipyards’ Associations) underlined how “all three main
markets for standard ships, containerships, bulk carriers and tankers have
excess tonnage, and further fleet growth from existing shipyard orderbooks will prevent a recovery of market balance for several years ahead.”
As a result, he revealed, more prudent players have averted their
applications onto “niche markets with high technology requirements
which have remained fundamentally healthy and profitable, and these
markets are expected to see a relatively fast recovery once financial
resources are obtainable again.”
With a backlog of orders at European yards proving fairly strong
compared with the rest of the world, given that around 74% of orders
consist of specialist ships, including ferries, ro-ros and offshore vessels,
it is those owners and yards who dived headfirst into the sand with illinformed speculation who have hit the wall running.
Asian shipyards being among the worst affected, South Korean
yards are coming to terms with the dearth in demand and are following
the lead of the European players. Hyundai Heavy Industries, Daewoo
Shipbuilding and Marine Engineering and Samsung Heavy Industries
have been badly mauled by the industry downturn, with only STX and
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DSME having secured major orders in the past five months, DSME
being awarded a contract for a pair of drillships for Brazil.
In response to the sour climate, South Korean yards have attempted
to focus on higher-value sectors such as offshore or diversify into new
areas including wind turbine carriers. STX Offshore & Shipbuilding
recently confirmed its aim to secure around $2bn worth of orders this
year in the offshore sector, up from about $1bn last year.
Installation contractors have invested heavily in recent years to
augment their fleets, and although the pace of field development has
slowed, new tonnage will be welcome in areas short of advanced
offshore construction capability. Fresh growth in offshore exploration is
spawning out a whole new generation of offshore support, heavy-lift,
sub-sea and seismic survey vessels to accommodate for an impending
growth spurt.
GustoMSC in Rotterdam has produced designs for two new vessels
currently under construction for Seaway Heavy Lifting and China
Offshore Engineering Co (COOEC) off the back of budding interest in the
offshore sector. According to Gerrit Schepman, Manager of Marketing and
Business Development at GustoMSC, design requirements have not
changed greatly since the 1960s as there has been no significant
construction of heavy-duty offshore cranes until the last few years.
However, with some of the early vessels approaching the end of
their life-span and investment into specialist vessels stimulating the
markets, newbuild activity and ownership within this sector is looking
positive. “In today’s market, the latest offshore cranes provide lifting
capability of typically 3,000 to 5,000 tons while revolving, but in some
cases up to 7,000 tons. The newer cranes will also be able to lower their
loads below sea level via auxiliary hoists,” Mr Schepman said.
Also specialising in jack-up platforms for installation of lightweight offshore structures and wind turbines using smaller cranes, the
company is confident of escalation. While Mr Schepman acknowledged
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some major construction opportunities arising in Brazil, West Africa,
and the Far East, he said “the position regarding new projects offshore
China and their impact on the market remains unclear.
“Off Brazil in particular, the level of heavy-lift activity will depend on
the type of production units selected for future projects. If these are
predominantly FPSOs or semisubmersibles, which do not need a large
offshore crane for offshore hook-up, the requirements will be modest. In
West Africa, however, the position could be somewhat different,” he added.
Requirement for specialist vessels, whatever the specifics, is
certainly likely to feed the fruition of this sector; something being
keenly undertaken by one of the world’s most diversified maritime
construction companies. Belgian dredging company DEME currently
has an ambitious €1bn investment programme which will see 10 vessels
plus an offshore work platform added to the fleet by 2011.
Having added a number of dredgers to the fleet in the past few
years, another major element to support DEME’s offshore aspirations
will be the 19,000 dwt fallpipe vessel, scheduled for 2011 from the
Sembawang shipyard, Singapore, which will strengthen the company’s
presence in this specialised sector. Other specialised vessels in the
newbuilding programme include the 12,000 cu m/h water injection
dredger, a 5000 cu m trailing dredger designed for gravel winning for
use in the construction industry, and two offshore work platforms.
One of these units is a self-elevating jack-up design which will join
DEME’s two existing units and another is a highly specialised 5,300
tonne pontoon-type vessel designed for the installation of gravity-based
foundation-type wind turbines, equipped with a 30 m filling tower,
fallpipe installation and onboard conveyor systems.

“Despite recent delays in many projects,
over the coming years we predict a considerable surge in vessel demand in the
diving and subsea, heavy-lift and pipe lay
markets where we will, alongside our
partners, continue to build our presence”
A surge in hydrocarbon exploration and infrastructure development
in Asia and the Pacific has helped buoy maritime’s heavy-lift sector,
and while oil exploration activity has weakened, firms like RickmersLinie remain optimistic about the long-term prospects for the heavy-lift
and project cargo industry as the German shipping group undergoes a
14 newbuilding orderbook programme at Chinese yards.
Rickmers-Linie President and Chief Executive Jan Boje Steffens
proved instrumental to the formation of the International Council of
Heavy Lift and Project Cargo Carriers to help lift the profile of the
sector. “Heavy-lift and project cargo carriers are crucial to world infrastructure, which affects everyone. The work of heavy-lift and project
cargo carriers is not only important, it is specialised,” he said.
It is this specialisation that stands the sector in good stead as
owners realise its true potential. The flexibility and diversity of the
Rickmers service was illustrated earlier this year when the 2003-built,
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29,901 dwt Rickmers Jakarta transported the second largest gas turbine
ever manufactured from Hamburg to Singapore. Niche vessels are
hitting the spotlight as global demands for energy exploration and
associated construction, transportation and trading start to get the
shipping ball rolling.
And it’s not just the owners getting in on specialised shipping, as
ship managers reap the rewards of diversified investment into nonmainstream shipping activity. V.Ships Shipmanagement has recently
taken commerical and technical management of one of the world’s
largest offshore construction vessels (OCVs). The 180m Goliath, built
at Dry Docks World, is a DP 3 vessel equipped with a 1,600 tonne crane
– the largest revolving offshore crane in the world.
Alex Vicefield, Commercial Director of V.Ships Capital, said that
“despite recent delays in many projects, over the coming years we
predict a considerable surge in vessel demand in the diving and subsea,
heavy-lift and pipe lay markets where we will, alongside our partners,
continue to build our presence through further activities and acquisitions. We are currently considering strategic alternatives for this multifunctional vessel. She is the only such unit available on a prompt basis
in the market without fixed employment and we have seen a great deal
of interest in her.”
Positive about the lucrative opportunities in developing this fleet of
specialised vessels, many other companies are also looking to diversify
into polar-class ships as emphasis on ice navigation escalates. German
heavy-lift specialist Beluga Shipping plans to send more cargoes
through the Arctic waters of Russia’s recently opened northeast passage
as Arctic exploration and defined trading routes become more tangible
options for the future, and is well-equipped with extensive plans for a
polar-class vessel orderbook.
Another company experiencing some progression in a specialised
field is Pacific Nuclear Transport Limited (PNTL), which, claiming to
be the world’s most experienced transporter of nuclear cargoes, has
successfully completed over 170 shipments of used nuclear fuel,
vitrified high-level waste, mixed oxide (MOX) fuel and plutonium.
Having deployed PNTL since 1969, electricity utilities in Japan
manage their used nuclear fuel by sending it to facilities in the United
Kingdom and France for processing and waste conditioning, and with a
recent addition to its fleet, Pacific Heron, the company has high hopes
for growth across its nuclear cargo fleet.
Alastair Brown, Director and General Manager of PNTL,
highlighted how the first in a new generation of vessels has “set new
standards for maritime safety, reliability and environmental
performance,” and that “with the addition of two more vessels, PNTL
will be in great shape to safely deliver nuclear materials across the
globe over the next 25 years.”
Environmental-awareness and energy efficiency are also major
driving forces behind new ship designs, and falling comfortably in the
specialist sector, the niche markets are preordained to swell. As
mainstream shipping activity is cinched by oversupply and poor
demand, owners and managers will undoubtedly look to diversify their
assets in a playing field that is currently very uneven, with specialised
sectors of the shipping industry to be garnering the profits of such
special attention. ■
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Fresh perspectives
for the marine P&I
market in Asia?
Charles Burgess,
Managing Director, Whittington Asia Pacific
Marine insurance has long been slated as a major growth business for
underwriters in the Asia Pacific region.
With more than half the world’s merchant fleet owned or controlled
by owners in Asia which also boasts most of the leading shipbuilding
yards and container ports, the evidence points to this region being the
market to drive the shipping business in the long term.
China and India are predicted to lead the next phase of world
growth, so it makes sense to assume that the need for marine insurance,
both hull and machinery cover as well as protection and indemnity
(P&I) liability insurances will grow.
The major providers of this cover have traditionally been based in
Europe and especially in the London market over the past century or so
and in the case of the P&I Clubs, even longer.
The clubs are venerable institutions and their continued dominance
in the protection and indemnity market is testament to their strength and
the attraction of the concept of mutuality that many ship owners clearly
still retain. The clubs are also bolstered by their membership of the
International Group of P&I Clubs of which all the major clubs are part
and which is a high grade, reliable form of reinsurance.
It is a formidable combination and seems to work well for traditional ship owners from Asia, especially in the major shipowning
countries such as Japan, Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong and the south east
Asian nations.
But changes in the world fleet and the current dramatic downturn
in the shipping business have placed the clubs under a new kind of
pressure. It is evident that despite the loyalty of many Asian owners, the
managers who run the clubs remain relatively Euro-centric in the way
they conduct their business.
Some club managers take the view that all underwriting decisions
– and major claims – must be driven from Europe even when the owner
and/or the claim originates from the other side of the world.
There is much to be said for the P&I Club system of correspondents around the region, that much is certain. But other club managers
decided that having a direct presence in Asia was a good way of giving
members a better ‘real time’ service in terms of membership and claims
issues. So Hong Kong and latterly Singapore became ‘mini-hubs’ for
the club managers to service members.
These regional offices were opened during the good times for
shipping. But more recently when markets went south, the managers
have been pulling in their horns in the region. Two of the biggest clubs
have scaled back their operations in Singapore in the past 12 months.
Other clubs have opened up in Asia more recently, while others
have had a presence here for decades, so there is no set pattern of
behavior by club managers.

What is certainly true is that the proportion of the world merchant
fleet that will be owned and operated in Asia will grow.
There is a new generation of owners based in Asia that are
emerging today and they will start to expand their fleets aggressively
once the current economic downturn ends.
These owners do not necessarily have an innate loyalty towards the
clubs and their managers. Like all other industries under pressure now,
shipping will emerge from the current crisis leaner and the successful
operators will seek greater value from their insurers.
But is there an alternative to the club system? It would be difficult
to give a definite ‘yes’ to that question today. It must be recalled there
have been numerous ‘fixed income’ P&I Club alternatives over the
years with most hitting the rocks and sinking quite fast.
But perhaps now is the time to reignite that debate among Asian
ship owners – in fact it is a question which has long been posed by such
important bodies as the Asian Shipowners Forum (ASF).
Rising group claims, a significant loss of investment income and a
new generation of owners with less affinity towards the club system
will force the International Group of P&I Clubs to confront changing
times anyway.
And is cover for the shipping industry really so different to
virtually every other form of commercial/industrial insurances which
today are distributed in a highly diversified and regionalised manner?
Will the customers’ demand for greater value and better service in
this region produce new alternatives to the traditional P&I Club model?
As Asian ship owners grow in size, significance and purchasing
power, this question will surely be answered sooner rather than later. ■

Whittington is an international insurance investment and service business headquartered in Singapore.
It has significant cash sums available for investment in insurance opportunities in the developing markets of Asia.
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Rendezvous in style for Maritime
Cyprus 2009

The wine flowed and the glasses chinked as the world's shipping
industry descended on the Amathus Beach Hotel in Limassol to herald
the opening of Maritime Cyprus 2009.
While an approximate 800 guests enjoyed excellent food, good
Cypriot music and some of the best networking around, Capt Alfred
Hartman from Intership Navigation had much to be pleased about as
he picked up the award for the Cyprus Maritime Personality of the
Year Award.
Efthimios Mitropolis, Secretary General of the International
Maritime Organisation, joked about telling his wife he was turning up
to a special rendezous in Limassol but he stole at least part of the show
when he was was also presented with a special silver plate for his work
in Cypriot and international shipping.

Capt Alfred Hartman from Intership receiving
the Cyprus maritime personality award
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Jeffrey G. Lantz, USCG; Robert Pedersen, Maersk Maritime Technology;
Stylianos Anastopoulos, Bahamas Consul; George Zarvanos, Bahamas
Maritime Authority; Peter Swift MD Intertanko; Esteban Pacha, IMSO

Jurgen Hepp, Berenberg Bank (Schweiz);
Dirk Fry Columbia
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Andreas Droussiotis,
CEO of Bernhard Schulte Shipmanagement

AD HOC

Andreas Neophytou, Marlow Navigation;
Hans Ulrich Piel, Oy Notraco; Klaus Warncke,
HSH Norbank

Nigel Cleave, Elias Marine with wife and
colleagues Rony Dergham and Elie Medlej; Loulla
Mouzouris, Videotel; Nick Rich, Bernhard Schulte
Shipmanagement; Stephen and Pat Chapman,
Marine Information Ltd; Jean Winfield, Ship
Management International

Efthimios Mitropoulos, Secretary General of the IMO and
Michael Constantinides, Permanent Secretary Cyprus Ministry
of Communications and Works
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Nicos Boussounis, DNV; Michalis Pantazopoulos,
Liscr; Stylianos Anastopoulos, Bahamas Consul;
Apostolos Poulovassilis, LR

Pericles Pericleous, PrimeTel; Nicos
Nicolaides, Minister of Communications
and Works

Thomas Kazakos, Cyprus Shipping Chamber

Raising golf’s charity stakes

Collectable cargo
A particularly valuable cargo was placed under the responsibility of
a Wallenius Wilhelmsen Logistics’ (WWL) Ro-Ro vessel when she
made a special call in Antwerp to deliver a shipment of 14 historic
Mazda Cosmo sports cars, alongside 4,500 of the latest Mazda
models from Japan.
Destined for a world Cosmo meeting being held in Augsburg,
Germany, these 14 rare and collectable cars were introduced in 1967
when the Mazda Cosmo became the first sports car fitted with a
Wankel engine in what has since become a rich Mazda tradition. The
Cosmo was an early forerunner of today’s modern RX-8 sports car.
Belgium is a logistics hub for Mazda’s European operations.
The company imports around 90,000 new cars every year through
ACPC in Antwerp for distribution in Belgium, Luxembourg, the
Netherlands, Germany, Switzerland, Austria, the Czech Republic
and Slovakia, making Antwerp the most important harbour in
Europe for Mazda. ■

Drydocks World - Southeast Asia has raised over S$80,000 for
underprivileged children in Batam Island, Indonesia, through its
annual charity golf tournament held at the beginning of August at the
Indah Puri Golf Resort in Batam. This is the second charity golf
tournament organized by DDW-SEA.
Over 140 golfers participated this year which is significantly
higher than the participation at the inaugural competition held last
year. Donations also increased from S$69,000 to S$80,000. The
overall winner of the golf tournament was Kamal Mohd Noor from
Lippo Indonesia.
In thanking participants for their generous company and
personal donations, Denis Welch, CEO of DDW-SEA, said the
money raised was being targeted at the care and welfare of children
in Batam in the form of educational bursaries and support for
orphans. He also announced that one of the beneficiaries of the event
would be an orphanage founded by KB Chan, previously a Director
within the DDW-SEA Group of Companies, who upon retiring, has
decided to devote some of his time to underprivileged children – a
cause which is close to his heart.
The charity event is a part of several other Corporate Social
Responsibility programmes in progress at DDW-SEA. Currently
under construction on
Batam
Island,
Indonesia is a trade
training centre, which
is intended to provide
job opportunities in
the ship repair and
ship
building
industry, for youth in
Indonesia. ■
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Spreading the wings of opportunity
GAC has been underlining its global network
and utilising its strength to indulge in
sponsorships and charity events, supporting
communities across the world and spreading
its valuable philosophies founded on strong
human relationships.
GAC Malaysia recently teamed up with
its sponsored soccer team Red Star KL to
organise a soccer clinic for under-privileged
children, as part of the team’s celebrations
for its undefeated record in the season and
winning the Kuala Lumpur social soccer 1st
Division Championship 2008-2009.
Thirty-two children from a local
orphanage and Somali refugee home in
Malaysia were treated to a fun-packed day of
soccer held at the Alice Smith School in
Equine Park. Trained by Red Star KL, the
children also joined in with some fun games
and tested their accuracy in a penalty shoot
out competition.
With the chance to both play with and
receive soccer tips from Viv Anderson, former
Manchester United, Arsenal and England
International player who helped to coach and
play with them in support of the initiative, the

children, many of who have lost parents and
suffered misfortune in their lives, were treated
to a marvellous football experience.
Colin Henderson, Managing Director of
GAC Malaysia, said: “The idea was initiated
by the Red Star team which we readily put
into action. We wanted to commemorate this
season’s success by giving back to the local
community in which we live, work and play
through the sport that has brought locals and
expatriates together to form Red Star KL.
“We wanted to stimulate their interest in
soccer, boost their self-esteem and most of
all ensure they are all having fun playing

football. Trophies and medals were given to
all the children, because every one of them is
a winner,” he added.
In addition, GAC Thailand has been
capturing the attention of spectators at
Pattaya’s Bird Racing Circuit with its logo
visible over several laps in the Supercar
Thailand races held in Pattaya earlier this year.
Year-long sponsorships of The Pizza
Company, a local racing team comprising
Thais and local-based foreigners, sported the
GAC logo on all of its five cars. The team
has been performing in various local racing
championships and winning a number of
reputable events, such as the Honda Racing
Fest Series and Supercar Thailand Series.
Erez Agmoni, GAC Thailand’s Business
Development Manager, said: “Sports car
racing is popular in Thailand and GAC wanted
to show its support through this sponsorship.
Besides, sport clearly reflects what we do best
in GAC Logistics. It is all about teamwork,
timing, strength, dexterity, precision and smart
moves; all the qualities we offer to our
customers in Thailand and globally.” ■

Castrol challenges the marine industry to ‘beat the boss’
In support of Castrol’s official sponsorship of the 2010 FIFA World
Cup™, Castrol Marine is offering the chance to win 2010 FIFA World
Cup tickets through its own online fantasy-football style game,
Performance Manager.
Accessed via the football tab on www.castrol.com/marine, the
challenge is open to anyone in the maritime industry to select a team,
with the winning performance landing VIP tickets to next year’s FIFA
World Cup™ Finals in South Africa.
Football enthusiasts can even take office or vessel competition to the
next level, by creating a mini-league to compete against their colleagues.
Whatever the involvement, Castrol has developed Performance

Manager to give existing and potential customers a real insight into
the company’s marine products and services.
Paul Lowther, Global Marketing Communications Manager for
Marine Lubricants, explained: “Performance Manager is all about
using analysis and insight to perform at the highest level, consistently and reliably - something that translates perfectly into our
business environment and reflects the Castrol approach."
Entry to Performance Manager is free and entrants are invited to
select a team before 24 October 2009, for a chance of winning 2010
FIFA World Cup™ tickets. See www.castrol.com/marine for full

+
+

terms and conditions. ■

sales@scardana.com
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Anyone seen my bag?
International travel is a necessary burden in the shipping industry
but its ‘pain in the neck’ quotient can hit sky high levels when
you lose your overnight bag, 12 hours before that crucial meeting
in the Far East.
Imagine the stress levels of all those passengers last year
who lost their bags at the world’s airports – 32.8 million to be
precise, or one piece of luggage reported missing for every 64
passengers, according to a latest European Commission report.
That was the bad news: the good news is that the figure was down
20% on year earlier levels of 42.4m bags lost at airports around
the world, so things are obviously improving.
These figures have been revealed as a result of an inquiry
started by the Commission in March this year following reports
about the lost luggage problem in airports. This inquiry set out to
assess the scope of the problem and evaluate possible solutions.
"In order to protect passengers' rights adequately, we should
provide citizens with the appropriate instruments. For the time
being these instruments are not available," said EC VicePresident Antonio Tajani, Commissioner responsible for
transport. Well that’s reassuring isn’t it! ■

Swooping in and cashing in
In a contemporary world where hefty cash flow seems to be a
bygone concept steeped in history books, a sizeable financial
purchase wouldn’t seem high on the side of likely. Yet the world’s
largest, most pre-eminent and most expensive sailing superyacht,
the Maltese Falcon, has recently exchanged hands for a dazzling
$100 million.
Yet the recessionary times are playing hymn to a solemn tune
for venture capitalist Tom Perkins, as the colossal vessel had once
been listed as high as $165m. Built by Perini Navi in 2006, the
289ft maritime masterpiece comprises three decks and 15 sails,
and reaches the pinnacle of elite sailing luxury with a circular
stairway surrounding the main mast in a central atrium with
transparent floors above.
With the capacity to cross the Atlantic in 10 meagre days,
this exceptional, unequivocal masterpiece created a sailing
revolution, and despite some time having passed before a cashrich vulture swooped in and claimed the veritable majesty of the
Maltese Falcon, it will certainly carry forth the untouchable
league it has created for itself. ■

OBJECTS OF DESIRE

LIVE

Objects of desire
A drop of value
A rare and precious Cognac
destined for collectors of the
greatest eaux-de-vie, Le Voyage
de Delemain is one probably best
saved for celebrations during the
more
elevated
peaks
of
economic order.
Presented in a limited edition
Baccarat decanter of which only
five
hundred
have
been
produced worldwide, this elegant
and exceptional cognac is the
blend of extremely old eaux-devie that has been nurtured in the
famous demi-johns in the
Delamain cellars.
Extraordinarily unique, these
glass vessels protect the ancient
spirit that has matured in to a
veritable treasure, and such an
elixir traces the history of
Delamain, representing a living
archive of the house.

Delemain Voyage
$5,600
www.harrods.com

Need for speed
Most customarily associated with its elite automotive prestige, Bugatti has
put innovation into gear with a retro-styled toaster and coffee machine
emanating the designs of its eminent cars. No less the epitome of luxury
and style, this is kitchenware supreme.
The Bugatti Volo toaster’s motorised lift system automatically delivers
the toasted or heated items once completed, and with four pre-set cooking
options, a re-heat function, a serving and sandwich tray and a unique
warmer for bagels and buns, such a toaster is technology refined.
A contemporary work of art and a style statement of historic proportion,
the Bugatti Diva has the capacity to make cappuccino, latte, americano and
espresso coffee with a steamer to froth milk, a mug warmer and a unique
drop system which prevents any coffee escaping.
Each coffee is also made with clean, fresh water from the main water
tank, heated precisely to the correct temperature. A step too far for some,
but for others, colour-coordinating your kitchen appliances with your car is
a phenomenal leap of panache.

Bugatti Volo Toaster/Bugatti Diva Coffee Espresso Machine
$250 / $785
www.iconappliances.co.uk
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Memorable Storage
Greek for memory and named after the
ancient Greek goddess of memory,
Mnemosyne, this innovative Cube transforms a simple accessory into a complicated puzzle, but with unadulterated
elegance and exclusivity.
Created by Italian designers Toshi
Satoji and Katsuya Masaki, the
contraption consists of a plush-looking
solid aluminium puzzle cube which
involves disassembling before revealing
a 16GB capacity USB flash drive.
Based on the valuable and unforgettable nature of memories, the design
concept mirrors memories that are
housed in the inner part of the body,
complex, inaccessible and precious to the
individual. Precious indeed at $10,000.

Mnemosyne Cube
$10,000
www.solidalliance.com

Sky High Style

Signature Style
Renowned for its exquisite ‘luxury in
simplicity’ collection of writing instruments and accessories, Graf von FaberCastell has created the ultimate chic Pen
of the Year 2009 from intricately woven
horsehair in a stunning filigree pattern.
With an 18-carat bicoloured gold nib
and a platinum plated end cap, this
painstakingly produced limited edition
pen excels itself in exclusivity. Each pen
is produced for 12 months using select
materials such as mammoth ivory, amber,
or Indian satinwood.
An accompanying certificate bears
Dorit Berger’s signature, attesting to the
limited edition and certifying the quality
and genuineness of the horsehair used.
On request, a pen can be specially made
from the tail hairs of your own horse: a
superlative display of bespoke luxury.

For those partial to a little bit of the high
life, there is a solution that soars up to the
pinnacle of extravagant. With a Skyjet
account card, a tailored flight service is at
your liberty, ultra comfort and style
guaranteed.
An initial deposit of $100,000 allows
for 24/7 access to the aircraft of your
choice with a personal travel concierge at
your service, offering an Elite Program
guaranteeing an aircraft age of 10 years
or younger or a more cost effective Value
Program.
One single call and a mere 12 hours
notice will ensure an aircraft with the
required passenger capacity and range
requested, hassle-free and with a full
refund of the remaining balance available
at any time. With no expiry date to the
card, luxury travel can be timeless and
limitless.

Bombardier Skyjet Card
Initial deposit of $100,000
www.skyjet.com

Oriental Indulgence
A truly premium oriental dining
experience is not complete without some
sophisticated chopsticks. Made of rich
mahogany, these chopsticks feature a
solid silver panda plated in 24-carat gold
on top, with a silver inlay inscribed on the
body translated as ‘harmony’.
Recognised as the national treasure
of China and a symbol of luck, the
precious pandas add a luxurious finish to
this six pair set, which comes in a
beautiful display box for that finishing
touch.

Graf von Faber-Castell 2009 Pen of
the Year Limited Edition

24K Gold Panda Chopsticks

$2,500
www.joonpens.com

$380
www.happychopsticks.com
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SMI’s guide to the Arts,
Entertainment and the Media

entertainment - DVD
LOUIS THEROUX - LAW AND
DISORDER COLLECTION
Never one to be deemed for
faint-hearted viewing, Louis
Theroux once again delves into
the harrowing lives of the criminally predisposed with jarring
insight. Peeling away the idealistic layers of Western living,
the categorically dark and
sinister edge of community life
for some is documented with
distressing starkness.
Travelling to Johannesburg
to unveil the intricacies of
hardened law and disorder,
Theroux’s characteristic deadpan interrogations are used to
full effect. Joining the police
force in the Philadelphian crime
district where gun carriage is a standard custom, a jaded indicator of its
400 recorded homicides per year, he paints a complex picture of horror.
For an even greater hit of disturbing realism, Louis visits the
Coalinga Mental Hospital in California, which houses more than 500
convicted paedophiles. Interviewing those undergoing treatment, it is
steeped in controversy.
The last leg of his journey takes him to the crystal meth state of the
US, uncovering the violent and intoxicating cycle of addictions that
have shred the concept of normal living into shards of disgrace and
shame. Certainly an eye-opening account of the dismal corners of
human existence.

DEFIANCE
Casting a different angle on the
Holocaust of World War II, this
film relays the true story of a
group of Jews in Eastern
Europe who fought back
against the Nazis, and with
Daniel Craig heading up the
cast, the adrenaline-pumped
macho persona is well-placed.
Shying away from the
horror of the massacred Jews,
the three Russian Bielski
brothers take refuge in the
dense woodlands, living a
primitive and perilous existence
in hiding while attempting to
regain some victory over the enemy. Forming a community with the
enrolment of more refugees, the group suffer under harsh conditions for
raw survival.
As the Nazis search to obliterate these deviants, the Bielski Otriad
refuse to renounce their commitment to the lives of others, outlining a
deeply moving and epic account of honour, vengeance and salvation.

entertainment - gaming
SHIP IT!
For the avid shipping enthusiast,
Coracle
has
developed
a
downloadable game application for
iPhones which will certainly get the
maritime juices flowing, especially
as the fun incorporates an opportunity for shipping companies to
advertise their companies in the
process.
The player must load the correct
cargo to the correct ship and then,
Ship It, and with four vessel types,
tanker, dry bulk carrier, containership and ferry, this incredibly
addictive game is one of a kind in
the realm of maritime entertainment.
Coracle also offers the opportunity for companies to take
advantage of a unique in-game
advertising opportunity, branding
the game with their company logo.
Proving useful to seafaring students,
this novel, state-of-the-art iPhone
app is an exciting development for
gaming geeks.
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dining
SIR ANTHONY VAN DIJCK
ANTWERP
A hidden gem of historic significance, Restaurant Sir Anthony Van Dijck is housed in beautifully situated
premises in the archaic Vlaeykensgang (dated 1557). The building was restored with ample eye for detail, by the
famous antique dealer Axel Vervoordt.
Located midway between the River Scheldt and the magnificent cathedral, tucked away among the narrow
cobbled streets, this exceptional eatery offers a range of global dishes, seafood featuring as a regional focal point.
Twists on traditional Belgian dishes have provided a contemporary edge, from veloute of mussels and
scallops with saffron and lobster tiramisu to start, and oven roasted veal kidney with shallots and Beaujolais wine
and fried steaklet of duck with acacia honey and rosemary as main dish selections.
Not on the inexpensive side, this is an intimate venue for special occasions or blowout business trips. At €75
per head without indulging in the wine list, the ambience perfectly accounts for the luxury dining experience.

LADURÉE HARRODS
LONDON

Highly recognised for its Parisian splendour, Ladurée has paid tribute to one of the world’s most famous
department stores with its newest tea room in Harrods. Colouring the Knightsbridge quarter, the distinguished venue plays host to a wealth of affluence and grandeur.
Renowned for its delicate pastel-coloured macaroons, Ladurée forms the cornerstone of Parisian
tearooms originating in 1862 when Louis Ernest Ladurée, a man from the South West, miller by trade,
created a bakery at 16 rue Royale in Paris.
Now with its highly-celebrated tea shops decadently frosting some of the major cities across the
world, every fare is offered from a sumptuous Scottish smoked salmon éclair, with strawberries, green
apples and yoghurt, to a chicken fillet cooked with sugared almonds, rhubarb and celeriac, flavoured
with saffron.
For the quintessentially English experience, afternoon tea is served with an array of finger sandwiches
and pastries, alongside an extensive and unique tea and coffee menu. Exquisite décor adds a lavish setting
only matched by the delicate clinking of fine bone china.

culture

events
OKTOBERFEST
MUNICH

FESTIVAL D’ILE
DE FRANCE

Autumn wouldn’t be complete without Oktoberfest celebrations. Held worldwide, there are a great variety of
events taking place, but the centrifugal force behind the popular festival is in the heart of Munich from 19th
September to 4th October.
Among the profusion of musical entertainment, attractions, rides and food tents is the most prominent
aspect of the merriments; the ‘liquid gold’. With over 6 million litres of beer drunk at the festival each year, it’s
certainly a central theme.
Bavarian beer is claimed to be the best in the world as a result of one of the oldest laws concerning food
and drink, the Bavarian Purity Requirements, decreed by Duke William IV in 1516: only water, hops and barley
should be used to brew Bavarian beer.
Parties and parades set the festive tone for this global landmark event, and with such sociable entertainment, it’s an experience not to be missed.

A spectacular array of concerts are
spread with thick cultural potency
across the heritage locations of the
Ile de France annually throughout
September and October. A
fantastic 30 concerts ranging from
baroque
to
contemporary
creations, world music, jazz and
electronic music, take place in
stunning venues.
For each show, the Festival
d’Ile de France marries both
musical discovery and the
discovery of regional heritage,
forming an essential element of its
identity. Music and locations are
selected in close relation, with
châteaux, churches, theatres,
circuses, old factories or picturesque farms colouring the cultural
backdrop.
With 20,000 to 25,000
spectators each year, the festival
features classics such as Carmen
and Salomé alongside fresher
notes in the Parisian musical
repertoire. From 4th September to
11th October, a wide range of
concerts in beautiful locations are
available to choose from.
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WHEN CHINA RULES THE WORLD:
THE RISE OF THE MIDDLE
KINGDOM AND THE END OF THE
WESTERN WORLD
Martin Jacques
Allen Lane £30
Imagine if the calibrations and calculations of the quants at Goldman
Sachs were proved right: that China will overtake the US as the world’s
largest economy by 2027; by 2050, its economy will be twice as big,
thereby becoming the most powerful – politically and almost certainly
militarily – in the world.
“The most likely scenario is that China continues to grow stronger
and ultimately emerges over the next half-century, or rather less in many
respects, as the world’s leading power,” writes journalist-turnedacademic Martin Jacques.
Sometimes we need a cataclysmic economic crisis to remind us just
how irrefutably interconnected we all are. China is weathering the
present economic crisis robustly better than most. Its $565bn stimulus
package is, with America’s, helping to lead the way out of the global
recession. Premier Wen Jiabao declared that the 2009 target for the
country’s annual GDP growth is 8%. Of the 10 biggest economies in the
world, China is the only one that is actually growing and is forecast to
soon surpass Japan as the world’s second largest economy.
As the US’s largest foreign creditor, China is buying up US
Treasury bonds, helping to prop up the American economy. The crisis
has shown the extent of America’s dependence on China for the continuation of its global supremacy; but, for how long?
Against this background, China has begun to flex her muscles and
to throw her considerable weight around. This new assertiveness,
according to Jacques, marks the shift in global hegemony from one great
power – the US – to another, China.
“We are so used to the world being Western, even American, that
we have little idea what it would be like if it was not,” he writes.
Imagine a new world order where the renminbi replaces the dollar
as the world’s currency; where Shanghai is the financial centre;
Mandarin is the new lingua franca; Beijing is the principal global
reference point. We will all be well-versed in Confucian philosophy;
practising Chinese medicine, and Chinese films, art and fiction will
shape the zeitgeist.
Jacques writes about China having a strong manifest sense of its
own identity as a great civilisation and nation-state. “The Chinese
regard themselves as superior to the rest of the human race and that this
belief has a strong racial component will confront the rest of the world
with a serious problem.”
Where once Deng Xiaoping’s (architect of China’s economic
revolution) approach to international relations was one of “taoguang
yanghui” – hiding one’s capabilities and biding one’s time – China’s
new rulers are more upfront.
In Davos this year, Premier Wen Jiabao publicly chided the US for
its reckless economic policies which led to the global crisis; he said the
IMF will have to reform its policies before China gives it any more
funds. China is also seeking firm assurances that the value of its US
Treasury bonds would not be prejudiced. Now a major player on the
international stage, China is assuming a more active global role. Zhou
Xiaochuan, the central bank governor, has called for a new global
currency that might replace the dollar as the world’s reserve currency.
Unhappy China, a book published in China in March, which flew off the
shelves with lightning speed, argues that China now has no choice but
to become a superpower. Just a few years ago, these would have been
heresies. Recognising the new limitations of American might and
power, even President Obama said that “the relationship between the US
and China will shape the 21st Century.”
“The rise of China will transform a world that presently conforms
to a Western template. It will not happen quickly; not least because the
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“The most likely scenario is that China
continues to grow stronger and
ultimately emerges over the next halfcentury, or rather less in many respects,
as the world’s leading power”
Chinese are, for now, too preoccupied with economic growth and
escaping from poverty to entertain such questions. But in time that will
change as the country becomes more prosperous and people can afford
to raise their sights and entertain other ambitions...The rise of China
signals the slow dawning of a very different era in which Chinese
influence will become profound,” writes Jacques.
China hands, watchers and students will remember that Deng also
said that “reform will be China’s second revolution.”
While not insurmountable, the challenges for China are considerable: the fault lines in its one-child policy; an ageing population; the
shift of massive populations from rural areas to cities; the clean-up of a
severely degraded environment; the distribution of wealth; transparency, openness, freedoms; North Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong.
“China may amaze us today, but nothing about its future is certain.
Its rise, like Germany’s 10 years ago, could lead to murderous rivalries.
Or it could help usher in a period in which more of humankind has more
material benefits enjoyed in peace than has ever been known before,”
writes TIME’s Michael Elliott.
Ian Buruma, writing for The Sunday Times, also injects a large dose
of caution. “Those who believe that authoritarianism is more effective
than democracy and thus bound to rule the world in the future might by
persuaded by Jacques’s book, but it is also possible that the lack of
freedom will hold China back. Without freedom of speech, or a civil
society, Chinese development will be hampered.”
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AU REVIOR TO ALL THAT: THE
RISE AND FALL OF FRENCH
CUISINE
Michael Steinberger
Bloomsbury £18.99
It will be a cold day in hell when – and if – French gastronomy ever
yielded its supremacy to la malbouffe (junk/fast food), yet this is the
disaster, according to writer and wine columnist Michael Steinberger,
that is slowly eating away at La Belle France.
The glory days of French gastronomy, which gave us haute cuisine,
Michelin-starred repasts and chefs who enjoyed rock-star fame and
fortune – Guy Savoy, Alain Ducasse, Bernard Loiseau, Paul Bocuse,
Joel Robuchon, Pierre Gagnaire - are in decline, says Steinberger with
rueful regret.

“25 years ago, it took some effort to
dine poorly in France; these days, bad
meals are depressingly common and
it can be tough to find even a decent
baguette in some villages and towns”

boasted 191 Michelin-starred restaurants; Paris had 64. The authoritative food and wine magazine, Gourmet, anointed London in 2005 as
“the best food city in the world”.
All this is probably making Bernard Loiseau turn in his grave. The
celebrated chef, who owned the world-famous 3-Michelin star
restaurant La Cote d’Or in Saulieu, Burgundy, fatally shot himself in the
mouth with his hunting rifle in 2003. The influential Gault-Millau Guide
downgraded him from 19/20 to 17/20, saying: “Everyone knows that
this cuisine is hardly dazzling, just simply very well carried out.” For
some French chefs who take these things extremely seriously indeed,
criticism of this kind can be a matter of life and death.
“Only the produce should speak. We live in a period invaded by
synthetic products, when tomatoes no longer even taste of tomatoes
when they should be pissing blood. We are selling dreams; we are
merchants of happiness. It is up to us chefs to save the situation,”
Monsieur Loiseau memorably said.
Steinberger would heartily concur with that and in spite of his
trenchant polemic, he is hopeful: “In the face of France’s persistent
economic stagnation and the often deadening weight of its rich gastronomic tradition, a number of very gifted young chefs are serving
exciting food at prices that people can afford and in the convivial
settings that restaurant-goers now demand. This promising trend has
even acquired a nickname – bistronomie.”
This is to be reminded of everything that is good and remarkable
about France – the civility, a certain grace of life, je ne sais quoi.
Steinberger, eating a divine praline millefeuille from Herme recently,
said: “The pastry is so light and flaky I feared it would float off into the
next arrondissement!” ■

As a teenager visiting France for the first time, he fell in love with
French food – “the tuxedoed staff, the thick white tablecloths, baby peas
drowning in butter.” His Proustian moments recall meals at Laduree
where he had “salade nicoise, a glass or two of ‘violet-scented
Beaujolais and an ethereal praline millefeuille.”
“25 years ago, it took some effort to dine poorly in France; these
days, bad meals are depressingly common and it can be tough to find
even a decent baguette in some villages and towns,” he writes.
Complacency, a weak economy, taste for fast food are killing the
French gastronomic tradition, and a culture is now in decline, he
laments. “France gave the world the most artful and sensual cuisine and
taught much of the rest of the planet how to cook and how to eat and this
heritage is now endangered.”
Steinberger lays the blame firmly on sclerotic French politics.
Francois Mitterrand, a noted gourmet, enacted inflexible labour laws
which made it difficult to make a profit running restaurants; 19.6% VAT
on food; the stultifying bureaucracy; exorbitant taxes; the economic
slump. The dominance of the Michelin Guide is also seen as discouraging innovation.
Worse, according to Steinberger, maman – who joined the
workforce in huge numbers – is no longer in the kitchen cooking traditional French dishes. French children, whose discerning palates were
once nurtured around the family’s dinner table, are now eating convenience food, pizzas in a box. Steinberger points to a study showing that
an average meal in France now lasts 38 minutes, down from 88 minutes
25 years ago.
Bistros, cafes and brasseries are closing by the thousands,
Steinberger claims, and that high quality ingredients, for which French
cuisine is renowned, are now difficult to source because there are fewer
artisans producing them; some cheeses have become endangered
species; wine consumption is down by a shocking 50%, to the horror
and chagrin of vintners, some of whom commit acts of ‘wine terrorism’
or, unable to carry on, commit suicide.
Quelle horreur! France is now the second most profitable market in
the world for McDonald’s, with over 1,000 of their restaurants serving
more than a million customers a day. Where once French chefs were the
greatest in the world, they have been eclipsed in recent years by the
imaginative and ground-breaking cooking of the likes of Ferran Adria
(Spain’s El Bulli), Britain’s Heston Blumenthal (Fat Duck) and the
American Thomas Keller (The French Laundry). In 2007, Tokyo
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ith or without the recession, money is life’s report card, and if
you have to ask the price of something, you probably can’t afford
it. But a £20,000 haircut by stylist Stuart Phillips, even for the
uber-rich who deny they spend more than they should and less than they
want, is probably beyond the pale. The hairdressing fee includes, according
to Phillips, day-long hair and pampering treatments, popular with wives of
Russian oligarchs and Hollywood stars. “For that they get my undivided
attention, for the whole day, and they have the best of everything – security,
bodyguards, personal chefs, exotic oils to wash through their hair, special
scents through the ventilation system, dog walkers to entertain their pets, a
luxury car to collect them from the airport, lifestyle consultation, shiatsu
head massage,” he said. The Covent Garden-based stylist said his clients
find the price easy to justify when compared with “other non-essential
things, such as £3,000 handbags.”
If you want perspective, remember that the UK’s national annual
median wage is £20,801, before tax.
The timing of the publication of Robert Frank’s book, in 2007, was
like a spit in the face of someone whose life could be transformed by
loose change from the people he wrote about in Richistan: A Journey
through the 21st Century Wealth Boom and the Lives of the New Rich.
We were entering the Stygian tunnels of credit crunch, hopeful for light
at the end. This time last year, Lehman Brothers was allowed to fall off
a steep cliff and had there been no muscular intervention from the US
Treasury and the Federal Reserve, mortgage giants Freddie Mac and
Fannie Mae, and the insurance behemoth AIG, would have followed
over the precipice. Within days, our own HBOS, Bradford & Bingley
and the mighty Royal Bank of Scotland had fallen into the
government’s embrace. The global financial system had suffered
seismic shocks and was in intensive care.
Richistan is about a “parallel country of the rich”, a state within a
state closed to anyone whose net worth is just under $10m, populated
by “financial foreigners” who were taking home annual pay and emoluments worth trillions of dollars. They have their own healthcare system
and “concierge doctors”, huge household staff and a travel network of
private jets and exclusive destinations. An “aristokid” pleaded with her
parents to fly commercial so she can “ride on a big plane with other
people. I want to see what an airport looks like on the inside.” They
don’t wear Rolex watches because, well, the masses can afford one
these days, so they buy a Frank Muller one instead – for $750,000.
“The challenge for today’s rich is to set themselves apart from the
merely affluent. They want things nobody else can afford, experience,
or preferably, even imagine,” wrote Frank.
So, when the world as we knew it ended in 2008, what happened to
the stupendously rich? Did they go to ground? Lose their jobs, their
homes, their lovely pay packages like mere hapless mortals did? Did
they do penance or do time?
Some bankers who, with their incomprehensible derivatives,
financial Latin and byzantine algorithms brought us to the brink of total
disaster, have been sacked, their pain assuaged by golden parachutes.

W

Lord Thomson of Fleet, the media
magnate, belonged to the tribe of the
unbelievably rich of his day, but was
said to be “jolly mean” with his
wealth. A friend told him, “Look
here, you know you can’t take it with
you.” To which he replied, “In that
case, I’m not going”
Whether to downsize or release capital, Lehman’s former Chief
Executive Dick Fuld recently sold his 15-room Park Avenue apartment
for $25.8 million. Some are learning the language of atonement, but Eric
Daniels, Chief Executive of Lloyds Banking Group, remains tone-deaf.
“The recipients of bonuses that I am referring to,” he told the House
Economic Affairs Committee, “are people like you and me. They have
relatively modest salaries.” Daniels is on an annual salary of £1 million,
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made sweeter by bonuses, share options and generous expenses.
Marriages seem to have spluttered in the downturn. No money, no
honey. “When money looks like flying out the window, love walks out
the door,” said Sandra Davis, head of law firm Mishcon de Reya, unseasonably busy with a slew of credit-crunch divorces. Raymond Tooth, a
popular divorce lawyer, has been generous with advice: “If a husband
is worth £10m less, don’t divorce him now. Stick it out until his bank
balance has recovered. But for a miserable husband, it makes sense to
get divorced while his fortune is half what it was.”
Slavica Ecclestone joined the 2009 Rich List with a new personal
fortune of £734m, following her divorce from F1 boss, Bernie. The film
director Guy Ritchie is probably grateful to be released from the
precepts of Kabbalah and macrobiotic diets his ex, Madonna, was fond
of, but £50m in the bank can cheer you up no end too.
When today’s rich were starting to scale Himalayan heights of
opulence a few years ago, Dr Philip Beresford, author of The Rich
List*, said: “Others simply love it and can’t get enough of it. One lowkey tycoon sends me a complete breakdown of all his assets every year
certified by his accountant. Others repeat this to a lesser extent. Another
ended lunch by pressing a copy of his latest tax return into my hand.
One man in the List phoned another on the morning of publication with
the quip, ‘Hello, it’s number 35 here; am I speaking to 47?’”

“The challenge for today’s rich is to
set themselves apart from the merely
affluent. They want things nobody
else can afford, experience, or
preferably, even imagine”
Times have ineluctably changed. The 1,000 multi-millionaires on
the 2009 Rich List have collectively suffered a 37% fall in their
fortunes, from being worth £413bn in 2008, to £258.27bn this year. It
is, said Beresford, the worst performance in the 21-year history of the
List. The number of billionaires in Britain is down from 75 to 43 this
year and the collective wealth of the richest 50 people in the world
reduced by 16.2%, down £117.5bn from £605.9bn in 2008.
The biggest ‘faller’ is also the List’s No. 1, Lakshmi Mittal, head
of the Arcelor Mittal steel empire, whose wealth dropped from £27.7bn
in 2008 to £19.8bn in 2009. Mittal, who describes himself as the “son
of the desert from Rajasthan”, paid a record price for a private home
when he bought a mansion in London’s Kensington Palace Gardens in
2004 from Bernie Ecclestone for £70m.
Second on the List is Roman Abramovich, whose fortune fell by
more than 40%, from £11.7bn in 2008 to £7.6bn. Still, this has not
stopped the Russian from taking delivery of his brand-new £200m 557ft
yacht, Eclipse. Equipped with its own missile-defence systems, Eclipse
joins a fleet of super yachts, including Pelorus, Ecstasea and Sussurro.
Quite what the Emir of Dubai – who owned the biggest yacht afloat in
the world, before Eclipse - thinks about this profligate acquisitiveness,
we will never know.
Tom Perkins, the venture capitalist, is staunchly mum on who
recently bought his 289ft clipper-style beauty, Maltese Falcon, for £60m.
Yacht Plus, the timeshare yacht group, commissioned Sir Norman Foster
to design the £16m Ocean Emerald, the first of four super yachts to be
launched over the next two years. She has four suites for up to a dozen
guests, whose every whim will be catered for by Yacht Plus.
If you’re running away from the detritus of the destruction you left
behind, or just want to moor somewhere quiet to mourn your losses, a
super yacht is probably just the thing. Yacht Magazine reports there are
now nearly 3,500 super yachts afloat around the world; by the end of
the year, there will have been 4,162.
You could also live on your boat and let your house to raise extra
cash. Sir Anthony Bamford, the construction billionaire, opened up his
Barbados home, Pink Cottage, to let for £9,000 a week. Bruce Willis’s
Parrot Cay residence can be had for £6,000 a week; Mick Jagger’s
ceanfront Villa Mustique can be rented for £10,000 a week. “In
America and the Caribbean, there are more high-end homes available
for rent than ever before. It indicates that homeowners increasingly
need extra income,” said Wilf Worster of Pure L.A. Villas.
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But why rent when you can buy? This is the £69m question now
tormenting the brother of the Emir of Qatar, who bought Hotel Lambert
from Guy de Rothschild. His plans to modernise the beautiful 17th
Century mansion on the Ile Saint Louis have met with a volley of vociferous protests from worthies who say the plans should be abandoned in
the interest of “national pride” to preserve a historic building which, in
its heyday, housed Chopin and Voltaire.
For between £5m and £50m, the Qatari gentleman can buy a
handsome address at London’s One Hyde Park, the world’s most
expensive block of flats, designed by Lord Rogers. According to the
developers, the Candy brothers, half of the 86 flats have already been
sold. “We’ve had calls from the chief executives of private banks and
senior people at investments banks who, you might say, have had a
good recession,” said Nick Candy.
If Knightsbridge is too bling, you could do a Yelena Baturina and
pay £50m for a house in Highgate. The Moscow mayor’s wife and
Russia’s richest woman plans to spend another £30m on renovations.
Alisher Usmanov, Russian oligarch and major shareholder in Arsenal
FC, also just forked out £50m for a Victorian mansion on Hampstead
Lane; £40m has been earmarked for renovations. Across the pond, in
Manhattan, more than 70 high-end apartments in the $10m+ range have
already sold this year. “While the £350,000 des res is almost impossible
to shift these days,” said an estate agent, “there are people with £40m
budgets looking to buy luxury properties.”

“The modern art boom is about more
than the fact there are lots of billionaires and there’s been a shift in taste
towards contemporary art. Its big
attraction is that the lack of rules
makes it ideal for speculation and
manipulation. As a consequence, art
has become nothing more than hotly
traded commodity”
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Who are these people? The rich will always be with us, but their
ranks have been swelled by the newly minted from Russia, Asia, Africa,
South America, the Middle East and China. In these straitened times,
they have affordable luxury which, according to Scilla Huan Sun,
Manager of Julius Baer Luxury Brands Fund, “has a lot of long-term
growth potential, but is more cyclical than true luxury, which remains
very stable.” Their focus is on brands – Louis Vuitton, Hermes, Bulgari
- that have held on to their cachet, deepening their appeal to generations
of wealthy customers.

According to Merrill Lynch’s World
Wealth Report, there are now only
362,000 “high net worth individuals” in
the UK, with an average wealth of
£608,000
Bernard Arnault, Chairman of the luxury goods group LVMH, and
one of the richest men in the world, said the global spending on luxury
goods is set to double in the next five years to nearly $440 billion.
“Much of that will come from China and Russia,” he said. While the
Russians have replaced the Arabs as the biggest spenders, the Chinese
are beginning to overtake them. Global Refund, an agency that helps
foreign shoppers reclaim VAT, reported a 164% rise in sales to the
Chinese from a few years ago.
So, what are the new suzerains buying? Investment-quality wines,
for a start. Thanks mostly to Chinese buyers, this year is turning out to
be a bumper year for wines, said Simon Berry, Chairman of Berry Bros
& Rudd, wine merchants to the Queen. “China probably hasn’t been hit
as hard as other countries and there are still an awful lot of rich people
out there. They like the big names – Lafite and Latour,” he said. A
£1,590 case of Chateau Latour 2008, released in May this year, is now
worth over £3,000, while a £1,950 case of Chateau Lafite, bought en
primeur, is now worth over £4,000. One of Berry Bros’ s customers
recently bought 30 cases of Lafite, 10 of them from the 2003 vintage,
which sells for over £10,000 a case.
According to Merrill Lynch’s World Wealth Report, there are now
only 362,000 “high net worth individuals” in the UK, with an average
wealth of £608,000. The report said that while demand for luxury cars
and yachts has fallen, these people are buying “health and wellbeing”
purchases, e.g., fitness equipment, and “passion investments”, such as
art and jewellery, which they believe hold – or appreciate – their value
over time. “The rich retrenched in a flight to safety, with jewellery,
gems and watches being bought globally,” the report said.
The most expensive piece of jewellery ever sold at auction – the
Wittelsbach diamond – was recently bought by the international
jeweller, Laurence Graff, for £16.4m. “If there had been no credit
crunch, this diamond might have sold for £50m. I think we’ve got the
bargain of the century,” he said. The diamond, originally from India,
was part of the dowry of the Infanta Margarita Teresa (1651-1673) on
her engagement to Leopold 1 of Austria. It was acquired by the
Wittelsbach family in 1722.
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At Chopard, £9.8m will buy a prince of private equity an ultra-rare
blue diamond ring in a white-gold band. De Beers is selling its Marie
Antoinette necklace with £2.24m worth of diamonds. Faberge, its sight
set firmly on the renaissance of the rich, has launched a jewellery
collection, its first for more than 90 years. For their nuptials last year,
Jay-Z, the businessman-rapper, bought Beyonce a £3m 18-carat
diamond ring, made by Fifth Avenue jeweller to the stars, Lorraine
Schwartz. In Hong Kong recently, Sotheby’s sold at auction a ‘vivid
blue diamond ring’ for £4.84m to an undisclosed buyer.
With time on one’s hand while waiting for commodity prices to
pick up and the markets to rally, a monarch of money might as well
strap a Patek Philippe on his wrist. The $1.3m Sky Moon Tourbillon –
only two are handmade each year in Geneva – is made up of 694 pieces,
including sapphire crystals.

The most expensive piece of
jewellery ever sold at auction – the
Wittelsbach diamond – was recently
bought by the international jeweller,
Laurence Graff, for £16.4m
The Austrian Peter Aloisson probably argued that gilded lives
deserve gilded telephones, so he designed the world’s most expensive $2.5m – King’s Button iPhone 3G, a confection in 18 carat gold,
encrusted with 138 diamonds and a 6.6-carat diamond for the home
button. This has put Vertu’s one-off $1m Boucheron 150 in the shade,
even with its “24-hour concierge access.”
Their movements might be somewhat curtailed these days, but the
very rich still have to travel, from one home to another, usually in
different countries or continents, so they fly, in their private jets. The
Austrian company Diamond, a private jet supplier, had 400 orders for
its multi-million-dollar D Jet this year. Ocean Sky is busy chartering its
brand-new Boeing business jet, with jet-set mod-cons including a
sauna, to its customers who include among them the actor Daniel Craig.
A £300m Airbus 380 was recently revamped for a Middle Eastern
potentate – rumoured to be the uber-businessman Saudi Prince AlWaleed bin Talal – to include a Turkish bath and a “wellbeing room”.
Sales of Rolls Royce are already up 20% this year to 1,212 cars.
Led by the £317,000 Phantom, Rolls Royce is launching its brand-new
RR4 this year. Bentleys are selling steadily and two new models,
including the £146,000 GTC Speed, are also being rolled out this year.
Nick Lancaster, Chief Executive of leading car dealer H. R. Owen,
said: “For the right car, there’s a lot of interest despite the market conditions.” Buyers, he said, have already put down the £10,000 deposit for
the made-to-order Ferrari models – the £180,000 458 Italia and the
£130,000 California. The cars won’t arrive for perhaps another year, but
by August this year, H. R. Owen had already taken 160 orders for them.
“Let me tell you about the very rich,” said the narrator in F. Scott
Fitzgerald’s 1926 novel, The Rich. “They are different from you and me.”
How different? Well, they buy museum-quality art, the kind that is
handed down from generation to generation, for posterity as well as for
future prosperity, in case they are required for aristocratic sales of necessity.
In February, at the height of the recession, Christie’s and Sotheby’s
raised over £100m selling Impressionist art, including Claude Monet’s
Dans la Prairie, which went for £11.2m; Modigliani’s Les Deux Filles
(£6.5m) and Degas’ Petite Danseuse de Quatorze Ans (£13.3m), bought
by a Japanese collector over the phone.
Also in February, Christie’s three-day auction in Paris of Yves
Saint-Laurent- Pierre Berge’s collection - still lifes, furniture, tapestries, porcelain, sculpture - was hailed as the “once-in-a-century sale”,
raising an estimate-beating $447m, the proceeds of which will benefit
the Pierre Berge-YSL Foundation and AIDS medical research.
“After this sale, people will believe that it’s a good thing to buy art,
that if you buy good things, they will keep their value, even if you’re
not Saint-Laurent,” said art dealer Pierre-Yves Machault.
Brad Pitt, the actor, paid $1m for a painting by German artist Neo
Rauch, who was exhibiting at Art Basel in June. The buzz in the art
world these days is in the £6.6bn contemporary art market, where Andy
Warhol is still considered a benchmark. His Green Car Crash sold for a
staggering £40m last year. Also selling at a very fast clip are works by
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Jeff Koons, Yves Klein, Takashi Murakami and Damien Hirst, whose
works, auctioned by Sotheby’s last year, sold for £111m.
“The modern art boom is about more than the fact there are lots of
billionaires and there’s been a shift in taste towards contemporary art.
Its big attraction is that the lack of rules makes it ideal for speculation
and manipulation. As a consequence, art has become nothing more than
hotly traded commodity,” opined critic Ben Lewis.
Lord Thomson of Fleet, the media magnate, belonged to the tribe of
the unbelievably rich of his day, but was said to be “jolly mean” with his
wealth. A friend told him, “Look here, you know you can’t take it with
you.” To which he replied, “In that case, I’m not going.” Were he alive
today, it would surprise him that a great number of incredibly wealthy
people are giving their money away, to charitable foundations and good
causes, in ways that are far more engaged and involved than ever before.
“One of the things I noticed while I was researching this year’s List
is that the rich are becoming more decent people as a result of feeling
the squeeze. Many of them are seeing the insanity of the last few years
and are putting their energy into green issues, making investments in
the environment and thinking more about the world around them. I
think a lot of rich people will come out of this recession as better people
because they are questioning whether they need all of these luxuries,
like yachts and multiple homes,” said Beresford.
With a bit of time on their hands, well, they may have been reading
The Book of Common Prayer too. “We brought nothing into this world,
and it is certain we can carry nothing out.” Amen. ■
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The School of Life
for the burning questions
keeping us awake at night
ere you won’t find a disquisition of the Large Hadron Collider
and its exploration of Higg’s Boson, or ‘God’s particle’, but it’s
probably just a matter of time before the heterodox curriculum
includes spirited discussions on God, His silence and does He need us
more than we need Him, writes Margie Collins.
“Here” is The School of Life, on 70 Marchmont Street, near Russell
Square in London’s Bloomsbury, surrounded by a helter-skelter of
internet cafes, newsagents, a hair salon and restaurants. The School is in
a Georgian shop with an inviting open door that leads down to a
basement classroom decorated with murals painted by artist Charlotte
Mann. Insiders call the classroom, which has the look and feel of a
comfortable sitting room, “wonderland”, for that is what it is, and what
it offers – portentous wonders - of the intellectual, philosophical, artistic
and literary variety, sprinkled with generous dustings of humour and wit.
“The School of Life is about the practical applications of
philosophy on life’s core subjects – love, politics, work, family and
play,” said the School’s cofounder, 34-year-old Sophie Howarth, who
set up the very successful events and studies programme at Tate
Modern, before having an epiphany to found a school that would meld
the best of the cultural world with the needs of personal development.
“The courses are structured around the burning questions that keep you
awake at night: how important is sex? What’s so great about
democracy? We’re rooted in the big thinkers, but always at the service
of ‘how will this be useful to me?’”

H
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“The School of Life is about the
practical applications of philosophy
on life’s core subjects – love,
politics, work, family and play”
Launched in September last year, you’d think more people would
have heard of it by now, especially as it has been a resounding runaway
success, so popular that they cannot keep up with numbers and most of
the courses and events are almost always completely sold out. But, in a
charmingly abstruse way, perhaps this is how ‘students’ like it, in a
samizdat kind of way: a sanctuary for open-minded, intellectually
curious and sociable people with an appetite for life and a voraciously
questioning mind, who want to ponder, in a genial atmosphere of exploration and enjoyment, the human predicament in an arbitrary and capricious universe.
“Whereas most colleges and universities chop up learning into
abstract categories (for example, agrarian history, the 18th Century
English novel), the School of Life titles its courses according to the
things we all tend to care about – careers, relationships, travel,
families,” said writer Alain de Botton, cofounder of the School and
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member of the faculty, which comprises a distinguished, celebrated and
eclectic group of maverick thinkers, academics, artists, writers, broadcasters, philosophers and psychotherapists, all trying to establish a
creative cultural institution that offers intelligent and playful ways of
interpreting the world in which we live.
It has been described as a “sweet shop for the brain”, or as Howarth
likes to say, “an apothecary of the mind, dispensing cultural solutions to
everyday ailments.”
Suffering from existential angst? Trying to loosen or untie the
Gordian knots of life? Crying for meaning, or perhaps for intellectual
solace and comfort, a measure of happiness, within the pages of a book,
the consolations of philosophy, silence while contemplating clouds?
The School of Life is a social enterprise offering a rich variety of
programmes and services to help its students live wisely and well. The
Courses are short (one evening a week for six weeks, or a weekend), but
they tackle life’s big issues and conundrums. The Course on ‘Love’
(£195), part academic/part life skills, plumbs the works of Tolstoy,
Spinoza, Schopenhauer and Woody Allen, to attempt to answer the allimportant questions: how long does it last? How can lovers have better
conversations? How important is sex?
The Course on ‘Work’ grapples with questions like: are you bored
by your job? Unhappy and frustrated at work? How can it be made
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The School’s ‘Events’ read like a
prescriptive study of the things
needed for human happiness, or
weapons with which to comfort the
afflicted or afflict the comfortable
more fulfilling? Is there a case for giving up and trying something else,
especially if you have lost your job in the recession? “At The School of
Life, we’re not necessarily taking the pain out of life, but rather to
ensure that most of us have the resources to act wisely in the face of
inevitable challenges and hurdles,” Howarth said.
The Course on ‘Politics’ uses, among others, the weighty teachings
of Rousseau, Machiavelli, Plato and Hobbes, to deal with questions
like: what is the job of the state? Should everyone be treated equally?
“We aim to give the education we didn’t get anywhere else, to raid
the wealth of cultural experience from philosophy, the arts and sciences,
and treat knowledge as a way of living today,” said Howarth. If Plato’s
Academy were extant today, the School would be its offspring in a
thoroughly modern setting.
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Why are some families happier than others? What influences family
dynamics? What causes them to become ‘pits of claustrophobia and
resentment’? Find out more from the School’s Course on the ‘Family’.
The School also offers UK-based holidays and holiday activities –
the kind you would not immediately think of when planning your
getaways. A sold-out Sky Weekend (£395) at a Georgian country pile in
the South Downs in June this year, hosted by Gavin Pretor-Pinney,
cofounder of the Cloud Appreciation Society and author of the
bestselling ‘The Cloudspotters’ Guide’, had for its highlight the joys of
lying on one’s back, staring up at a cloud-laden sky. The holiday billed
as ‘Philosophy on Bicycle’ (£75), led by the philosopher Nigel
Warburton and the broadcaster Jack Thurston, was a 24-mile ride on the
back streets of East London, contemplating life’s vagaries and vicissitudes, visions of the city, from the saddle of a bicycle. It was sold out.
The Urban Gardening break (£95) will show beautiful as well as
quirky horticultural delights in some of London’s office blocks,
rooftops, allotments and window boxes. Epicuriosity (£195), in
October, is designed to be a gastronomic expedition around some of
London’s kitchens, food laboratories, specialist food shops and supermarkets; there will be discussions about culinary fashions, our
relationship with food, the history of wedding feasts and such like. It
has been sold out for some time.

“At The School of Life, we’re not
necessarily taking the pain out of
life, but rather to ensure that most of
us have the resources to act wisely
in the face of inevitable challenges
and hurdles”
The School’s students are, for the most part, urban professionals in
the 25-55 age range, and the newly-retireds – people seeking robust
intellectual exertions and who imagine their lives to be a journey of
exploration; people in the mould of Titus Pomponius Atticus, in search
of the essence of civilised existence. After all, the unexamined or
unexplored life, as a wit once said, is hardly worth living.
‘Conversation Dinners’ (£50) are a big draw for The School of
Life, so popular they are always over-subscribed. Over a three-course
meal, with wine, in a nearby restaurant, students are taught how to have
entertaining and meaningful confabulations, summon les mots justes,
improving their conversational talents while burnishing their social
skills. Breakfast pow-wows have recently been added to the School’s
menu of offerings.
The School’s ‘Events’ read like a prescriptive study of the things
needed for human happiness, or weapons with which to comfort the
afflicted or afflict the comfortable. Guest speakers discourse – and then
enter into spirited discussions with students – on a lovely medley of
subjects, including How to be cool; Silence; Seduction; Why we need
poetry; How to be optimistic; and a very popular one this: How to think
about death.
Because books are a requirement of the cultivated mind, the School
offers Bibliotherapy. Stuck in a rut with your reading habits? Afraid to
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“We aim to give the education we
didn’t get anywhere else, to raid the
wealth of cultural experience from
philosophy, the arts and sciences,
and treat knowledge as a way of
living today”
venture into new territory? For £50, a bibliotherapist, who puts you in
mind of Siegfried Sassoon who once said “Oh, what an old library of
life I am!”, will diagnose your reading diet, dispense literary advice and
prescribe a reading list. This service is good for five months.
Recognising that we are here for a time and we have to navigate,
with courage and conviction, life’s perils – some of them the diseases
of affluence that will do for us – the School offers ‘Sermons’ (from
£10), given by lay preachers who have something to say about modernday virtues, values and vices. Alain de Botton, in his sold-out sermon
on pessimism, challenged the bourgeois promise that everyone can find
happiness in love and work, and that the chances of anyone succeeding
in both are extremely remote. We should not deny a place for pessimism
and despair in our lives, he argued, because we would be denying the
possibility of ‘collective consolation’. The sermon (December) by Tim
Harford, who wrote the highly acclaimed ‘The Undercover Economist’,
will be on frugality, why and how we should reduce waste and suppress
the need for instant gratification. Ruby Wax will deliver a sermon on
loving one’s ego; the clinical psychologist and author of the compelling
‘Affluenza: How to be Successful and Stay Sane’, Oliver James, will
deliver his sermon (November) on envy.
For those enduring the pain inflicted by life’s slings and arrows, the
Sermons are very well attended because, as The Guardian’s Mark
Vernon said: “People want to hear spiritual ideas, demanding ideas,
ideas that make a difference. Public rhetoric is so powerful.”
The School even offers what de Botton describes as stigma-free
psychotherapy for families, couples, individuals. “Talking with
strangers about emotional things is taboo, and so we use wit because
that is what the English use when they want to talk about something
seriously, like the soul.”
The School of Life’s psychotherapy service, said de Botton, is no
more or less strange than having a haircut or pedicure and perhaps a
good deal more useful.
The School Shop serves, as Howarth says, like a kind of chemist
for the mind and soul, selling carefully selected books, including Mark
Crick’s ‘Kafka’s Soup’, a history of world literature in 14 recipes;
‘Sartre’s Sink’, also by Mark Crick, on the great writers’ complete book
of DIY, and Maryanne Wolf’s ‘Proust and the Squid: The Story and
Science of the Reading Brain’. (No, I never would have guessed, but
that’s the joy of new discoveries.) Also on sale are the School’s
aphorism posters (£2 each or £30 for a boxed set of 30), e.g., Mae
West’s ‘Too much of a good thing can be truly wonderful.’ Or Woody
Allen’s ‘My one regret in life is that I am not someone else.’ A favourite
is Samuel Beckett’s ‘Ever tried. Ever failed. No matter. Try again. Fail
again. Fail better.’ ■
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